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Solid Waste Services
Tel. 604-436-6764 Fax 604-436-6970

November 8, 2013 File: CP-16-02-032

Ms.

Dear Ms.

Re: Metro Vancouver’s New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Potential Site Identification
Process

Thank you for your telephone call regarding the potential site identification process for Metro
Vancouver’s New Waste-to-Energy (WTE) Capacity Project.

The development of new waste-to-energy capacity is a multi-phase process with opportunities for
consultation with stakeholders, including the public, throughout. Community support for potential
new waste to energy projects will be a key criterion in evaluating potential projects.

At this phase in the process, 9 proponents with ten submissions have been selected to participate in
subsequent phases of the project. In the first phase of the process (RFQ1), these proponents
demonstrated their capability to process municipal solid waste for Metro Vancouver based on existing
facilities using their proposed waste-to-energy approach.

The current phase of the project will identify all potential sites both in and out of region. We will be
announcing sites secured by proponents for their own use at a Special Meeting of the Zero Waste
Committee on November 21. Sites offered by landowners for potential use by all proponents will be
identified once analysis of those offers is complete, and preferred sites have been optioned for
purchase or lease. Once potential sites are identified, Metro Vancouver will conduct public events in
proximity to each site. These events will provide information on the process to develop waste-to-
energy capacity, and provide an opportunity for community members to provide input on criteria for
evaluating proponent submissions in subsequent phases of the project.

In the next phase of the process (RFQ2), expected to commence in mid 2014, proponents will submit
further information providing details of their proposed approach including community benefits related
to the project. Proponents will also have the opportunity to provide evidence of community support
for their projects. Metro Vancouver is committed to complying with local development approval
processes and will carry-out a full environmental assessment for any project selected in the
development process.
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Please see attached a number of reports presented to the Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Committee

in 2013. I have included both reports on the New Waste-to-Energy Project, and also some on a

variety of the Zero Waste initiatives Metro Vancouver has been pursuing. I have also included

excerpts from the Environmental Management Act pertaining to solid waste management, and to

the new BC Recycling Regulation Guide.

As I’m sure you will understand, there is a lot more information available, but in the interest of

saving resources, I have tried to only include reports I feel you may be directly interested in. Please

visit www.metrovancouver.org for more information on Metro Vancouver’s efforts towards

increased waste diversion.

Please do not hesitate to call if you would like to discuss further, or if there is other information you

would like to receive.

Yours truly,

Sarah Weilman
A/Project Manager

SW/jmb

Attachments:

1. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: New Waste-to-Energy Engagement and Consultation Update —

October 3, 2013
2. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: Zero Waste Activities Update — September 5, 2013

3. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: Multi-Family and ICI Waste Diversion —July 4, 2013

4. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: Waste-to-Energy Environmental Monitoring and Reporting,

2012 Update —June 6, 2013
5. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: Metro Vancouver Waste-to-Energy Facility Environmental

Upgrade Projects — May 2, 2013
6. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled: Stewardship Plan for Packaging and Printed Paper — April 4,

2013
7. Zero Waste Committee Board Report titled; New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — January 31, 2013

8. Recycling Regulation (2004) Policy and Regulatory Setting
9. About Multi-Material BC (MMBC)
10. Residents I MMBC
11. Guide to the Preparation of Regional Solid Waste Management Plans for Regional Districts — Revised Edition

I December 1994, produced by the Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Environment

12. Environmental Management Act: Part 3 — Municipal Waste Management

13. Recycling Regulation Guide, produced by British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Environmental

Protection Division, April, 2012

8033295
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Robin Mills, Public Involvement Division, Solid Waste Services

Date: September 16, 2013 Meeting Date: October 3, 2013

Subject: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Engagement and Consultation Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board approve RFQ2 evaluation criteria initial engagement and consultation activities.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to recommend that the Board initiate engagement and consultation
activities on new Waste-to-Energy (WTE) Capacity RFQ2 evaluation criteria.

BACKGROUND
The first phase of the procurement process, Request for Qualification 1 (RFQ1), identified viable
waste-to-energy proponents qualified to participate in subsequent phases of the process, and was
completed in June 2013. The 10 short-listed proponents are:

Respondent Core Technology
AECOM Mass-burn
AQUILINI Mass-burn
COVANTA 1 Mass-burn
COVANTA 2 Gasification
ENERGY ANSWERS RDF/Mass-burn
LEHIGH RDF/Cement Kiln
MUSTANG - JFE RDF/AD/Gasification
PLENARY Option 1 Mass-burn
TERMOMECCANICA Mass-burn
WHEELARBRATOR/URBASER Mass-burn

Phase 2, the potential site identification process, will identify potential sites for new WTE capacity
both inside and outside the region, either brought forward by site owners and made available to all
proponents, or brought forward by proponents available exclusively to them. On July 12, 2013, the
Board approved the final criteria to be used to evaluate potential sites and a Site RFP was issued on
July 25, 2013. Potential sites are expected to be communicated to the public in early spring 2014.

Phase 3, technology and sites, a second-stage RFQ (RFQ2), is expected to commence in 2014, and
will evaluate each qualified proponent’s combination of technology and site.
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In October 2012 the Board approved a new WTE capacity Engagement and Consultation Program, a

phased iterative approach to engagement and consultation, allowing for notification and

engagement for audiences as the development process proceeds. Previous engagement and

consultation activities have taken place during Phase 1 - RFQ1 (to introduce the project) and prior

to the launch of Phase 2 - potential site identification process (to solicit input on site evaluation

criteria).

DISCUSSION
An opportunity exists to begin consultation on the criteria that will be used to evaluate responses to

RFQ2. RFQ2 submissions will include proponent information, technology and site. The objectives of

this initial RFQ2 consultation include:
- Engage stakeholders in a conversation about solid waste management, the waste

management hierarchy and the reasons to develop new WTE capacity;

- Understand key interests for various stakeholder groups related to the development of new

WTE capacity; and
- Identify and gauge the importance to stakeholders of various criteria that could be used to

evaluate RFQ2 submissions.

Stakeholders that will be targeted for participation in this initial RFQ2 engagement and consultation

process include waste and recycling industry representatives; local, provincial and federal

government representatives; First Nations; business groups; academic and technical professionals;

and environmental non-governmental organizations. FVRD and FVRD member municipalities will

also be invited to participate in the process.

These stakeholders will be invited to participate in a series of facilitated workshops designed to

achieve the objectives listed above. Opportunities for these stakeholders along with the general

public to submit feedback both electronically and in writing will also be available.

As previously reported to the Board in July, the broader public will be engaged in face-to-face

sessions once potential sites have been identified in the spring of 2014. RFQ2 evaluation criteria will

be a key element of public events hosted in communities where potential sites are identified as well

as in events hosted in Metro Vancouver and the FVRD. The Metro Vancouver website will also

provide information and solicit feedback from the wider public.

Output from the workshops and feedback will be reported to the Board and be considered in

developing RFQ2 evaluation criteria that will be reported to the Board for approval in advance of

RFQ2 being issued.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board approve RFQ2 evaluation criteria initial engagement and consultation

activities.
2. Provide alternate direction to staff regarding engagement and consultation for RFQ2

evaluation criteria.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funding for engagement and consultation activities related to new WTE capacity are included in the

2014 Solid Waste Services budget. The expected engagement and consultation cost for new WTE

capacity is $150,000.
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SUMMARY
Metro Vancouver has committed to consult at all phases of new WTE capacity development. An
opportunity exists to engage and consult on the criteria that will be used to evaluate responses to
RFQ2. Staff recommend Alternative 1.
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Heather Schoemaker, Director, External Relations

Date: August 6, 2013 Meeting Date: September 5, 2013

Subject: Zero Waste Activities Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receives for information the reported dated, August 6, 2013 titled
“Zero Waste Activities Update”.

PURPOSE
This report provides the Zero Waste Committee with a quarterly update on zero waste activities.

DISCUSSION
2013 Zero Waste Conference
The program for Metro Vancouver’s 2013 Zero Waste Conference, “Rethinking Waste”, has been
finalized. This year’s conference program includes a number of keynote presentations, a series of
“Ted Talks”-style presentations on innovative waste management throughout the supply chain, and
the introduction and launch of the National Zero Waste Council. Confirmed speakers/panelists for
the conference include:

• Dame Ellen MacArthur, Ellen MacArthur Foundation and CE100;
• Michael Braungart, Founder and Scientific CEO of EPEA Internationale Umweltforschung GmbH,

and co-author of “Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things”;
• Dr. Richard Swannell, Director of Design and Waste Prevention, WRAP UK;
• Grant Baldwin and Jen Rustemeyer, Peg Leg Films, co-producers of “The Clean Bin Project” and

“Just Eat It”;
• Laurel Miller, author of “Why Shrink Wrap A Cucumber”;
• John Coyne, Vice President, Legal and External Affairs, Unilever Canada;
• Michael Doyle, Executive Vice President and GM Rogers Arena, Canucks Sports &

Entertainment.

For the first time, the conference will include a registration fee of $75.00 to partially cover general
conference costs, such as for the facility, catering and audio visual work. However, as the
conference host, Metro Vancouver Directors will not be required to pay the registration fee.

National Zero Waste Council
The Interim Steering Committee of the National Zero Waste Council will meet once more before the
October 16 launch of the Council at Metro Vancouver’s Zero Waste Conference; the September 25
meeting agenda will include a confirmation of the governance model for the Council, and a
discussion on transitioning to the new entity. As of the July 26 Metro Vancouver Board meeting,
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Metro Vancouver has been confirmed as the host of the National Zero Waste Council’s secretariat

for 2014 and 2015.

2013 Organics Campaign
Late 2012 and early 2013: The FSR campaign “Don’t annoy your yard bin” consisted of a TV ad and

online game with a key message of not including plastic. This supported municipal efforts to expand

the collection of organics, avoid contamination and minimize plastic in the yard bin. The TV ad ran
on local channels in November 2012, and again in January 2013.

Concurrent to the TV ad, social media promoted the commercial and the online game. Also,
municipal staff were contacted directly and encouraged to share the commercial and game via their
websites.

Summer 2013: With the computer game already developed and available, a follow-up campaign has
commenced. This is done via an online ad buy targeted to Metro Vancouver residents by using
banners and imagery to prompt viewers to ‘click’ through. Online advertising often uses a simple
game as a way to create an interactive experience. The Hungry Bins game is an interactive way for
players to learn what can and cannot go into their yard waste bin. Once the ad has been clicked, the
viewer will come to a new page where the commercial runs prior to the game starting. The page
will contain the key message — don’t contaminate your yard waste with plastic or biodegradable
bags — as well as a link to the food scraps recycling page on the Metro Vancouver site.

The budget for this is $25,000 and MV pays only for the actual click-through, guaranteeing
viewership for our dollar. As this is a new advertising venue for us, we will evaluate its effectiveness

at the conclusion.

Fall 2013: The fall organics campaign will focus on reducing food waste at a residential level. The
broad advertising campaign will focus on:

1. Awareness - of the new waste management initiatives, such as organics recycling;
2. Information — “how to”, such as avoiding contamination when recycling;
3. Energy around a new social norm — a powerful driver of new behaviour is the sense that

others are doing it.

To meet the needs of the municipalities, we are surveying Municipal staff; Municipal Waste
Reduction Coordinators Committee, Municipal Communications Coordinators, and REAC Waste
Subcommittee. Responses to a short five-question survey will be summarized and considered as the
basis for the creative content of a new food scraps recycling commercial.

The new FSR creative will launch this fall. It will be a broad based campaign and will utilize mostly
television (a 30 second commercial) as statistics show that this is stilt the main medium through
which people 25 and older (our target audience) get their information.

Additional distribution mechanisms will include social media such as Twitter and Facebook, earned
media, and the continued use of the online computer game on the Metro Vancouver webpage. The
webpage will also continue to include links to all municipal food collection programs. All campaign
materials will be shared with Member Municipalities.
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ALTERNATIVES
This report is presented for information. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The activities and initiatives captured in the Zero Waste Report form part of the approved 2013
budget.

SUMMARY I CONCLUSION
External Relations works to increase public awareness and understanding of Zero Waste initiatives,
to enhance communication and engagement efforts and more effectively engage with others levels
of government.

7749835
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Andrew Marr, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: August 23, 2013 Meeting Date: September 5, 2013

Subject: Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed Paper

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board receive the report “Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and

Printed Paper” for information, and that the Chair of the Zero Waste Committee request a meeting

with the Minister of Environment to communicate municipal concerns regarding the

implementation of the Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed Paper.

PURPOSE
To update the Board on the current status of the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) program

for Packaging and Printed Paper (PPP).

Update on EPR for PPP
As required by the B.C. Recycling Regulation, Multi-Material British Columbia (MMBC) will assume

financial and administrative responsibility for PPP recycling programs on May 19, 2014. MMBC’s

Stewardship Plan for PPP was approved by the Ministry of Environment on April 15, 2013. After the

plan approval, MMBC began to release documents which describe its approach to implementing a
program for collecting and recycling PPP from residents throughout the province. Within Metro

Vancouver, collection of PPP materials from most residential premises is already being carried out

by member municipalities.

As part of the implementation for an EPR program for PPP, MMBC announced market-clearing

prices for curbside, multi-family building and depot collection of recyclables in early June. Shortly

after the prices were announced, MMBC also began distributing sample terms and conditions for

each of these activities to local governments who had been collecting recyclable materials in the

past. As identified in the correspondence of July 11, 2013, from the City of Port Moody (Attachment

1), and August 1, 2013, from the City of Coquitlam (Attachment 2), member municipalities have

significant concerns related to the financial incentive offer and the proposed terms and conditions

to become a qualified collector under MMBC’s program.

In addition, the Regional Engineers Advisory Committee sent correspondence to Ministry of

Environment staff and MMBC which highlighted several issues related to maintaining services

levels, the lack of a transition plan, and the overall approach to implementation (Attachment 3).

Other areas of concern related to the sample terms and conditions include:

• Price and Penalties
• Contamination
• Labour and personnel
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• Termination and Change Clauses
• Confidentiality and Intellectual Property
• Collection Service Operations
• Accountability.

MMBC has communicated a September 16, 2013, deadline for local governments to make a
decision regarding their level of participation in their PPP program. MMBC has communicated the
following options to municipalities with respect to collection of PPP:

• accept the market-clearing price, agree to the terms and conditions as proposed by MMBC,
and continue collecting recyclables under contract to MMBC

• decline the MMBC offer and allow MMBC to take responsibility for collection of recyclables
in the municipality

• decline the MMBC offer and continuing with existing municipal collection without
compensation from MMBC.

MMBC has communicated that if a municipality declines the offer, that municipality could not be
reconsidered for seven years as MMBC will be issuing an RFP for processing and marketing services
based on committed volumes and a municipality could not join until a subsequent RFP is issued.
Member municipal staff have communicated to MMBC that the September 16 response date is not
practical, as staff do not have sufficient time to conduct the necessary analysis, and report to and
seek direction from city councils. MMBC has suggested that they would be willing to consider an
extension to the September 16 response time, but such an extension would result in a delay in
program start-up beyond the required May 2014 implementation date.

Municipalities will decide individually on their level of participation in the PPP program. However, if
member municipalities decide not to continue PPP collection, and collection is carried out
independently by MMBC, there is risk that advancement of the region’s waste diversion goals could
be impacted. For example, MMBC may choose to adjust collection schedules, which would no
longer be synchronized with the municipal collection schedules for organics and garbage. Changes
such as this may create confusion amongst residents reducing participation in recycling programs.
Communications and education would also become the responsibility of MMBC.

Since the release of the sample terms and conditions, member municipal and Metro Vancouver
staff have held several discussions with MMBC representatives regarding their concerns related to
the documents, but resolution of these concerns has not yet been achieved. Metro Vancouver and
municipal staff are communicating with other communities around the Province, and in many cases
similar concerns have been identified by those communities.

Collection of PPP at Metro Vancouver Transfer Stations
Although the bulk of PPP that is collected comes directly from residents through curbside and multi
family building programs (approximately 81%), a minor portion is collected through facilities such as
municipal recycling depots (approximately 14%) and Metro Vancouver transfer stations
(approximately 5%). Given the key role that member municipalities play in the collection of
residential PPP, Metro Vancouver’s possible participation in this program will be aligned with the
eventual outcome decided by the member municipalities.
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ALTERNATIVES
1. That Zero Waste Committee Chair request a meeting with the Minister of Environment to

communicate member municipal concerns related to the proposed PPP EPR program,

2. That the Board direct staff to pursue other options.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the Chair of the Zero Waste Committee meets with the Minister of Environment to communicate
municipal concerns related to the implementation of the PPP program, there is an opportunity to
provide feedback on the process on behalf of the region as a whole. Under the recycling regulation,
MMBC is required to fund 100% of the cost of recycling PPP materials from residential premises,
and thus implementation of the program has substantial potential financial implications for
member municipalities.

SUMMARY! CONCLUSION
As part of the implementation for an EPR program for PPP, MMBC announced market-clearing
prices for curbside, multi-family building and depot collection of recyclables, as well as distributed
sample terms and conditions. Member municipalities have concerns related to the financial
incentive offer and the proposed terms and conditions to become a qualified collector under
MMBC’s program. Metro Vancouver and member municipal staff are continuing to communicate
with MMBC and Province of British Columbia staff, but resolution to concerns has not yet been
achieved. Staff recommend that the Chair of the Zero Waste Committee meet with the Minister of
Environment to communicate municipal concerns regarding the PPP program implementation.

Attachments and References:
1. Correspondence dated July 11, 2013, from the City of Port Moody re. Producer Responsibility

and MMBC

2. Correspondence date August 1, 2013, from the City of Coquitlam re. Multi-Material BC
Packaging and Printed Paper Stewardship Plan

3. Correspondence dated July 30, 2013 from REAC to MoE re. Multi-Material BC Packaging and
Printed Paper EPR Program Implementation

7715849
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To:

From:

Zero Waste Committee

Andrew Marr, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: June 24, 2013 Meeting Date: July 4, 2013

Subject: Multi-Family and ICI Waste Diversion

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receive for information the report dated June 24, 2013 titled
“Multi-Family and ICI Waste Diversion”.

PURPOSE
To update the Committee on initiatives to increase waste diversion from the Multi-Family and lCl
sectors.

BACKGROUND
The Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan (Plan) includes a goal of achieving 70%
diversion of generated waste from disposal by 2015 and 80% by 2020. The 70% goal is an overall
goal for the Demolition, Landclearing & Construction
(DLC), Industrial, Commercial & Institutional (ICI),
Single Family Residential (SFR), and Multi-Family
Residential (MFR) sectors combined.

DISCUSSION
a) Diversion Rates by Sector
Figure 1 shows reported diversion rates in each
sector. Figure 1 shows ICI and MFR sectors as distinct.
In practice their wastes are usually collected together
in the same vehicles, making it challenging to allocate
waste disposed between those two sectors.
Recyclables are also difficult to attribute to either the
ICI and MFR sectors.

As noted in Figure 1, Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) program diversion has not
historically been reported for individual sectors, but is included in the overall diversion calculation,
estimated at 57% in 2011. EPR programs include the beverage container deposit program,
electronics programs, paints etc. In 2011, EPR diversion totaled over 125,000 tonnes of material,
several times the total estimated diversion in the MFR sector.

In reality EPR materials originate almost exclusively from the ICI/Residential sectors with the
Residential sector likely responsible for most EPR material diversion. On this basis, EPR materials
should be allocated by sector similar to other recyclable materials. If the current practice of not

15’h
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including EPR materials in sector reporting is carried forward into 2014, both SFR and MFR recycling

rates will appear to drop significantly as all packaging and printed paper materials become EPR

materials.

2012 Diversion reporting will be updated to allocate EPR materials by sector based on feedback

from EPR Stewards, and additional Metro Vancouver analysis. If EPR materials were allocated

primarily to the Residential sector, and allocated on a population basis, reported multi-family

diversion rates would more than double.

b) Diversion Rates from the ICI/MFR Sector
In 2011, Metro Vancouver discovered that some material historically reported by a number of

private processors as being ‘Id mixed recyclables’ were in fact wood from demolition, landclearing

and construction (DLC). Therefore, for the year 2011 (and future years) those tonnes (and the
resulting diversion) are more appropriately allocated to the DLC sector.

40% Metro Vancouver did not revise
— 3596 (before reallocation) the previously published pre-2011

30% figures for the ICI/MFR sector
retroactively, which caused the

2096 appearance of an abrupt decrease
in the MFR/ICI diversion rate in

10% 2011 (see Figure 2). Metro
Vancouver is working with

0% . ... member municipalities to better

Fiqure 2: lCl!MFR Diversion for 2009, 2010 determine the generation rate per
capita of the MFR sector and

improve our estimation of the tonnages between these sectors.

A drop in tonnes of paper recycled in the region has also contributed to flat ICI and MFR diversion
rates. The reduction in paper consumed both residential and commercially has impacted diversion
in all sectors.

c) Key Initiatives to Divert MFR/ICI Wastes
Over the past quarter century, local governments and recycling businesses have built considerable
infrastructure and invested substantial resources to educate the residents and businesses on the
importance of source separation, both in terms of maximizing the quality of the recyclable
materials, but also in avoiding a ‘throwaway mentality’. Looking forward, the major initiatives to
increase diversion from the MFR/lCl sectors include:

i. Extended Producer Responsibility for MFR Printed Paper and Packaging
Printed Paper and Packaging (PPP) make up the majority of ‘traditional’ dry materials
(paper, plastic, metals, glass) that MFR and ICI producers recycle. Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) makes the manufacturers of products financially and legally responsible
for recycling or disposing of the products when they become wastes.

In May 2011, the Provincial Government added PPP to the Recycling Regulation, requiring
manufacturers to develop and deliver a program to collect recyclables from all residences,
including multi-family homes. The plan created by Multi-Material BC (MMBC), on behalf of
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manufacturers, was approved in April and emphasizes source separation and collection.
Specifically, the plan commits MMBC to:

• Seek to increase diversion “rates by encouraging residents to place PPP in the PPP
collection system rather than the garbage collection system”.

• Aim to resolve “technical and convenience barriers in multi-family collection systems”.
MMBC has a performance target of 75% recovery of PPP from all residential sources, both
single-family and multi-family.

ii. Extended Producer Responsibility for id Printed Paper and Packaging
For the most part, EPR programs in B.C. include discards from all sectors (e.g. SF Residential,
MF Residential, and Id). Occasionally, the collection methods may change depending on
whether the end user was a resident or a business, but all of the material is considered in-
scope according to the Recycling Regulation. At this time, the EPR program for PPP is being
phased-in for residential sources and “streetscapes” (e.g., sidewalks, parks, etc...). The
timeline for manufacturers to start phasing-in collection of PPP from lCl businesses has not
been set by the Province, but it will follow after the SFR and MFR program. Historically, all
approved EPR programs are based on source separation of material.

iii. Local Regulatory Initiatives for MFR and ICI Diversion
Metro Vancouver, in conjunction with member municipalities and industries, developed a
technical specification of standards for recycling space and access in ICI and MFR buildings.
That specification is currently being implemented or tailored to suit specific needs by 16
municipalities.

Two other key regulatory initiatives in the Plan are the introduction of a disposal ban on
organics, and mandatory recycling. Metro Vancouver’s success in implementing a waste
flow management system may affect the timing and viability of both initiatives, as it is
important to maintain the ability to enforce disposal bans, and to maintain a disposal
tipping fee that provides a sufficient financial incentive to recycle.

Initial feedback has been gathered from the industries potentially most affected by a future
organics disposal ban and mandatory recycling (e.g. waste haulers, food retailers,
restaurants, etc.) but it is expected that broad stakeholder consultation can begin in late
2013. That broad consultation will assist Metro Vancouver in determining such details as the
precise definitions of banned organic materials, possible exemptions, options for phasing in
the ban, options for penalties and enforcement methods, etc.

Some municipalities have already implemented mandatory recycling at source, or require
ICI and MFR clients who receive municipal garbage collection services to also subscribe to
recycling collection services.

iv. Local ICI Business Engagement for ICI Diversion
Metro Vancouver has been working with priority groups in the ICI sector to identify ‘early
adopters’ and to prepare businesses for increased diversion through the organics disposal
ban. To date, this has been focused on:

• large food retailers, through audits of existing in-house programs for orgariics and
recycling in order to better identify the scope of the challenge, exploration of
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potential partnerships including possible profiling of successful case studies, and

input on disposal ban options and challenges specific to the foodretail industry.

• restaurants, hotels and bars, through the assessment of barriers to full participation,
opportunities for partnering on industry communications, identifying best practice

case studies and pilot projects on technical solutions, and convening working groups
to address major obstacles to restaurant compliance, in addition to input on

disposal ban options and challenges specific to the restaurant and catering industry.

Metro Vancouver is also working with several Business Improvement Associations on

Business Zero Waste Challenges, in order to develop additional case studies and resources

that Business Improvement Associations throughout the region can use to help their

members prepare for the ban on organics from the garbage and mandatory blue box

recycling.

Upcoming engagement work will add the next priority business groups:

• Institutions including schools and health care facilities, many of which have excellent
waste diversion programs in place already.

• Property managers, who often control the access to services for recycling organics
and other recyclable materials for both ICI businesses and MFR buildings.

• Small and medium sized food-related businesses, many of which have additional
challenges related to cultural and language differences.

v. Local Engagement for MFR Diversion
Metro Vancouver has been working with its own Housing Corporation to improve resource

recovery; specifically increasing blue box recycling and decreasing contamination of

recycling streams. Interventions tested through these pilot projects will be shared with

municipalities and inform an online multi-family recycling toolkit. Metro Vancouver is now

testing how best to implement recycling programs system-wide within Metro Vancouver

Housing.

Metro Vancouver is working with Member Municipalities to provide coordination and

support for implementing food scraps diversion in multi-family buildings, hosting a regional
workshop with municipal waste reduction and communications coordinators. On May 9,
over 35 staff from across the region participated in this workshop. Case studies focusing on

best practices, communication and engagement strategies and challenges were heard from

the Cities of Burnaby and New Westminster, the Corporation of Delta, and the University

Neighbourhoods Association. A presentation from UBC’s Brain and Attention Research Lab

addressed ongoing findings on public space recycling signage.

Workshop participants identified potential opportunities for collaboration and created

informal, self-selected working groups to look at areas such as bylaw language, further

defining space requirements for recycling, diversion rate measurements, consistent

messaging, and offers of site visits to view current programs in individual municipalities.

Participants indicated that the workshop was useful and that staff should meet again to

discuss progress and outstanding challenges. Metro Vancouver will continue to work with

municipal staff including organizing a future, follow up workshop, likely in November 2013.
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ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Planned initiatives are accomplished within the approved annual budget.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
This report updates the Zero Waste Committee on initiatives currently underway and planned to
increase waste diversion from the Multi-Family and Industrial, Commercial and Institutional sectors.
The significant initiatives include the Extended Producer Responsibility Program for printed paper
and packaging currently being established for Multi-Family and to be expanded to include Id in the
future, local regulator-y initiatives including space and access for recycling, organics disposal bans
and mandatory recycling, and engagement with the Multi-Family and CI sectors on opportunities
for waste diversion.

7538426
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Groaer Vancouver Regonai Distrct • Greater Vancouver Water District • Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District • Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager Solid Waste Services

Date: June 24, 2013 Meeting Date: July 4, 2013

Subject: Waste Flow Management — Recommended Strategy

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Board approve a Waste Flow Management strategy for the region that would

require residential and commercial garbage to be delivered to Regional Facilities and allow

the development of private sector mixed waste material recovery facilities for the purpose

of recovering recyclables and organics from multi-family and commercial waste following

source separation;
2. That staff report back to the Board with a recommended draft bylaw required to implement

the Waste Flow Management strategy.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to summarize findings from the Waste Flow Management engagement

and consultation program and to recommend a Waste Flow Management strategy.

BACKGROUND
Metro Vancouver has been engaging with public and private sector stakeholders on waste flow

management since May of 2012 when the Board directed staff to review options and report back

with a recommended strategy.

A waste flow management strategy is required because some waste haulers are bypassing Metro

Vancouver and City of Vancouver waste disposal facilities (Regional Facilities) and delivering multi

family and institutional and commercial municipal solid waste to transfer stations in Abbotsford. By

doing so these haulers avoid the regional tipping fees that pay for the system, as well as the

material bans and prohibitions that encourage recycling. Bypassing Regional Facilities impacts the

potential to achieve waste reduction goals and is not equitable for other businesses and local

taxpayers. Bypassing Regional Facilities creates an uneven playing field for the waste management

industry, and jeopardizes the economic viability of the local recycling industry. In addition,

commitments in the ISWRMP to increase diversion through additional bans, such as on organics,

will not be possible if haulers continue to bypass Regional Facilities.

In September 2012, the Board directed staff to initiate engagement and consultation on Waste Flow

Management options, including a preferred approach which included:

• Requiring that all “garbage” generated in the region, i.e. residential, and institutional and

commercial municipal solid waste, except for exempted materials, be delivered to Regional

Facilities (institutional and commercial municipal solid waste less exempted materials is

referred to as “commercial garbage” in this report) and
• Licensing of commercial garbage haulers.
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In March 2013, a report was provided on the findings from this first phase of engagement and
consultation and the Board directed staff to engage and consult further on the requirement to
deliver residential and commercial garbage to Regional Facilities and other options for, or
alternatives to, Waste Flow Management. The hauler licensing provision was dropped after
considering Phase 1 input.

In recognition of the concern from the waste management industry about costs (tipping fees) and
services levels at Regional Facilities, a sub-committee of the Integrated Utility Management
Advisory Committee (IUMAC) will be created to give waste management stakeholders — including
municipalities, waste haulers, waste generators, recyclers and others — an opportunity to review
Regional Facility service levels, cost effectiveness, and the region’s progress towards achieving the
ISWRMP targets. Metro Vancouver will arrange and pay for third party resources to assist with this
work. The terms of reference and membership of the committee are now under development with
IUMAC, and will be reported back to the Zero Waste Committee in the fall.

On June 14, 2013, the Board directed staff to report back on the viability of incorporating mixed
waste material recovery facilities into the system while ensuring no impact on source separation.

DISCUSSION
Engagement and Consultation
Phase 2 of the Waste Flow Management engagement and consultation program engaging private
sector and public sector stakeholders has been completed.

Feedback and input was received through a stakeholder workshop, additional meetings, an online
feedback form and correspondence. Delegations were also invited to speak directly to the ZWC and
other Board members on May 2, 2013. Refer to Attachment 1 for additional details on Phase 2
engagement and consultation activities. The comments, questions and issues raised were tracked
and a table of all issues raised along with Metro Vancouver responses will be posted on the Waste
Flow Management webpage:
http://www,metrovancouverorg/services/solidwaste/planning/Engagement/ConsuftationDocs/WF
M Ph ase2 issuesresponses. pdf

Member municipalities remained generally supportive of the requirement to use Regional Facilities
for residential and commercial garbage. This strategy was also supported by some members of the
recycling industry who identified Waste Flow Management as essential to ensuring a supply of clean
recyclable materials in the region, and view managed tipping fees and implementation of bans and
prohibitions as important tools supporting waste diversion.

However, waste haulers and other waste management industry representatives opposed the
requirement to use Regional Facilities. They were concerned about potential negative impacts to
their industry and customers, including waste disposal costs, the level of service at Regional
Facilities, and the potential to stifle private sector innovation. Some of these same stakeholders
would like to see Metro Vancouver facilitate the development of private sector mixed waste
material recovery facilities (MWMRF5) to allow recovery of recyclables and organics from the mixed
waste stream. Other stakeholders felt MWMRFs would eliminate the personal responsibility
engendered by source separation and put businesses that rely on source separated recyclable
feedstock and managed tipping fees at risk. Linkages to New Waste-to-Energy Capacity were drawn
by some participants who felt Waste Flow Management is being introduced to guarantee feedstock
for waste-to-energy. Some participants felt Metro Vancouver’s engagement and consultation
process has been inadequate.
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Recommended Strategy
A Waste Flow Management strategy is critical to achieving the ISWRMP waste diversion goals and
ensuring a cost effective and equitable waste management system is provided to all residents and
businesses in the region.

Requiring residential and commercial garbage be delivered to Regional Facilities will:

• Maximize waste diversion through effective bans and prohibitions as well as managed tipping
fees based on the average cost of managing residential and commercial garbage

• Minimize disruption to the waste management industry because approximately 95% of
residential and commercial garbage is already being delivered to Regional Facilities

• Support cost-effective and excellent service delivery at Regional Facilities because of the
economies of scale provided by all residential and commercial garbage being managed in the

same system
• Encourage investment in recycling infrastructure because investors can be confident that bans

and prohibitions will be implemented and tipping fees will remain at a level that encourages
recycling

• Maximize innovation and job creation through the development of new recycling infrastructure

• Maximize competition for waste haulers by ensuring that all haulers are subject to the same
bans, prohibitions and tipping fees

• Support effective data collection and reporting of materials recycled and disposed at Regional
Facilities and private licensed facilities.

Mixed Waste Material Recovery Facilities (MWMRF)
Given the Board direction to review options allow MWMRFs and given the concern expressed by
stakeholders that there needs to be an opportunity for the private sector to innovate to recover
resources from the multi-family and commercial waste stream, an approach has been developed
whereby a regulatory framework can be put in place that would support MWMRFs developed with
the intent of recovering recyclables and organics.

The approach has a number of key principles:

1. Location and Material Processed

MWMRFs permitted to accept multi-family residential and commercial garbage generated from
within the geographic boundaries of the Greater Vancouver Regional District would be required to
be within the geographic boundaries of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District. This
is because the regulatory authority of the GVS&DD does not extend beyond its boundaries.
MWMRFs would only be able to process multi-family and commercial garbage because this is the
waste stream that has been identified as the most challenging to recover resources through source
separation only.

2. Licensing Requirements

As a pre-condition of granting a license, the applicant must provide confirmation from regulatory
authorities for any receiving facility processing organics that the facility meets all regulatory
requirements to accept organics recovered from mixed residential and commercial garbage. This
requirement is important given that at least 2/3 of all recovered materials at a MWMRF is organic
material.
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3. Bans and Prohibitions

To ensure a MWMRF does not create an opportunity to avoid source separation requirements, the
MWMRF operator would be required to ensure that the material delivered to the MWMRF is
compliant with the Tipping Fee Bylaw bans and prohibition requirements, including new
requirements in future Tipping Fee Bylaw amendments or replacements. Metro Vancouver does not
have the authority to levy surcharges on banned materials at MWMRFs, but can require the
operator not to accept non-compliant loads. Metro Vancouver material ban inspectors would
monitor incoming loads at the MWMRF to determine if the characteristics of the loads were
materially different than those delivered to Regional Facilities. The downside of this approach is
that individual loads will not be levied surcharges to encourage recycling, but as noted above Metro
Vancouver does not have the regulatory authority to apply surcharges to individual loads.

4. Residuals

To ensure that the operation of a MWMRF does not create a disposal cost advantage for the
operator and does not undermine the ability to provide cost effective equitable solid waste
services, all residuals generated at the MWMRF and any non-biodegradable contaminants that are
in the organics delivered to any downstream receiving facility must be delivered to Regional
Facilities. The snapshot data provided to the Zero Waste Committee on June 6 show residuals from
Z-Best, the composting facility that processes San Jose orgariics, equal to 23% of organics delivered
to the composting facility. As reported in the June 6 Zero Waste Committee report, staff on-site at
Z-Best told Metro Vancouver staff that the residual portion of the organics delivered to Z-Best was
about 30%.

Contaminants in organics delivered to a downstream receiving facility would not need to be
delivered to Regional Facilities in the event the total residuals (residuals from the MWMRF plus
contaminants in the organics delivered to a downstream receiving facility) do not exceed 30% of
MWMRF incoming multi-family residential and commercial garbage. This is consistent with the
maximum residuals allowable in the recent RFQ1 for new waste-to-energy requirements, and is
higher than total MWMRF residuals suggested by proponents of the technology.

To ensure that residuals from multi-family and commercial garbage are not mixed with other
materials to avoid delivery to Regional Facilities, if MWMRF mixes any other material with residuals
from multi-family and commercial garbage, all of the residuals would be required to be delivered to
Regional Facilities.

If the Board approves this strategy and subsequently approves a new bylaw to implement the
strategy, an amendment to the Tipping Fee Bylaw would be proposed in the fall to exempt residual
from MWMRFs from bans and prohibition surcharges when delivered to Regional Facilities because
the material will have been inspected at arrival at the MWMRFs.

5. Compost Use

To ensure that compost derived from the mixed waste organics is beneficially used, use of the
compost at a landfill for any purpose other than as final cover would be prohibited. Organics could
only be delivered to a downstream receiving facility that has weighscales and records the
destination and use of all compost leaving the facility.
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Next Steps
If the Board approves a Waste Flow Management Strategy, staff will report back with a

recommended draft bylaw to implement the strategy. Staff expect to be able to schedule a special

Zero Waste Committee meeting in mid-July to allow consideration of a draft bylaw. If the Board

adopts a new bylaw, and the bylaw is approved by the Minister of Environment, Metro Vancouver

will work with private and public sector stakeholders to ensure the bylaw is communicated and

understood in advance of commencing enforcement of the bylaw.

ALTERNATIVES
1. Approve a waste flow management strategy for the region that would require residential and

commercial garbage to be delivered to Regional Facilities and allow for the development of

MWMRFs for the purpose of recovering recyclables and organics from post source separation

multi-family and commercial garbage.
2. Approve a waste flow management strategy that would require all residential and commercial

garbage to be delivered to Regional Facilities and prohibit any other facility (including

MWMRFs) from receiving the garbage.
3. Refer the issue back to staff to continue engagement and consultation with public and private

stakeholders.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If Alternative 1 (require residential and commercial garbage be delivered to Regional Facilities and

allow for the development of MWMRFs with the purpose of recovering recyclables and organics

from post source separation multi-family and commercial garbage) is approved by the Board , the

immediate challenge of waste bypassing Regional Facilities will be resolved. Alternative 1 would

also address a key concern raised by industry that requiring residential and commercial garbage be

delivered to Regional Facilities would stifle innovation by industry to recover recyclables and

organics from mixed waste.

Allowing for the development of MWMRFs creates risk because the bylaw framework becomes

more complicated than requiring delivery of residential and commercial garbage directly from

source to a Regional Facility. Increased complexity creates additional risk related to “loopholes” in

the bylaw, and also could potentially create more risk of the bylaw being challenged. Staff have not

identified potential “loop-holes” and are not aware of any bylaw provisions that increase the risk of

a bylaw challenge. Bylaw enforcement also becomes more challenging if MWMRFs are allowed.

Inability to levy bans and prohibition surcharges on haulers delivering waste to a MWMRF may

reduce incentive to source separate, but making compliance with the Tipping Fee Bylaw bans and
prohibitions terms and conditions a licensing requirement should deter MWMRF operators from

receiving non-source separated loads.

There is risk that the development of MWMRFs and even the potential for the development of

MWMRFs will reduce the incentive to recycle at source as individuals may not recycle material if

they think that it will be recovered from the garbage. There is also risk that recycling industry

investment will be impacted in the event that the recycling industry expects less source separation

and for tipping fees to be undermined by private sector disposal at other than Regional Facilities.

Staff are unable to quantify these risks.

If Alternative 2 (require all residential and commercial garbage be delivered to Regional Facilities

and prohibit the delivery of multi-family residential and commercial garbage to MWMRF5) is

approved by the Board, a key waste industry concern will not be addressed, but the bylaw
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framework will be simpler and easier to enforce, and the risk of “loopholes” and the potential for
impact on source separation efforts and future recycling investment will be less.

If Alternative 3 is approved and more consultation with stakeholders is initiated, the existing
challenge of haulers bypassing Regional Facilities will not be resolved and is expected to worsen.
The estimated amount of waste by-passing Regional Facilities was 50,000 tonnes per year in 2012,
and based on data from the first five months if 2013, the estimated quantity of waste by-passing
Regional Facilities in 2013 is 70,000 tonnes per year. Implementing a waste flow management
strategy will become increasingly challenging, and impacts on users of Regional Facilities will
become increasing significant as more waste by-passes Regional Facilities.

Given the Board’s direction to review the potential to allow MWMRFs, and given that the proposed
regulatory framework for allowing MWMRFs with the purpose of recovering recyclables and
organics from post source separation multi-family and commercial garbage does not create any
quantifiable risks related to reducing incentive to source separate or reducing investment in
recycling, staff recommend Alternative 1.

CONCLUSION
Staff has been working with stakeholders on Waste Flow Management for over a year including a
two-phase engagement and consultation process, with three workshops and over 45 meetings with
key stakeholders.

A Waste Flow Management strategy is a critical policy instrument to encourage diversion. Without
a strategy in place, Metro Vancouver will be unable to meet its commitment to introduce organics
and other disposal bans. The result would be negative impacts on the development and
sustainment of recycling initiatives and on the consequential investment and job opportunities.

Considering the input that has been received to date through all phases of engagement and
consultation with stakeholders, staff recommends a strategy and associated bylaw that would
require all residential and commercial garbage generated in the region to be delivered to Regional
Facilities and include the opportunity for private sector development of MWMRFs for the purpose
of recovering recyclables and organics from post source separated multi-family and commercial
garbage.

Allowing MWMRFs creates risk related to the potential for loopholes in the regulatory framework,
the potential to reduce incentive to source separate, and the potential to reduce investment in
recycling infrastructure, but these risks are not quantifiable. Any negative impacts of allowing for
the development of MWMRFs would be challenging to resolve once a regulatory framework
allowing the development of MWMRFs is in place.

If the Zero Waste Committee recommends a Waste Flow Management strategy to the Board and
the strategy is approved by the Board at its July 12 meeting, then a meeting of the Zero Waste
Committee will be held on July 18 where a draft bylaw will be presented for consideration.

Attachments and References:
Attachment 1 — Phase 2 Engagement and Consultation Results

7514731
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ATTACHMENT I
Metro Vancouver Waste Flow Management
Phase 2 Engagement and Consultation Activities and Findings

Phase 2 of the Waste Flow Management engagement and consultation program extended from

March 15 to May 31, 2013.

Feedback and input was received through a stakeholder workshop, additional meetings, an online

feedback form and correspondence. Delegations were also invited to speak directly to the ZWC and

other Board members.

A table of the issues raised at these events and via these mechanisms, along with Metro Vancouver

responses, will be posted on the Waste Flow Management webpage:
http://www.metrovancouverorg/services/solidwaste/planning/Engagement/ConsuItationDocs/WF

MPhase2issuesresponsespdf

Sixty-five (65) individuals participated in an industry and government workshop on April 18, 2013

including representatives of waste management companies, Waste Management Association of BC

(WMABC), Metro Vancouver member municipal staff, First Nations, FVRD member municipal staff,

recycling facility operators, homeowner associations, product stewardship associations, business

and ratepayers associations, and government ministries and agencies.

Discussion was focused on the following topics:
• Waste flow issues and consequences
• Waste flow management proposed approach
• Enforcement and compliance
• Other options for, or alternatives to, waste flow management

• Service delivery at Regional Facilities

A summary of the workshop, including the key themes that emerged, can be found at:

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/solidwaste/planning/Engagement/Pages/WasteFlowMa

ntasx

Seventeen (17) delegations appeared before the May 2, 2013 Zero Waste Committee meeting

regarding Waste Flow Management. In addition to committee members, 15 other Board directors

attended the delegation portion of the meeting. A summary of the delegation input appears in the

May 2, 2013 ZWC meeting minutes within the June 6, 2013 meeting agenda:
http ://www.metrovancouver.org/boards/Zero%2oWaste%2OCom rn ittee/Zero Waste Corn m ittee

June 6 2013-Agenda-Revised 2.pdf

Metro Vancouver participated in more than 25 meetings/presentations regarding Waste Flow

Management during Phase 2, including with WMABC, member municipal councils/committees,

regional advisory committees, chambers of commerce, business improvement areas, Fraser Valley

Regional District, and government ministries and agencies.

Twenty-four pieces of input (including letters, submissions, emails and online feedback) were

received during Phase 2.
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Sarah Weilman, Acting Project Manager, New Waste-to-Energy Capacity,
Solid Waste Services

Date: June 26, 2013 Meeting Date: July 4, 2013

Subject: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity — Potential Site Identification Update

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Board approves the evaluation criteria and weighting for the Request for Proposals

for options to purchase or lease land for potential development of new waste-to-energy
capacity.

2. That, following closing of the Site RFP, staff report back to the Board with a recommended
number of proposed sites to be optioned, and seek authority to enter into option
agreements for these sites.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to:

• Report back to the Board on the results of engagement and consultation on the criteria for
evaluating potential sites for new waste-to-energy (WTE) capacity.

• Seek Board approval of the evaluation criteria and weighting for the Request for Proposals
for options to purchase or lease land.

• Report on additional engagement and consultation activities.
• Provide an updated procurement process and schedule.

BACKGROUND
The April 2013 Zero Waste Committee report titled: “New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Development
— Phase 2 — Potential Site Identification Process” outlined the process through which Metro
Vancouver would invite property owners to offer sites for consideration as potential sites for new
WTE capacity.

On April 12, 2013, the Board approved consulting with stakeholders on the initial high level
evaluation criteria to be used in the evaluation of potential sites available to all WTE proponents.

The initial high level criteria included:
• Site size
• Air quality implications
• Allowed and neighboring land uses
• Transportation logistics and impacts
• Suitability for district energy
• Cost/option cost
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DISCUSSION
Engagement and Consultation Process
Correspondence was sent to member municipalities, regional districts and First Nations throughout

B.C., government agencies, Metro Vancouver advisory committees, and residents and businesses on

a project database, advising them of the opportunity to comment on the initial high level evaluation

.criteria.

An online feedback form was posted and a deadline for input of June 14, 2013 was established and

communicated to these stakeholders.

Input was received via correspondence, the online feedback form and meetings with Metro
Vancouver staff. Input was accepted up until June 18, 2013. A table of all issues raised in relation

to the initial high level evaluation criteria, along with Metro Vancouver responses, is posted on the
new WTE capacity website.
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/solidwaste/ilanning/Engagement/ConsultationDocs/WT

EPotentialSiteEvaluationCriterialssuesResponses.pdf

Some respondents provided input on the high-level evaluation criteria. A number of respondents
indicated they would be interested in commenting on the project after potential sites are identified.

The Fraser Valley Regional District sought clarification regarding the screening-level air quality

analysis to be conducted as part of the Potential Site Identification process and indicated they

would have future comment. The Sunshine Coast Regional District noted that new WTE capacity
wouldn’t appear on its committee agenda until July and therefore they would not be able to
comment by the closing of the comment period. They were advised that their input would be
considered for subsequent phases of the development of new WTE capacity. At a June 13, 2013

Environment and Health Agency meeting for the project, representatives of Vancouver Coastal

Health and the Fraser Health Authority asked questions regarding the nature and extent of the air
quality assessment tools that would be used for both this screening level phase and later in the
development process.

Comments were also received regarding the need to consider: buffer zones, odour management,
magnitude of additional emissions on regional air quality, how the district heating requirement will
be assessed, exclusion of the development of new WTE capacity on lands such as the Agricultural
Land Reserve and other protected lands, and the need to include space for storing and processing
residuals onsite.

Potential Site Identification — Final Criteria
After considering the input received, the following evaluation criteria were developed to evaluate

potential sites that will be available as communal sites to all qualified technology respondents
shortlisted from the RFQ1 process (qualified RFQ1 proponents), for new WTE capacity. These
criteria reflect social and environmental considerations, technical requirements, and financial

implications. These criteria and/or their weighting may be refined or modified prior to issuing the
Site RFP, with any changes reported back to the Board for information.

Environmental and Social (55%) — suitability of the proposed site based on environmental and social
considerations, including:

• Potential air quality impacts and public health risks, with considerations to include:
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o existing air quality in the location most affected by potential emissions originating
on the site;

o increase in air pollutant concentrations in the location most affected by potential
emissions originating on the site; and

o population and land use within the area affected by potential emissions originating
on the site;

• Potential water quality impacts if applicable;
• Potential greenhouse gas emissions due to the transport of municipal solid waste to the

proposed site;
• Proximity to existing and planned energy customers (steam, hot water or combustible fuel)

and transmission lines;
• Permitted land use (current zoning); and
• Compatibility of the proposed site with surrounding land uses; and

Technical Suitability (35%) - suitability of the proposed site for design, construction and operation of
a WTE facility, including:

• Suitability for, and risks to, efficient and safe delivery of municipal solid waste, including
mode(s) of transportation likely to be required, likely routing and alternative routes;

• Suitability of site for development, construction and operation, including site gradient, site
area, site shape, geotechnical characteristics, proximity to utility services, risks to
watercourses, drainage controls and risk of flooding; and

• Past and current land uses, including any known or potential contamination; and

Financial and Commercial (10%) - financial and commercial aspects of the Proposal, including:
• Proposed cost of the grant of any option to purchase or lease the proposed site;
• Proposed term of any option to purchase or lease;
• Proposed cost to exercise any option to purchase or lease;
• Any proposed changes to the preferred forms of option to purchase or option to lease; and
• Any proposed conditions or restrictions on the use of the proposed site.

The above weighting was developed through a structured decision making process. The emphasis
on Environmental and Social criteria reflects the critical importance of these aspects on the
suitability of a site for a WTE facility. The lower weighting for financial considerations reflects the
fact that site costs are expected to be less than 5% of total project costs. More detailed
environmental, social and technical analyses of sites, including beginning to gauge community
support, will occur under the RFQ2 process where sites are teamed with technologies as part of full
projects.

The minimum required site area will be three hectares. Three hectares is considered the minimum
size even for a facility processing only a portion of the required 370,000 tonnes per year. Sites
larger than 3 hectares are desirable to ensure there is room for all site requirements such as weigh
scales, parking, administration, residuals storage and processing if required, buffers etc.

Metro Vancouver will retain the right to reject any site that, in Metro Vancouver’s opinion is not
suitable for a waste-to-energy facility for any reason, for example, lands within the Agricultural Land
Reserve.
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Potential Site Identification Process
If the Board approves the evaluation criteria as presented, Metro Vancouver will issue a request for

proposals for options to purchase or long-term lease (minimum 50 years) sites that will be made

available to all qualified RFQ1 proponents.

All sites offered by proponents under this REP will be evaluated against the above evaluation

criteria. Qualified RFQ1 proponents will be required to identify any sites they have secured for new

WTE capacity through a separate process.

Once the sites secured by the qualified RFQ1 proponents are known, staff will report back to the

Board with a recommended number of sites to option and will seek authority to enter into option

agreements, either to purchase the land or to enter into long term leases. Metro Vancouver’s

preference is to purchase a site, however a lease may be the only tenure option for some properties

such as federal, provincial or First Nation lands. Metro Vancouver expects to pay market value for

any sites, and will reserve the right to reject proposals that include option and/or purchase/lease

costs considered higher than market value or that pose unacceptable risks to Metro Vancouver.

All sites will be communicated publicly at the end of the Potential Site Identification process. All

sites will undergo environmental, social and technical evaluation as part of the Phase 3 RFQ2

process where technologies are matched with specific sites and evaluated as complete projects that

each define the technology, facility size and specific site.

Notification of Municipalities/Engagement with Qualified REQ1 Proponents
During the Zero Waste Committee meeting discussion on April 4, 2013, members of the Zero Waste

Committee suggested that municipalities be notified of potential sites within their municipal

boundaries. Metro Vancouver will notify all member municipalities of the location of optioned sites

and sites secured by qualified REQ1 proponents once Metro Vancouver has entered into options to

purchase or options to lease. Out-of region sites will be communicated to the local jurisdictions at

the same time.

Qualified RFQ1 proponents are being provided instructions on how to engage with communities

during the Potential Site Identification process. All engagement is to be recorded and
communicated to Metro Vancouver staff. Community staff and politicians may also consider note-

taking of any engagement with qualified REQ1 proponents for future reference.

Additional Engagement and Consultation Activities
Following the announcement of the optioned sites and the sites secured by qualified RFQ1
proponents, and prior to the release of RFQ2, Metro Vancouver will host public meetings in

proximity to each of the communal and exclusive sites. Public meetings will also be held in Metro

Vancouver and in the FVRD. This engagement and consultation phase will focus on the shortlisted

technologies, the potential sites and the criteria to be used to evaluate the REQ2 responses.

The announcement of the potential sites will also mark the start of the formal one-year

consultation process with the EVRD required by the Minister of Environment as a condition of his

approval of Metro Vancouver’s Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan. During this

process a working group will seek to prepare recommendations regarding emission standards,

environmental monitoring and mitigation measures.
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Updated Procurement Process
The overall procurement process was presented to the Board in October 2012. This multi-phase
process includes:

• RFQ1 — Technology Only (Phase 1 - completed)
• Potential Site Identification (Phase 2 - in process)
• RFQ2 — Technologies and sites (Phase 3 - 2014)
• RFP — Final Award(s) (Phase 4 - 2015)

Prior to RFQ2 the Board will be asked to determine whether Metro Vancouver will develop one or
multiple WTE facilities. At the completion of the Potential Site Identification process, the project
team will analyze the qualified technologies and potential sites. This analysis will include financial
considerations, transportation optimization, risk management, opportunities for energy use and
other factors. The analysis will form the basis of a recommendation to the Board, expected in
January 2014, on the number of required facilities.

An updated project procurement schedule is provided in Attachment 1. Identification of potential
sites for new WTE capacity is expected to be completed in 2013. Selection of proponent(s) to
develop new WTE capacity is expected to be completed in 2015 with new WTE capacity operational
by mid 2018.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board approves the evaluation criteria and weighting for the Request for

Proposals for options to purchase or lease land for potential development of new waste-
to-energy capacity; or

2. That the Board provide alternate direction to staff.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the Board approves Alternative 1 and Metro Vancouver commences the process to solicit sites
available to all proponents, following closing of the Site RFP, staff will report back to the Board with
recommended number of sites to option and will seek authority to enter into option agreements.
Based on a maximum of five shortlisted sites, the cost to option the sites is not expected to exceed
$7.5 million. The actual cost may be less, depending on the option fees, the number of sites
optioned, and the size/value of the land. Some owners may choose to put forward sites with a
nominal option cost. The number and location of sites recommended to be optioned will depend,
in part, on the number and location of sites secured by qualified RFQ1 proponents.

Staff have worked with technical consultants and have considered feedback from stakeholders
related to the proposed Potential Site Identification process. If the Board refers the issue back to
staff for additional analysis, there will be a delay in issuing the Site RFP, which currently has a target
release of mid July 2013.

Alternative 1 is recommended.

SUMMARY I CONCLUSION
This report provides an update on Phase 2 of the development of new waste-to-energy capacity,
including the results of the engagement and consultation process, site evaluation criteria, and an
updated procurement schedule.
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Staff recommend that the Board approve the site evaluation criteria and weighting. Metro

Vancouver will then proceed with issuance of the Site RFP, and will report back with the number of

recommended sites to option, and to seek authority to option the sites for potential development

of new waste-to-energy capacity.

Attachments and References:
Attachment — New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Procurement Updated Project Schedule (7529441)

7455510
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Chris Allan, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: April 18, 2013 Meeting Date: June 6, 2013

Subject: Waste-To-Energy Facility Environmental Monitoring and Reporting, 2012 Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receives for information the report dated April 18, 2013 titled
“Waste-To-Energy Facility Environmental Monitoring and Reporting, 2012 Update”.

PURPOSE
To provide both an overview of current and historic Waste-To-Energy Facility (WTEF) environmental
monitoring and a summary of 2012 greenhouse gas (GHG) and National Pollutant Release Inventory
(NPRI) reporting.

BACKGROUND
Since WTEF operations commenced in 1988, Metro Vancouver has strived to reduce emissions from
the WTEF through assessment and improvement of operations, plant infrastructure, and
environmental controls. In addition to satisfying regulatory requirements, WTEF environmental
monitoring provides Metro Vancouver with valuable data to assess both existing plant operations
and potential capital improvements.

The WTEF environmental monitoring program consists of three key parts:
• Air emissions from the WTEF stack are monitored using both a continuous emission monitoring

system (CEMS) and periodic manual stack tests.
• Ambient air quality in the vicinity of the WTEF is monitored by three stations in Metro

Vancouver’s ambient monitoring network: T18 Burnaby South, T13 North Delta, and T17
Richmond South.

• The composition of fly ash and bottom ash transferred to landfills for disposal is monitored
through manual sample collection and laboratory analytical analysis.

Historically, the WTEF environmental program also included two additional components:
• Commencing in 1987, prior to WTEF commissioning in 1988 and continuing until 1990, a soil and

vegetation monitoring program was undertaken to assess potential impacts from WTEF
operation.

• Commencing in 1987 and continuing until 1998, a Mobile Air Monitoring Unit (MAMU) was used
to monitor ambient air quality at several locations around the WTEF.

These historical programs will be discussed in more detail below.

Measurements from the WTEF environmental monitoring program are compared to the limit values
specified in the Metro Vancouver Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan
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(ISWRMP) to assess regulatory compliance. These measured parameters are reported in the
following ways:
• Monthly compliance reports, which provide a summary of all air emissions monitoring results

for each month, are provided to the British Columbia Ministry of Environment (BC MoE), the
City of Burnaby (Burnaby) and the Fraser Health Authority (FHA).

• Periodic stack emissions testing results are provided to BC MoE, Burnaby, and FHA.
• Annual reporting of GHG emissions is provided to both the BC MoE and Environment Canada

(EC) by March 31 and June 1 of each year, respectively.
• Annual reporting of substances emitted to air and contained in ash transferred for off-site

disposal is provided to EC for National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) reporting by June 1 of
each year.

DISCUSSION
WTEF 2012 Environmental Monitoring Program
The 2012 WTEF environmental monitoring program consisted of the following:
• Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS)

o The WTEF is equipped with a real-time flue gas CEMS that measures and records
emission parameters at the exit of the air pollution control (APC) plant 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week using a United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
certified and auditable tracking system. The CEMS monitors the following emissions
parameters: sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOr), carbon monoxide (CD), carbon
dioxide (C02) and opacity. The CEMS also monitors key operational parameters,
including furnace temperature, flue gas moisture, and flue gas oxygen. Monitoring of
operational parameters provides an indication of plant conditions and helps confirm
that emissions monitored by manual stack testing are representative of year round
conditions.

• Manual emissions testing conducted by a stack testing company contracted by Metro
Vancouver:

o Three test events conducted in triplicate on each of the three individual plant lines to
monitor for particulate matter (PM), trace metals, total hydrocarbons, hydrogen
chloride (HCI), hydrogen fluoride (HF), sulphur dioxide (502) and nitrous oxide (N20)

o Single test event conducted in triplicate to monitor for semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs), including dioxins and furans, chlorobenzenes, chlorophenols, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH5)

• Bottom ash and fly ash total metals analyses conducted quarterly to support NPRI reporting. A
number of ash moisture content analyses were performed during 2012 to provide a higher level
of accuracy for both current and historic dry basis NPRI reporting.

o The Ministry of Environment has retained an independent project manager to provide
recommendations on the management off Fly ash shipped to Cache Creek landfill in July
/Aug 2012. Initial composite sample results for this material exceeded the Hazardous
Waste Regulation threshold for leachable cadmium. Metro Vancouver continues to
work with the Ministry and its other partners on this issue.

All air emission related parameters monitored during 2012 were in compliance with the
requirements of the ISWRMP with the exception of one 1-hour furnace temperature deviation
during October 2012 caused by wet fuel.
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A summary of historic annual WTEF emission performance, including 2012 data, is presented
graphically in the Appendix to this report. The following sections provide details on the 2012 values
reported to the BC MoE and EC.

WTEF 2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting
In mid-2009 the Federal and Provincial governments each enacted legislation for mandatory
reporting of GHG emissions for facilities whose annual emissions exceed specified thresholds. The
Federal and Provincial thresholds have been established at 50,000 and 10,000 tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (C02e) per year, respectively. Based on these thresholds, Metro Vancouver’s
WTEF is subject to reporting to both the Federal and Provincial governments. Metro Vancouver
must report the estimated annual GHG emissions from the WTEF to the Provincial government by
March 31 and to the Federal government by June 1 of the following year. 2012 GHG emissions
were reported to the Provincial government on March 27, 2013. Federal GHG emissions will be
reported prior to the June 1, 2013 deadline.

Greenhouse gas emissions from the WTEF are comprised mainly of CO2 with small amounts of
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N20). Total emissions are reported as C02e, which recognizes
that CH4 and N20 have higher global warming potential than CO2. and expresses them in terms of
equivalent CO2 emissions. The WTEF accounts for less than 1 percent of all GHG emissions in the
region. The largest industrial sources of GHG emissions in the region are two cement plants (Lehigh
and Lafarge) and the Chevron oil refinery, collectively accounting for 75 percent of industrial GHG
sources in Metro Vancouver. The WTEF ranks fourth behind these three sources.

In past years, the calculation methodologies required under Federal and Provincial reporting
requirements were different, which led to different reported total emissions. To address this issue,
Metro Vancouver commissioned the installation of a CO2 CEMS at the WTEF in 2011. The CO2
continuous emissions data, along with manual stack testing results for CH4 and N20, form a single
consistent basis for both Federal and Provincial reporting of 2012 emissions.

The Federal and Provincial governments require the reporting of both biogenic (renewable) and
anthropogenic (manmade or non-renewable) GHG emissions from the WTEF. The biogenic
emissions are considered to be carbon neutral, but are provided for information and form part of
the total GHG profile. Anthropogenic GHG emissions from the WTEF during the 2012 reporting
year have been estimated at 120,752 tonnes using the new methodology detailed above.

For comparison, anthropogenic GHG emissions calculated for 2012 using the pre-CEMS mass
balance (Federal) and emission factor (Provincial) calculation methodology were estimated at
106,911 and 114,397 tonnes, respectively. Similarly, 2011 Federal and Provincial anthropogenic
GHG emissions were reported as 99,961 and 109,032 tonnes, respectively.

There are two notable differences between the 2012 emissions estimates determined using the
new methodology, and 2012 estimates derived using the old Federal and Provincial reporting
methodologies:

1) CO2 emissions estimated for 2012 using continuous emissions data are higher than those
estimated using either the waste-composition based approach previously used for Federal
reporting, or the generic emissions factor approach used for Provincial reporting. The
continuous measurement approach now in place at the WTEF is the “gold standard”, relying
on actual measurement rather than approximations or assumptions. Continuous emissions
measurements indicate that the carbon content of the municipal solid waste is slightly
higher than had been previously estimated.
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2) CH4 and N20 emissions estimated for 2012 using manual stack test results are considerably

lower than those estimated using the generic emissions factor approach used for past

Provincial reporting. This result validates Metro Vancouver’s conclusion that the Provincial
methodologies were overestimating CH4 and N20 emissions.

One important pattern to note is the increase in anthropogenic CO2 in 2012. This increase is the
result of a decrease in the biogenic carbon content of the municipal solid from 64 percent in 2011 to 61
percent in 2012. As further waste diversion initiatives remove food and yard waste from the residual
stream, this trend of reducing biogenic CO2 emissions is expected to continue.

WTEF 2012 National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) Reporting
The NPRI is Canada’s legislated, publicly accessible inventory of pollutant releases to air, water and

land, as well as disposals and transfers for recycling. The NPRI is managed by EC and currently tracks

over 300 substances and groups of substances. Metro Vancouver is required to report WTEF
emissions for the preceding calendar year to NPRI by June 1 of each year.

The NPRI requires reporting many of these regulated air emissions (e.g., PM, metals, organic

compounds and acid gases), but also requires reporting of NPRI substances transferred for off-site

disposal in fly ash and bottom ash.

In response to the availability of new measurement data and updated quantification methods, a

number of changes to Metro Vancouver’s NPRI reporting protocols are being implemented for the
2012 reporting period, as follows:

1) Starting in 2012, the WTEF CEMS includes a new instrument that measures total flue gas
flows (the volumes of exhaust gas discharged from the stack) for each of the three boiler

lines. This new system provides more accurate measurement of the flue gas flows than the
previous measurement method (2011 and prior years), which relied on manual stack flow
measurements conducted four times annually. For the 2012 reporting year, mass emissions
of all air pollutants are calculated using CEMS flue gas flow data in conjunction with either
CEMS pollutant concentration measurements (CO, NOR, SO2), or manual stack test pollutant
concentration measurements (all other pollutants).

2) Prior to the 2012 reporting period, laboratory analysis of the ash streams for total metals
was conducted annually to ensure any macro changes in the overall composition of waste
are captured. Commencing in 2012, total metals analysis was completed quarterly to
provide a higher level of accuracy. This change will be reflected in the NPRI reporting for
2012.

The following table provides a summary of 2012 NPRI substance reporting to be submitted to EC
prior to the June 1, 2013 reporting deadline.
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Table 1—2012 NPRI Substance Reporting Summary

Reported Quantity
(tonnes)

Stack Ash
Parameter Emissions Disposal
Nitrogen Oxides 549.9 N/A
Carbon Monoxide 42.5 N/A
Sulphur Dioxide 164.3 N/A
Hydrogen Chloride/Hydrochloric Acid 66.5 N/A
Antimony 0.00010 11.9
Arsenic 0.00039 3.7
Cadmium 0.00004 2.9
Copper 0.00078 65.5
Lead 0.0010 85.8
Manganese 0.00079 28.8
Mercury 0.0025 0.12
Phosphorus N/A 693.0
Zinc 0.014 255.6
Particulate Matter 10.tm (1) 0.126 N/A
Particulate Matter 2.5.tm 0.101 N/A

. . (1)Dioxins and Furans N/A N/A
Hexachlorobenzene (1) N/A N/A

Notes:
- The parameters listed above are required to be reported to the NPRI for the 2012 calendar year with the
exception of those marked as , which are included for informational purposes only. All other parameters
are below the NPRI level of quantification and are not required to be reported.

- N/A indicates value is either below the level of quantification or below the detection limit
- Fly Ash and Bottom Ash tonnages reported on a dry basis

Historic WTEF Environmental Monitoring Program
In 1985, the Greater Vancouver Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan, which included a
proposed WTEF, was approved by the Provincial Minster of the Environment. One of the conditions
of approval was the development of emission and monitoring requirements by working committees
composed of BC MoE, Metropolitan Board of Health of Greater Vancouver, Greater Vancouver
Regional District (GVRD), and consulting staff. In 1986, the committees completed the report
entitled “Assessment and Recommendations on Emissions and Monitoring Requirements for GVRD
Incinerator Located in Burnaby” (commonly known as the “Green Book”), which recommended:

1) A WTEF stack emissions monitoring program which included continuous monitoring for CO,
total organic carbon (TOC), opacity, HCI, and NO, with stack temperature, oxygen (02) and
CO2 monitoring for process control purposes. Quarterly stack testing for PM, metals (in
PM), sulphur oxides (SOy), and HF was also recommended, along with one test after 2,500
hours of operation to measure dioxins, furans, and PAHs.

2) An ambient air quality monitoring program consisting of four fixed ambient monitoring
stations around the WTEF site, located to capture maximum ground-level concentrations
modeled in pollutant dispersion modeling studies (two of the monitoring stations were
located in Burnaby — T18 and T20, one in Richmond — T19, and one in Delta — T13).
Parameters to be monitored included PM (including metals speciation), HF, HCI, N0, ozone
(one station), SO (one station), and meteorological parameters. In addition, a MAMU was
recommended to provide coverageiditional locations around the WTEF site.
Parameters to be monitored by the mobile unit were similar to those monitored by fixed



ambient stations. It was recommended that monitoring commence at least one year prior
to WTEF startup (6 months for the mobile station), and continue for at least two years after
facility startup, with continuous assessment of results.

3) A soil and vegetation monitoring program carried out at six or more locations around the
WTEF site (a least three in Richmond, two in Burnaby, and one in Delta). Parameters to be
monitored included vegetation chemistry (organics, metals, halides), vegetation health, soil
chemistry (organics, metals, soil characteristics), and dustfall (metals). It was recommended
that monitoring commence at least one year prior to WTEF startup, and continue for at least
two years after facility startup, with continuous assessment of results.

In addition to the specific monitoring requirements, the “Green Book” report also recommended
that BC MoE appoint a Technical Review Committee consisting of representatives from the BC MoE,
EC, Metropolitan Board of Health of Greater Vancouver, and GVRD to carry out ongoing evaluation
of the post-operational monitoring data and recommend modifications to the monitoring program
if required.

GVRD initiated ambient air and soil / vegetation monitoring programs in 1987, and commenced
stack emissions monitoring following the WTEF startup in 1988. Monthly and annual reports
summarizing the monitoring results were submitted to the Technical Review Committee, and in
1992, GVRD staff prepared three technical reports summarizing the monitoring results to date:

• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of Stack Monitoring Data (1988 — 1991)

• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Data (1987 — 1990)

• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of SQiI and Vegetation Monitoring Data (1987 — 1990)

These reports include the following key conclusions:
“Based on results of ambient air quality monitoring conducted prior to and subsequent to
startup of the incinerator facility, it is concluded that ambient air quality in the vicinity of the
facility is similar to, or better than, air quality in other areas of the region and that the
operation of the facility has had no measurable impact on ambient air quality.” (Ambient Air
Quality study)

“To date there is no evidence to indicate that incinerator emissions have had any
measurable adverse impact on soil and vegetation trace elements or PAH levels at the
representative monitoring sites used in this sampling program.” (Soil and Vegetation study)

Based on these results, in 1992 the Technical Review Committee concluded that ongoing stack
monitoring and fixed station ambient monitoring could provide an adequate indication of the
emissions performance and environmental impact of the WTEF. It was concluded that ongoing soil
and vegetation monitoring was not required.

The MAMU was used exclusively to measure ambient pollutant levels in the locations around the
WTEF until the end of 1993. From 1994 to the end of 1998, it was used to monitor ambient
pollutant levels in the locations around the WTEF when it was not being used for special studies in
other locations within the GVRD. In 1994, the ambient monitoring station located in Burnaby East
(T20) was decommissioned, and in 1996 the ambient monitoring station located in Richmond East
(T19) was also decommissioned. The shutdown of these stations was approved by the Technical
Review Committee, because the stations had not detected measurable impacts associated with
WTEF operation, and because other geographically proximate monitoring sites (T18 Burnaby South,
T13 North Delta, T17 Richmond South) provided highly correlated ambient readings.

In conclusion, no measurable impacts associa ih the WTEF were detected by either the soil
and vegetation monitoring or fixed station / mobile ambient air monitoring carried out from 1987



to 1990. As a result, following the Technical Review Committee’s 1992 decision to suspend soil and
vegetation monitoring, no further soil and vegetation monitoring has been conducted. Subsequent
stack emissions testing from 1990 to date has shown ongoing reductions in emissions of the
majority of monitored pollutants. Fixed station and mobile ambient air monitoring from 1990 to
date has not detected any ambient impacts associated with ongoing WTEF operation.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
No financial implications, as GHG and NPRI reporting are currently only used for informational
purposes.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
This report provides an overview of emissions and testing results for the WTEF along with historic
environmental monitoring information. The WTEF continues to operate in compliance with all
regulations and with a focus on continued environmental and operational improvement.

Attachments and References:
Attachment — Metro Vancouver Waste-To-Energy Facility Summary of Air and Metals Emissions

1988-2012 (Orbit #7308721)

7267991
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ATTACHMENT

Metro Vancouver Waste-To-Energy Facility Summary of Air Emissions 1988 - 2012
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Metro Vancouver Waste-To-Energy Faculty Summary of Metals Emissions 1988 -2012
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: May 10, 2013 Meeting Date: June 6, 2013

Subject: New WTE Capacity Project — RFQ1 for Technology Only — Shortlisted Technology
Vendors

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee (ZWC) receive this report on qualification of WTE technology
vendors through RFQ1 for information.

PURPOSE
To update the ZWC on completion of phase one of the new WTE capacity development process, and
to provide a shortlist of technology vendors qualified to participate in subsequent phases of the
process.

BACKGROUND
In the October, 2012 report to the Zero Waste Committee (ZWC) titled “New Waste-to-Energy
Procurement Process”, the New WTE Capacity project team outlined multi-stage process to develop
new WTE capacity for the region. The first phase of the process, Request For Qualification 1 (RFQ1),
was designed to “evaluate potential technology vendors on their proven experience with WTE,
based on reference facilities and the experience of the proposed project team.” Subsequent phases
identified within the October ZWC report were the Potential Site Identification (PSI) process (to
identify viable sites both within and outside the region), a second REQ (RFQ2) to shortlist
combinations of qualified technology vendors and viable sites, and a final RFP to select the final
proponent or proponents.

Also, at the March 2, 2012 meeting, the Metro Vancouver Board approved a staff report that
proposed engaging a Third Party Expert Panel with expertise in waste-to-energy technology, energy
and sustainability, air emissions, and health. The purpose of Third Party Expert Panel is to assist
Metro Vancouver by reviewing the procurement process and documents for new WTE Capacity,
thus satisfying the Board’s resolution of July 30, 2010 that:

“the evaluation process [of the request-for-proposalfor new WTE capacity]
include a review by an independent expert third party.”

The role of the Third Party Expert Panel is to advise staff on the various WTE technologies being
considered; their associated potential health, sustainability and environmental impacts; and to
ensure that the procurement process remains unbiased with respect to technology. Their
involvement will continue as long as multiple technologies are under consideration in the project.

In addition to the Third Party Expert Panel, a Fairness Advisor was engaged to advise the project
team on fairness related issues, and to ensure the overall objectivity and comprehensiveness of the
entire procurement process — through to RFP award.
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DISCUSSION
RFQ1 Document
The objective of RFQ1 was to shortlist WTE technology vendors for participation in subsequent
stages of procurement. Respondents were required to demonstrate compliance with five minimum
requirements related to their proven capability to effectively process municipal solid waste and
generate energy, and score at least 60 points out of a possible 100 points when evaluated on their
reference facility(s), the proposed project, the proven WTE experience of the proposed project
team, and sustainability.

Response & Evaluation
Twenty-two responses were received from nineteen respondents. The responses were evaluated
according to the RFQ1 Evaluation Process drafted by the project team and reviewed by the Third
Party Expert Panel and Fairness Advisor.

The Third Party Expert Panel was engaged throughout the process, reviewing and providing
comments on all key documents and processes. A report from the Third Party Expert Panel
summarizing their involvement with the creation of the RFQ1 document, evaluation of responses,
and conclusions regarding shortlisting of technology vendors is included as Attachment 1.

The Fairness Advisor was present for each evaluation meeting, and provided fairness related advice
on evaluating compliance with the minimum requirements and scoring methodology for all criteria.
A report from the Fairness Advisor outlining her involvement in the process and conclusions
regarding the fairness of the process is included as Attachment 2.

The following table lists the shortlisted respondents and their proposed technologies:

Respondent Core Technology
AECOM Mass-burn
AQUILINI Mass-burn
COVANTA 1 Mass-burn
COVANTA 2 Gasification
ENERGY ANSWERS RDF/Mass-burn
LEHIGH RDF/Cement Kiln
MUSTANG - JFE RDF/AD/Gasification
PLENARY Option 1 Mass-burn
TERMOMECCANICA Mass-burn
WHEELABRATOR j Mass-burn

As indicated above, seven of the ten shortlisted responses proposed mass-burn technologies, two
proposed gasification technologies, and one is proposing to generate refuse derived fuel (RDF) for
combustion in a local cement kiln. The shortlisted respondents will be invited to speak to the Zero
Waste Committee in the fall to provide additional information about their proposed technology
solutions.

Mass-burn systems vary slightly in how they extract energy from the waste, but are typified by the
ability to feed raw, unprocessed municipal solid waste (MSW) directly into a furnace for
combustion. Mass-burn systems produce steam that can be converted to electricity through the
use of a steam turbine generator and/or sold as heat through a district energy system. Typical
mass-burn systems incorporate recovery of metal from the ash residue.
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Gasification systems may or may not involve pre-processing of the MSW for size reduction and

removal of inert materials, prior to feeding the waste into a gasification reactor where the waste is

converted to a gas stream that is directly combusted, or converted to a syngas. Gasification

systems can produce steam for conversion to electricity or sale as heat, or they can generate a

syngas for conversion to a fuel or other chemical product. Gasification systems also incorporate

metal recovery from the ash.

RDF systems involve pre-processing of the MSW for size reduction, removal of inert materials,

drying, and sometimes densification to produce a fuel product with a heating value higher than

typical MSW. There are a variety of methods used to dry the waste, including aerobic fermentation

of the mixed waste stream (sometimes called bio-drying), extraction of the higher moisture content

organics for anaerobic digestion (AD) to produce a combustible biogas, or use of waste heat to

evaporate some of the moisture contained in the mixed waste. RDF can be used to displace other

solid fuels consumed by industrial processes.

Next steps
Shortlisted respondents will be invited via letter to participate in subsequent stages of new WTE

capacity procurement. This communication will also include instructions on how and when to

submit sites respondents may already have secured for their exclusive use , and rules governing

contact between respondents and the government employees and elected officials over the

duration of the PSI process.

ALTERNATIVES
None presented; for information only.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Shortlisting respondents to RFQ.1 will not result in direct cost implications.

SUMMARY I CONCLUSION
With the release of RFQ1 in November 2012 project staff initiated a multi-stage process to develop

new WTE capacity. At the direction of the Board, the Third Party Expert Panel was engaged to

ensure the procurement process was not biased with respect to technology. In addition to the

Third Party Expert Panel, a Fairness Advisor was engaged to ensure the overall objectivity and

comprehensiveness of the entire procurement process.

Twenty-two responses to RFQ1 were received. To be shortlisted for participation in subsequent

stages of procurement, responses had to meet five minimum requirements and score at least 60

points of out 100 points on a number of technical and sustainability criteria. The ten shortlisted

respondents are: AECOM, Aquilini, Covanta Gasification, Covanta Mass Burn, Energy Answers,

Lehigh, Mustang JFE, Plenary Option 1, Termomeccanica, and Wheelabrator.

The ten shortlisted respondents are proposing a variety of technologies, including mass burn,

gasification, anaerobic digestion and RDF for combustion in a cement kiln. The respondents will be
notified by letter that they are shortlisted to participate in subsequent stages of procurement,

including instructions for participating in the PSI process and rules of engagement for

communication with government employees and elected officials.

Attachments and References:
Attachment 1. Third Party Expert Panel Report on RFQ1 (Orbit #7249165)
Attachment 2. Fairness Advisor Report on RFO.1 (Orbit #7335246)
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ATTACHMENT 1

Zero Waste Committee
Metro Vancouver
3330 Kingsway
Vancouver
V58 4G8

Dear Committee Members:

April 8, 2013

Please find attached the report of the Third Party Expert Panel (TPEP) regarding the
procurement process leading up to the “Recommendations for Short Listing of Qualified
Applicants” for the New Waste to Energy Capacity Project for Metro Vancouver.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Brauer

Paul Gully

Thomas Pedersen

Jim Schubert
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TPEP Report on the RFQ1 Process for the Metro Vancouver
New Waste-to-Energy (WTE) Capacity Project

Summary
The Third Party Expert Panel attests that the selection process for short-listing

candidates via the RFQ1 was carried out with a high level of care and objectivity.
Throughout the RFQ1 process, the panel was kept fully informed as to the

development of the selection criteria, the amendment process and the internal assessment

of the proposals. The panel had input into the evaluation and scoring protocols that were

included in the final assessment matrix.
The panel wishes to signal its unanimous appreciation at the attention to detail

expressed by the Metro Vancouver WTE project team, its emphasis on impartiality, its

willingness to consider the full breadth of technologies, and its professionalism,
transparency and adherence to process.

Introduction
An independent Third Party Expert Panel (TPEP) was struck in 2012 as a

requirement of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District Board which in 2010

approved the strategy to develop new waste-to-energy (WTE) capacity within or outside of

the Metro Vancouver region. On July 30, 2010 the Board resolved to:
“include in the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan... allforms of waste to
energy technologies.., and direct that the request-for-proposal process for waste to energy project(s)
include consideration of allforms of technology, that they be evaluated on the basis of the
sustainability principles, and that the evaluation process [of the request-for-proposalfor new WTE

capacity] include a review by an independent expert third party.”
The BC Minister of Environment granted approval of the Plan on July 22, 2011 and

on March 2, 2012, the Board approved a staff report that proposed to engage an Expert

Panel to provide a balanced perspective and broad experience base. The staff was to seek
panel members from the four general disciplinary areas: waste-to-energy technical

expertise; sustainability and energy; health, and air emissions. Accordingly, four panellists

were subsequently appointed: Dr. Paul Gully, a public health expert recently retired from

Health Canada; Dr. Michael Brauer, a UBC Professor and air quality scientist; Dr. Thomas

Pedersen, Director of the UVic-based Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions, and an

authority on sustainability and energy issues; and Jeremy O’Brien, an expert in waste-to

energy technology based in the eastern United States. Mr. O’Brien resigned from the panel

in late 2012 and was replaced in March, 2013 by Jim Schubert, an Edmonton-based WTE

technology expert.
The Expert Panel was charged with acting in an advisory capacity with a specific

mandate to review the procurement documents and evaluation scoring for new WTE
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capacity. The Panel was to consult with Metro Vancouver’s project team prior to reporting
the Panel’s observations to the Zero Waste Committee of the Board on all matters relating,
in particular, to: the overall procurement process to ensure that it is not biased with
respect to technology; the various procurement documents, including the evaluation
criteria and assigned weightings; and the evaluation process and scoring for the various
proposals provided to Metro Vancouver.

Full terms of reference for the TPEP are presented in Appendix A.

Expert Panel Procedures and Observations
The panel met on a number of occasions in person, by telephone or

videoconference, as summarized in the Report of Activities (Appendix A).
In its initial meetings the panel asked a number of questions regarding the RFQ1

requirements, and provided advice to WTE project staff on the minimum requirements that
would be sought from proponents, on criteria to be included in the scoring matrix, and on
the relative weighting to be applied to each criterion. This advice led to adjustments to the
criteria that related to sustainability and to the scoring that was assigned to air emissions
levels and compliance with BC MoE requirements.

Panel members additionally commented on questions received from prospective
proponents regarding the RFQ1 criteria and discussed amendments with WTE project staff.
For example, the panel provided input as to the relevance of specific requirements for
Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) versus thermal processes. The panel notes that in
the end, some MBT technologies did pass the minimum requirements. Furthermore,
during a conference call on January 28th 2013, the panel provided comments on the RFQ1
evaluation process that were incorporated into the final addendum to the RFQ1 that was
issued on Feb 7, 2013.

In late March, the panel members reviewed in detail the submissions from formal
respondents to the RFQ1 to ensure that the scores assigned by the Metro Vancouver
project team members were appropriate and impartial with respect to technologies. In
particular, panel members carefully reviewed those proposals that failed the minimum
requirements.

At the joint meeting of the panel members and Metro Vancouver WTE project staff
on April 4th, the panel sought clarification on some aspects of the minimum requirements
and their evaluation. This was sought to ensure that all technologies were objectively
considered and that no biases were present in the evaluations. The discussion focused on
assessing those technologies that did not meet the minimum requirements to ensure, in
particular, that they had been appropriately assessed.

Finally, over the course of the RFQ1 process the panel queried Metro Vancouver
staff regarding the specifics of various technologies and was provided with timely and
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objective responses. The panel was supportive of the RFQ1 evaluation scoring and

decisions made by Metro Vancouver staff and approved of its process in selecting qualified

proposals.

Conclusions
Throughout the RFQ1 process, the panel was kept fully informed as to the

development of the criteria, the amendment process and the internal assessment of the

proposals. The panel had input into the evaluation and scoring protocols that were

included in the final assessment protocol. The panel was also informed that the project

team sought advice from Metro Vancouver’s legal services as well as the Fairness Advisor,

in the evaluation process.
The panel wishes to signal its unanimous appreciation at the attention to detail

expressed by the project team, its emphasis on impartiality, its willingness to consider the

full breadth of technologies, and its professionalism, transparency and adherence to
process.

The panel concludes that the selection process for short-listing candidates via the

RFQ1 was carried out with a high level of care and objectivity. The panel also concludes
that the procurement documents that were prepared and the evaluation scoring that was

conducted was unbiased with respect to the selection of technology.

(Signed) Michael Brauer, Paul Gully, Thomas Pedersen and Jim Schubert
April 8, 2013
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Appendix A:
Terms of Reference

Independent Third Party Expert Panel
for the New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Procurement Process

Context

On July 30, 2010 the Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District (GVS&DD) Board
(the “Board”) adopted the Integrated Solid Waste & Resource Management Plan (ISWRMP
or the “Plan”) to guide solid waste management planning and implementation in the Metro
Vancouver region over the next 10 years. In addition to the Plan’s waste generation
minimization efforts, and the reduction, reuse and recycling initiatives to increase waste
diversion, in adopting the Plan, the Board approved the strategy to develop new waste-to-
energy (WTE) capacity within or outside of the region to manage the remaining municipal
solid waste.

Specifically, the Board resolved to:

‘include in the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan... al/forms of
waste to energy technologies, both in-region and out-of-region; and direct that the
request-for-proposal process for waste to energy project(s) include consideration of
a//forms of technology, that they be evaluated on the basis of the sustainability
principles, and that the evaluation process [of the request-for-proposal for new WTE
capacity] include a review by an independent expert third party.”

The BC Minister of Environment granted approval of the Plan on July 22, 2011. As a result,
Metro Vancouver is now in a position to proceed with a procurement process to establish
new WTE capacity through one or more facilities to process between 250,000 and 400,000
tonnes annually of the remaining municipal solid waste.

At the March 2, 2012 meeting, the Board approved a staff report that proposed an approach
of engaging an Expert Panel to provide a balanced perspective and broad experience base,
and that staff would seek panel members from the following knowledge areas:

• waste-to-energy technical expertise,
• sustainability and energy,
• health, and
• air emissions.

Mandate

In an effort to ensure impartiality and efficacy in the procurement of new WTE capacity, the
Board directed that an Independent Third Party Expert Panel (the “Expert Panel”) be
engaged in an advisory role to the Board.
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The role of the Expert Panel will be to review the procurement documents and evaluation
scoring for new WTE capacity and to consult with Metro Vancouver’s project team prior to
reporting the Panel’s observations to the Board on all matters relating to the procurement
documents and evaluation scoring. The Expert Panel will advise the Metro Vancouver
Project Team on the various WTE technology(ies) being considered, the associated
economics, any potential health or environmental impacts, and the overall objectivity and
comprehensiveness of the procurement documents and evaluation scoring. In accordance
with Metro Vancouver’s reporting procedures, reports destined for review by the Board will
first be presented to the Zero Waste Committee (ZWC) for direction or comment.

Scope of Activities

Key Functions

The Expert Panel will report to the Board on the Panel’s observations of the procurement
documents and evaluation scoring, from their respective knowledge areas, and respond to
the Board’s inquiries. Prior to reporting to the Board, key functions of the Expert Panel are
to observe and provide advice to the project team on:

• the overall procurement process ensuring that it is not biased with respect to
technology,

• the various procurement documents, including the evaluation criteria and weighting
thereof, and

• the evaluation process and scoring for the various proposals provided to Metro
Vancouver.

Scope of Work

The Expert Panel will be required to:

• meet regularly throughout the duration of the work term with the Metro Vancouver
project team to review materials and obtain updates on the progress of the project;

• provide one report to the Zero Waste Committee and Board, regarding the RFQ1 —

Technology Only procurement documents and scoring;
• depending on the results of the RFQ1 — Technology Only process, the scope of

work may be extended to also address the site selection and/or REP procurement
documents and scoring, which would require the preparation of a additional report(s)
to the ZWC and Board. This will be decided at the discretion of Metro Vancouver
upon the completion of the RFQ process.

The scope of work for the Expert Panel will be specific to the review of the procurement
documents and evaluation scoring only, and will not include other aspects of the project,
such as the consultation process or overall project development, unless specifically
requested by Metro Vancouver.

Structure of the Expert Panel

The Expert Panel will consist of members with expertise in the following four areas:

• waste-to-Energy including advanced thermal treatment,
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• sustainability and energy recovery,
• health, and
• air emissions.

The members of the Expert Panel may choose to designate a lead presenter if desired.

Code of Conduct

The members of the Expert Panel must agree not to divulge or release any information that
has been provided to him/her or acquired by him/her on a confidential basis during the
course of carrying out his/her duties or performing his/her services.

The members of the Expert Panel shall:

• attend meetings either in person, given reasonable prior notice by the project team,
or via teleconference;

• carry out his/her functions with integrity, and act in the best interests of the mandate
of the Expert Panel and Metro Vancouver;

• act responsibly and fairly with due care, diligence and prudence;
• respect all viewpoints and follow rules of decorum;
• ensure that any personal opinions that may be expressed outside of meetings with

Metro Vancouver directors and staff are represented as personal viewpoints and not
necessarily those of Metro Vancouver;

• not use any information provided to him/her in the course of his/her duties for
personal gain;

• not have any financial or corporate interests in any technology, proposal or project
being considered by Metro Vancouver; and

• not have any formal relationship with a technology or project developer who may
become a proponent for this project.

Should a situation arise during the procurement process resulting in a conflict of interest
with an Expert Panel member, Metro Vancouver reserves the right to have that member
step down and to appoint a replacement (if necessary).

Work Term

The duration of the first stage of the procurement process is anticipated to extend from
October 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013, from the development of the procurement documents to
shortlisting. This work term may be extended to cover the site selection and/or REP
procurement process at the discretion of Metro Vancouver.

Level of Commitment and Meetings

The Expert Panel will participate in meetings scheduled by the Metro Vancouver WTE
project team to review procurement documents and evaluation criteria, and to obtain
updates on the progress of the project. Meetings will be held in Metro Vancouver’s offices
unless otherwise specified; however, participation may be open to teleconference where
attendance in person is not possible. Meeting minutes will be prepared by the Metro
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Vancouver WTE project team and issued for review by all participants, including Panel
members, prior to finalizing.

The frequency of meetings is expected to vary from once per week to once per month, and
will likely depend on the stage in the procurement process. Procurement documents will be
circulated for review prior to meetings. The Expert Panel is expected to meet as required
within the overall project timeline.

Reporting Relationship

The Expert Panel will report to the ZWC and Board through a written report. The report
must be provided to Metro Vancouver staff a minimum of 4 weeks prior to the ZWC/Board
meeting date (mid-February, 2013) unless agreed otherwise.

Reporting Instructions:

It is expected that report(s) shall contain a balanced presentation of the various
perspectives/expertise of the individual panel members. The report conclusion should
contain a statement regarding whether or not the procurement documents and evaluation
scoring was unbiased with respect to selection of technology.

Communication Protocol

The ZWC, Board and Metro Vancouver staff will establish a communication protocol for
communication among the project team.

Protocol for Disseminating and Reviewing Information

Metro Vancouver staff will arrange to disseminate relevant materials as per approved
corporate policy and protocols in preparation for ZWC and Board meetings.

Support Services

Metro Vancouver staff on the project team shall serve as liaison to the Expert Panel. The
staff liaisons shall co-ordinate all requests for advice from the Panel through meeting
agendas and addenda. Responses from the Expert Panel to such requests shall be co
ordinated by the staff liaison to the ZWC and the Board as required.

Metro Vancouver shall provide the required administrative support services necessary to
assist the Expert Panel members in carrying out their duties.

Remuneration

Expert Panel members will be remunerated on an hourly basis at a negotiated rate.
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Members of the Expert Panel will be reimbursed for reasonable travel expenses incurred as
a part of their work related to the procurement process in accordance with Metro Vancouver
policy.

Regulation 105(1) of the Canadian Income Tax Act requires that payments to non-residents
for any services performed in Canada are subject to a Non-Resident Withholding Tax of
fifteen percent (15%). Exemption from this withholding tax is available in some
circumstances, but the proponent must apply directly with Revenue Canada, at least thirty
(30) days before commencing work in Canada. Revenue Canada may be contacted at
604-691-4685 for further information or to receive a copy of application forms for
exemption.
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Date Activity Topic Information Provided
Oct 10, Meeting Orientation • Introductions
2012 workshop • Project Overview

. Terms of Reference for TPEP
• ISWRMP/MOE’s Requirements
• Schedule
• Procurement Process
. Procurement Risks
• Health/Regulatory!

Environmental Overview
• Provided access to Sharepoint site

for all documents
Oct 26, Email RFQ1 • Draft RFQ1 distributed to panel
2012 members for review
Oct 31, Conference RFQ1 • Draft RFQ1 discussed and
2012 call comments received

• Comments incorporated by project
team

Nov 19, Email RFQ1 • Final draft RFQ1 distributed to panel
2012 members for review

• Comments incorporated by project
team

Nov 27, Email RFQ1 • Final RFQ1 distributed to panel
2012 members (as posted)
Jan 16, Email RFQ1 • RFQ1 Evaluation process and matrix
2013 Evaluation documents distributed to panel

Process and members for review
Matrix

Jan 16, Email RFQ1 • A complete file of all RFQ1
2013 Questions questions and addendums was

and distributed to panel members for
Addendums review.

ian 28, Conference RFQ1 • Discussion of evaluation process,
2013 call Evaluation questions and responses

Process, • Comments incorporated by project
Questions team in final addendum issued Feb
and 7, 2013
Addendums

Mar 7, Zip/thumb RFQ1 • Full sets of RFQ1 submissions sent
2013 drive Submissions to all panel members
Mar 8, Letter RFQ1 • Preliminary evaluation matrix only
2013 Evaluation addressing minimum requirements

Matrix — was distributed to panel for review
Minimum
Requiremen
ts

Mar 20, Letter RFQ1 • Final Draft Evaluation Report was
2013 Evaluation distributed to panel for review

Report
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April 4, Meeting RFQ1 • Meeting to discuss
2013 Evaluation comments/questions from Draft

Report Evaluation Report
• Comments incorporated by project

team
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METRO VANCOUVER

New Waste to Energy Capacity Project
RFQ1 Process

Report of the Fairness Advisor

Introduction

I was retained in October 2012 as Fairness Advisor for the new Waste to Energy capacity project
(the “Project”). My mandate is to review the procurement process for the Project, consult with
Metro Vancouver’s Project team during the procurement, and report to the Board on my
observations particularly relating to objectivity, comprehensiveness, and fairness of the process.

This is my report on the process to April 10, 2013, including the evaluation of Responses submitted
in relation to the Project’s Request For Qualifications 12-209 (‘RFQ1”).

Role and Scope

The Fairness Advisor in a procurement project reports to those ultimately responsible for the
project on whether processes outlined in the procurement documents are fair, and are
implemented fairly.

A Fairness Advisor does not confirm compliance of any bid with procurement requirements, or that
the best bids are chosen, or that the evaluators’ recommendations as to successful bidders are
correct. Rather, the Fairness Advisor reviews the processes followed by the evaluators to arrive at
their recommendations. In carrying out this role, a Fairness Advisor may review documents related
to the project, attend planning and review meetings, meetings with bidders, evaluation meetings,
etc., and monitor communications with bidders during the process.

In commenting on fairness of a procurement process, the appropriate standard is whether well-
informed people would consider the process fair. My considerations have included whether the
process displayed characteristics such as:

1. Process is open, competitive, and transparent (these overlap in some respects)

• Disclosure — all bidders have access to all relevant information at the same time
• There are appropriate methods for communicating with proponents, including

maintaining appropriate records of communication
• There are appropriate measures to preserve commercial confidentiality for participants

2. Submission requirements and evaluation criteria are rationally related to project objectives

3. Project team and evaluators are free from bias; conflicts are considered

4. Evaluators possess appropriate expertise and competency; all evaluators actively
participate in evaluation discussions

5. Evaluation is objective:

• Criteria are established in advance and disclosed appropriately
• No additional criteria are inadvertently introduced
• Standards are applied consistently
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Metro Vancouver Waste to Energy capacity project
Report of the Fairness Advisor on RFQ1
Page 2 of 4

6. Team complies with pre-determined procedures

7. Decisions are recorded in writing

RFQI

RFQ1was issued in November, 2012, and requested interested entities to submit Responses
describing their qualifications to supply technology for processing municipal solid waste in new
waste-to-energy facilities. RFQ1 included details of the information required, the format for
submissions, certain ‘minimum requirements’ for the proposed technology, and a summary of
criteria for evaluation of Responses beyond the minimum requirements. RFQ1 also included
appropriate requirements to address potential conflicts of interest, and avoid improper contact
between prospective respondents and representatives of Metro Vancouver.

I had the opportunity to review and comment on RFQ1 before its publication. I observed that the
Project team concerned itself with ensuring that RFQ1 correctly reflected Project objectives, would
not inadvertently exclude any technology that could meet the Project’s requirements, and included
a fair and reasonable process for evaluation of responses.

Technology Neutrality

During the publication period of RFQI, the Project team learned that one of its consultants had
made a comment that might reflect bias in favour of certain technology, contrary to the objectives
of RFQI. That comment was made before the consultant properly understood the goals of the
Project.

The Project team satisfied itself that the consultant’s initial misunderstanding had not impacted
RFQ1 requirements, and that RFQ1 clearly reflected the goal of technology neutrality.
Nonetheless, given the important to the Project of technology neutrality, the consultant resigned its
role to avoid any appearance of bias.

Respondent Communications

I attended the bidders’ meeting held by the Project team, at which prospective respondents
received a presentation by Project staff, and had the opportunity to ask questions. After issuance
of RFQ1, Project staff answered further written questions submitted by potential respondents. I
reviewed all correspondence between the Project team and Respondents, and observed that
questions were handled in a manner consistent with the process described in RFQI.

Evaluation

Before the closing time for receipt of Responses, the Project team prepared a written Evaluation
Process identifying an evaluation team with appropriate expertise to consider Response contents,
and the method for evaluating Responses, with scoring guidelines and procedures. I reviewed the
Evaluation Process and was satisfied that it described a reasonable basis for evaluation of
Responses, consistent with RFQ1.

Nineteen respondents filed a total of 22 Responses to RFQI by the closing time. During the
evaluation, I had access to all the Responses, and attended the evaluators’ meetings related to the
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Metro Vancouver Waste to Energy capacity project
Report of the Fairness Advisor on RFQ1
Page 3 of 4

evaluation (including their meeting with the Third Party Expert Panel appointed to provide expert
advice). The process followed was:

• Each evaluator reviewed the Responses for compliance with the Minimum Requirements,
as outlined in REQ 1. The evaluators then met together to discuss their observations, and
concluded unanimously that eleven of the Responses met the Minimum Requirements.

• The evaluators individually scored those eleven Responses, and re-assembled as a group
to reach consensus on recommended scores.

• The evaluators met with the Third Party Expert Panel to discuss the Responses and the
evaluation process. The Third Party Expert Panel satisfied itself as to the team’s rationales
for conclusions on the Minimum Requirements and the scoring, and consistency of
approach.

In the result, of the eleven scored Responses, ten achieved the score required by RFQI to
proceed to the next phase of the procurement.

During the evaluation, I observed that:

• Periodically during their work, evaluators discussed the standards for the evaluation as set
out in RFQ1 and the Evaluation Process, including issues as to consistency and fairness.

• All evaluators and members of the Third Party Expert Panel were familiar with each of the
Responses, and participated fully in discussion and comparison of the Responses against
the requirements of RFQ1.

• Evaluators were aware that RFQI permitted them to ask questions of Respondents if any
aspect of a Response required clarification. The evaluators agreed that they did not require
clarification of any of the Responses, and accordingly no questions were issued.

• The Evaluation Process did not indicate that reference checks were optional, however that
was clearly stated in RFQI. The evaluators found no need to clarify the information
provided in the Responses, and accordingly determined to conduct any necessary
reference checks later in the procurement process. I found this decision reasonable in the
circumstances.

• Scoring results represented the consensus of the evaluators.

I am satisfied that the final scores are properly based in the requirements and measures described
in RFQ1 and the Evaluation Process.

Conclusion

The Project team has occasionally sought my advice on specific questions. I have also periodically
offered advice or comments on matters of fairness. In each such case, I have been satisfied with
the handling of my recommendations.
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Based on the foregoing, I am satisfied that the procurement processes of the Project in relation to
RFQ1 have been fair. and were implemented fairly by the Project team.

1,April 11,2013.

J
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To:

From:

Zero Waste Committee
Finance Committee

Chris Allan, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: May 1, 2013 Zero Waste Committee Meeting Date:June 6, 2013
Finance Committee Meeting Date: June 21, 2013

Subject: Waste-to-Energy Facility — 2012 Financial Update

RECOMMENDATION

Zero Waste Committee Recommendation:

That the Committee receives for information the report titled “Waste-to-Energy Facility — 2012
Financial Update” dated May 1, 2013.

Finance Committee Recommendation:

That the Committee receives for information the report titled “Waste-to-Energy Facility — 2012
Financial Update” dated May 1, 2013.

PURPOSE
To provide the Zero Waste Committee and Finance Committee a 2012 financial update for the
Metro Vancouver Waste-to-Energy Facility (WTEF) located in Burnaby.

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION
On an annual basis, results of the operation of the WTEF and contract with Covanta Burnaby
Renewable Energy, ULC (Covanta), including tonnages, expenditures, revenues,
performance/service level adjustments and unit costs are provided to the Committee for
information.

Table 1 provides the past five years of expenditures for the WTEF.

Table 1: 5-Year Expenditures for the WTEF
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Operating Cost $16,540,817 $17,599,907 $16,950,524 $17,685,665 $17,320,753

Debt Charges $4,217,014 $4,242,173 $3,521,640 $3,821,779 $2,592,462

Total Expenditure $20,757,831 $21,842,080 $20,472,164 $21,507,444 $19,913,215

Tonnage 275,034 276,650 284,277 281,159 281,260

Unit Cost/Tonne $75.47 $78.95 $72.01 $76.50 $70.80
(See Note 1)

Note 1 - Includes debt servicing costs.
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Operating costs include operating and maintaining the WTEF, minor plant upgrades, and ash
management. The was a slight decrease in operating costs from 2011 to 2012 resulting primarily
from a decrease in the number of operating projects which in turn resulted in lower contract costs.
Debt charges are payments for Metro Vancouver debentures for capital upgrades including the
construction of the turbo generator in 2003.

There are two types of performance/service level adjustments in the contract; a service level
adjustment for labour and safety issues, customer service, and community service and an
environmental performance adjustment for the number of emission exceedances for the
parameters being measured.

The contract provides for adjustments to the progress payments to Covanta of plus or minus 2%
depending on the performance of the plant and operator during the preceding year. In 2012,
Covanta’s plant operation performance was assessed against the criteria in the contract and
received a plus 2% payment for both service level and environmental performance. Table 2
outlines the performance/service level adjustments for the past five years.

Table 2: 5-Year Performance/Service Level Adjustments for the WTEF

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Environmental $268,177 $281,949 $279,366 $275,395 $261,264
Performance
Adjustment
Service Level $268,177 $281,949 $279,366 $275,395 $261,264
Adjustment
Total $536,354 $563,898 $558,732 $550,790 $522,528

Table 3 below outlines the offsetting energy revenues from the sale of steam and electricity.

Table 3: 5-Year Energy Revenues for the WTEF

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Steam Revenue $5,181,787 $3,557,571 $4,385,297 $3,993,177 $0
(See Note 1)
Electrical Revenue $5,961,228 $6,043,775 $6,619,587 $6,486,799 $6,750,393
Total Revenue $11,143,015 $9,601,346 $11,004,884 $10,479,976 $6,750,393
Tonnage 275,034 276,650 284,277 281,159 281,260
Unit Revenue / Tonne $40.52 $34.71 $38.71 $37.27 $24.00

Note 1— Steam revenues reduced in 2009 due to Norampac shutdowns resulting from the downturn in
the economy and slightly reduced in 2011 due to no steam sales in December. Revenues for 2012
onwards are zero.

In September 2011, Norampac Inc. announced that they were permanently shutting down the
paper recycling mill operation located adjacent to the WTEF. As of December 2011 all steam sales
to Norampac Inc. have ceased and all energy revenues now result from electrical generation.

Commencing in late September 2012 fly ash was redirected from disposal at the Cache Creek
Landfill to the Willow Creek Landfill near Hinton, Alberta due to leachable cadmium. This has
resulted in an additional costs. Metro Vancouver is currently working with our partners on
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allocation of these additional costs along with other costs associated with responding to the
leachable cadmium issues.

Table 4 outlines the net unit cost per tonne for operation and maintenance of the Metro Vancouver
WTEF, including debt servicing.

Table 4: 5-Year Net Unit Cost for Operation and Maintenance of the WTEF (including debt
servicing)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Unit Cost / Tonne (from $75.47 $78.95 $72.01 $76.50 $70.80
Table 1)
Unit Revenue! Tonne $40.52 $34.71 $38.71 $37.27 $24.00
(from Table 3)

Net Unit Cost/ Tonne $34.95 $44.24 $33.30 $39.23 $46.80

The increase in net unit cost per tonne from 2011 to 2012 is driven entirely by the loss of steam
revenues.

ALTERNATIVES
None presented as this is an informational report.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The WTEF remains the lowest cost disposal option when compared to other options available to
Metro Vancouver.

SUMMARY? CONCLUSION
Operating expenditures in 2012 for the WTEF totalled $17.32 million with an additional $2.59
million in debt charges. Energy revenues from electrical sales totalled $6.75 million. Based on a
throughput tonnage of 281,260 tonnes, the net unit cost per tonne for operation and maintenance
of the WTEF in 2012 was $46.80/tonne. Tipping fee revenues are accounted for separately and are
not included in this analysis.
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Greater Vancouver Reqional Dttrict • Greater Vancouver Water Distrct • Greater Vancouver Seweraqe and Dranage District • Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: April 21, 2013 Meeting date: May 2, 2013

Subject: Metro Vancouver Waste-to-Energy Facility Environmental Upgrade Projects

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board approve, in principle, the environmental capital projects to meet requirements set
out in the British Columbia (BC) Ministry of Environment’s (MoE) recently introduced “Guideline for
Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Combustion”.

PURPOSE
To seek Board approval, in principle, for Waste-to-Energy Facility (WTEF) environmental capital
projects to meet requirements set out in the Ministry of Environment “Guideline for Emissions from
Municipal Solid Waste Combustion” (Guideline).

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION
Metro Vancouver’s WTEF emission limits are defined by the Integrated Solid Waste Resource
Management Plan (ISWRMP), which was approved by BC Minister of Environment on July 22, 2011.

The Guideline was approved on March 29, 2011 and existing WTE facilities operating within BC
were required to submit an action plan for achieving the requirements set out in the Guideline to
Ministry of Environment by March 29, 2013. An action plan was submitted prior to the deadline
with the provision that all the proposed projects were subject to Board approval. The Guideline
requirements are not regulatory standards. Emission requirements up to December 31, 2013 are
established in the ISWRMP, with the expectation that new emission standards will be incorporated
into an Operational Certificate for the WTEF that in the Minister’s July 2011 approval of the plan is
noted may be put in place by December 2013.

Metro Vancouver has identified environmental capital projects at the WTEF in order to meet the
Guideline requirements:

• lower emission limits for gaseous components including: nitrogen oxide (NO5), sulphur
dioxide (SO2>, hydrogen chloride (HCI), and carbon monoxide (CO);

• half hourly emission limits;
• standby power requirements;
• auxiliary burner temperature maintenance requirements; and,
• continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) publically available Internet reporting.

There is a NO Reduction Project already approved by the Board and under construction which will
lower emissions from current daily operating levels of approximately 285 mg/dscm to below the
guideline daily limit of 190 mg/dscm. This project has an overall approved budget of $7,900,000
and is expected to be operating in 2014.



Compliance with the Guideline requires capital investment totaling an estimated $20,850,000 and
will result in increased operations and maintenance costs. These capital upgrades are currently in
Metro Vancouver’s long range capital plan and are scheduled for completion over the next six
years. The projects include:

1. 502 & HCI Reduction Project (Scrubber Project)
The SO2 & HCI reduction project is expected to lower 502 emissions from current daily
operating levels of 85 mg/dscm to below the guideline limit of 50 mg/dscm and HCI
emissions from current daily operating levels of 35 mg/dscm to below the guideline limit
of 10 mg/dscm.

Preliminary completion date: 2019
Preliminary project capital cost estimate: $16,500,000

2. Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) Upgrade Project
The CEMS upgrade project will update existing instrumentation used to measure the
gaseous emissions from the WTEF and implement additional instrumentation for
measuring HCI and total organic carbon (TOC) emissions as required under the
Guideline. The CEMS upgrade will also enable internet reporting as required under the
Guideline.

Preliminary completion date: 2015
Preliminary project capital cost estimate: $2,000,000

3. Natural Gas Burner Replacement Project
The existing natural gas auxiliary burners require replacement to meet the minimum
combustion requirements of the Guideline.

Preliminary completion date: 2015
Preliminary project capital cost estimate: $1,600,000

4. Standby Electrical Power Replacement Project
The existing standby electrical power equipment requires replacement to meet the
requirements of the Guideline in the event of a failure of the main electrical power
supply system.

Preliminary completion date: 2017
Preliminary project capital cost estimate: $750,000

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board approve, in principle, the environmental capital projects to meet

requirements set out in the British Columbia (BC) Ministry of Environment’s (MoE) recently
introduced “Guideline for Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Combustion”.

2. That the Board approve, in principle, the environmental capital projects as amended.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the Board approves Alternative one, and approves the projects described in this report, the WTEF
will meet the requirements of the Guideline. These projects have been included in the long-range
capital plan, and thus the impact on future tipping fees is already included in the current five year
tipping fee projection reported to the Board in July 2012 as part of the “Financial Projections for
2013 — 2017” report. The projects would be subject to annual review through the capital budget
approval process.
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The Board may choose to provide alternate direction on the timing or scope of projects or
alternatively not approve the projects. Although there is no regulatory requirement to meet the
Guideline requirements, Metro Vancouver has always taken the approach of continuous
environmental improvement as part of demonstrating environmental stewardship in the operation
of the WTEF.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Ministry of Environment has put a new guideline in place for WTE facility emissions.
Environmental capital projects will need to be completed to meet the Guideline requirements.
These projects are already included in the long-range capital plan and staff recommends that the
Board approves these projects. The projects would be subject to review through the annual budget
approval process.

Attachment: Letter to BC Ministry of Environment Re: Action Plan for Achieving the Requirements
of the Ministry of Environment Guideline for Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste
Combustion

7233847
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ATTACHMENT
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4330 Kingsway, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5H 4G8 604-432-6200 www.metrovancouver.org

Solid Waste Services
Tel: 604-451-6039 Fax: 604-436-6970

March 26, 2013 File No.: SW-02-04-WTEF-20-03

Mr. Avtar Sundher, Head, Government & Compliance Section
Ministry of Environment
Environmental Management
2nd Floor, 10470 152 Street
Surrey,BC V3ROY3

Dear Mr. Sundher:

Re: Action Plan for Achieving the Requirements of the Ministry of Environment Guideline for Emissionsfrom Municipal Solid Waste Combustion

This letter provides a plan for meeting the objectives of the 2011 British Columbia (BC) Ministry of Environment(MoE) document entitled “Guideline for Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Combustion” (Guideline).Existing facilities operating within BC are required to submit a plan for achieving the requirements set out in theGuideline by March 29, 2013.

The existing combustion and emissions control equipment at Metro Vancouver’s Waste-to-Energy Facility(WTEF) meets the requirements of the Guideline for the following parameters:
• total particulate matter
• total organic carbon (TOC)
• cadmium (Cd)
• mercury(Hg)
• sum of lead (Pb), arsenic (As), and chromium (Cr)
• chiorophenols
• chlorobenzenes
• polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s)
• polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s)
• total dioxins and furans
• opacity

There is a Board approved nitrogen oxides (NOx) reduction project currently underway at the WTEF, detaileddesign is complete and construction work has commenced. It is anticipated that this project will becommissioned in 2014 and will allow the WTEF to meet the Guideline limit for NOx and carbon monoxide (CO).
Metro Vancouver has identified opportunities and technologies to retrofit the WTEF in order to meet theGuideline objectives for:

• sulphur dioxide (502)
• hydrogen chloride (HCI)
• half hourly emission limits
• standby power requirements
• auxiliary burner temperature maintenance requirements
• continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) publically available internet reporting
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Avtar Sundher, Ministry of Environment

Action Plan for Achieving the Requirements of the Ministry of Environment Guideline for

Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Combustion

Page 2 of 2

The retrofits described above will require significant capital investment and a report outlining the projects

required to meet the Guidelines will be presented to the Board in May 2013.

Subject to Board approval, the projects include:

1. SO2 and HCI Reduction Project
The 502 reduction project will replace the existing dry lime reduction sys

tem with a semi-dry reduction

system. Dry injection systems have limited acid gas removal efficiencies while increased acid gas

removal efficiency is obtained with the higher flue gas moisture content of the semi-dry systems. This

project is expected to lower 502 emissions from current daily operating levels of 85 mg/dscm to below

the Guideline limit of 50 mgJdscm and HCI emissions from current daily operating levels of 35 mg/dscm

to below the Guideline limit of 10 mg/dscm.
Preliminary anticipated completion date: 2019

2. CEMS Replacement Project
The CEMS replacement project will update existing instrumentation used to measure the emissions

from the WTEF and allow monitoring of parameters not currently measured via CEMS (e.g., HCI, TOC).

The system upgrade will also allow for monitoring of half hourly emissions, this is something the current

system does not provide and therefore there are some assumptions on current perform
ance of certain

parameters on a half hourly basis. The CEMS upgrade will also enable internet reporting as required

under the Guideline.
• Preliminary anticipated completion date: 2015

3. Natural Gas Burner Replacement Project
The existing natural gas auxiliary burners require replacement to meet the minimu

m combustion

requirements of the Guideline.
• Preliminary anticipated completion date: 2015

4. Standby Electrical Power Replacement Project

The existing standby electrical power equipment requires replacement to meet the
requirements of the

Guideline in the event of a failure of the main electrical power supply system.

• Preliminary anticipated completion date: 2017

The approved projects will be communicated to the Ministry of Environment once considered by the Board in

May.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Chris Allan at 604-432-6468.

Yours truly,

Paul Henderson, P.Eng.
General Manager, Solid Waste Services

PH/CA/bk
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metrovancouver
Greater Vancouer Rcqonai Distrct • Greater Vancouver Water District • Greater Vancouver Seweraqe and Drainage District • Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Chris Allan, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: April 18, 2013 Meeting Date: May 2, 2013

Subject: Waste-To-Energy Facility Environmental Monitoring and Reporting, 2012 Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receives for information the report dated April 18, 2013 titled
“Waste-To-Energy Facility Environmental Monitoring and Reporting, 2012 Update”.

PURPOSE
To provide both an overview of current and historic Waste-To-Energy Facility (WTEF) environmental
monitoring and a summary of 2012 greenhouse gas (GHG) and National Pollutant Release Inventory
(NPRI) reporting.

BACKGROUND
Since WTEF operations commenced in 1988, Metro Vancouver has strived to reduce emissions from
the WTEF through assessment and improvement of operations, plant infrastructure, and
environmental controls. In addition to satisfying regulatory requirements, WTEF environmental
monitoring provides Metro Vancouver with valuable data to assess both existing plant operations
and potential capital improvements.

The WTEF environmental monitoring program consists of three key parts:
• Air emissions from the WTEF stack are monitored using both a continuous emission monitoring

system (CEMS) and periodic manual stack tests.
• Ambient air quality in the vicinity of the WTEF is monitored by three stations in Metro

Vancouver’s ambient monitoring network: T18 Burnaby South, T13 North Delta, and T17
Richmond South.

• The composition of fly ash and bottom ash transferred to landfills for disposal is monitored
through manual sample collection and laboratory analytical analysis.

Historically, the WTEF environmental program also included two additional components:
• Commencing in 1987, prior to WTEF commissioning in 1988 and continuing until 1990, a soil and

vegetation monitoring program was undertaken to assess potential impacts from WTEF
operation.

• Commencing in 1987 and continuing until 1998, a Mobile Air Monitoring Unit (MAMU) was used
to monitor ambient air quality at several locations around the WTEF.

These historical programs will be discussed in more detail below.



Measurements from the WTEF environmental monitoring program are compared to the limit values
specified in the Metro Vancouver Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan
(ISWRMP) to assess regulatory compliance. These measured parameters are reported in the
following ways:
• Monthly compliance reports, which provide a summary of all air emissions monitoring results

for each month, are provided to the British Columbia Ministry of Environment (BC MoE), the
City of Burnaby (Burnaby) and the Fraser Health Authority (FHA).

• Periodic stack emissions testing results are provided to BC MoE, Burnaby, and FHA.
• Annual reporting of GHG emissions is provided to both the BC MoE and Environment Canada

(EC) by March 31 and June 1 of each year, respectively.
• Annual reporting of substances emitted to air and contained in ash transferred for off-site

disposal is provided to EC for National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) reporting by June 1 of
each year.

DISCUSSION

WTEF 2012 Environmental Monitoring Program
The 2012 WTEF environmental monitoring program consisted of the following:
• Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS)

o The WTEF is equipped with a real-time flue gas CEMS that measures and records
emission parameters at the exit of the air pollution control (APC) plant 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week using a United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
certified and auditable tracking system. The CEMS monitors the following emissions
parameters: sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NO), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon
dioxide (CC2) and opacity. The CEMS also monitors key operational parameters,
including furnace temperature, flue gas moisture, and flue gas oxygen. Monitoring of
operational parameters provides an indication of plant conditions and helps confirm
that emissions monitored by manual stack testing are representative of year round
conditions.

• Manual emissions testing conducted by a stack testing company contracted by Metro
Vancouver:

o Three test events conducted in triplicate on each of the three individual plant lines to
monitor for particulate matter (PM), trace metals, total hydrocarbons, hydrogen
chloride (HCI), hydrogen fluoride (HF), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (N20)

o Single test event conducted in triplicate to monitor for semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOC5), including dioxins and furans, chlorobenzenes, chlorophenols, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB5), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH5)

• Bottom ash and fly ash total metals analyses conducted quarterly to support NPRI reporting. A
number of ash moisture content analyses were performed during 2012 to provide a higher level
of accuracy for both current and historic dry basis NPRI reporting.

o The Ministry of Environment has retained an independent project manager to provide
recommendations on the management off Fly ash shipped to Cache Creek landfill in July
/Aug 2012. Initial composite sample results for this material exceeded the Hazardous
Waste Regulation threshold for leachable cadmium. Metro Vancouver continues to
work with the Ministry and its other partners on this issue.
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All air emission related parameters monitored during 2012 were in compliance with the
requirements of the ISWRMP with the exception of one 1-hour furnace temperature deviation
during October 2012 caused by wet fuel.

A summary of historic annual WTEF emission performance, including 2012 data, is presented
graphically in the Appendix to this report. The following sections provide details on the 2012 values
reported to the BC MoE and EC.

WTEF 2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting
In mid-2009 the Federal and Provincial governments each enacted legislation for mandatory
reporting of GHG emissions for facilities whose annual emissions exceed specified thresholds. The
Federal and Provincial thresholds have been established at 50,000 and 10,000 tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (C02e) per year, respectively. Based on these thresholds, Metro Vancouver’s
WTEF is subject to reporting to both the Federal and Provincial governments. Metro Vancouver
must report the estimated annual GHG emissions from the WTEF to the Provincial government by
March 31 and to the Federal government by June 1 of the following year. 2012 GHG emissions
were reported to the Provincial government on March 27, 2013. Federal GHG emissions will be
reported prior to the June 1, 2013 deadline.

Greenhouse gas emissions from the WTEF are comprised mainly of CO2 with small amounts of
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N20). Total emissions are reported as C02e, which recognizes
that CH4 and N20 have higher global warming potential than CO2. and expresses them in terms of
equivalent CO2 emissions. The WTEF accounts for less than 1 percent of all GHG emissions in the
region. The largest industrial sources of GHG emissions in the region are two cement plants (Lehigh
and Lafarge) and the Chevron oil refinery, collectively accounting for 75 percent of industrial GHG
sources in Metro Vancouver. The WTEF ranks fourth behind these three sources.

In past years, the calculation methodologies required under Federal and Provincial reporting
requirements were different, which led to different reported total emissions. To address this issue,
Metro Vancouver commissioned the installation of a CO2 CEMS at the WTEF in 2011. The CO2
continuous emissions data, along with manual stack testing results for CH4 and N20, form a single
consistent basis for both Federal and Provincial reporting of 2012 emissions.

The Federal and Provincial governments require the reporting of both biogenic (renewable) and
anthropogenic (manmade or non-renewable) GHG emissions from the WTEF. The biogenic
emissions are considered to be carbon neutral, but are provided for information and form part of
the total GHG profile. Anthropogenic GHG emissions from the WTEF during the 2012 reporting
year have been estimated at 120,298 tonnes using the new methodology detailed above.

For comparison, anthropogenic GHG emissions calculated for 2012 using the pre-CEMS mass
balance (Federal) and emission factor (Provincial) calculation methodology were estimated at
106,911 and 114,397 tonnes, respectively. Similarly, 2011 Federal and Provincial anthropogenic
GHG emissions were reported as 99,961 and 109,032 tonnes, respectively.

There are two notable differences between the 2012 emissions estimates determined using the
new methodology, and 2012 estimates derived using the old Federal and Provincial reporting
methodologies:
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1) CO2 emissions estimated for 2012 using continuous emissions data are higher than those
estimated using either the waste-composition based approach previously used for Federal
reporting, or the generic emissions factor approach used for Provincial reporting. The
continuous measurement approach now in place at the WTEF is the “gold standard”, relying
on actual measurement rather than approximations or assumptions. Continuous emissions
measurements indicate that the carbon content of the municipal solid waste is slightly
higher than had been previously estimated.

2) CH4 and N2O emissions estimated for 2012 using manual stack test results are considerably
lower than those estimated using the generic emissions factor approach used for past
Provincial reporting. This result validates Metro Vancouver’s conclusion that the Provincial
methodologies were overestimating CH4 and N20 emissions.

One important pattern to note is the increase in anthropogenic CO2 in 2012. This increase is the
result of a decrease in the biogenic carbon content of the municipal solid from 64 percent in 2011 to 61
percent in 2012. As further waste diversion initiatives remove food and yard waste from the residual
stream, this trend of reducing biogenic CO2 emissions is expected to continue.

WTEF 2012 National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) Reporting
The NPR) is Canada’s legislated, publicly accessible inventory of pollutant releases to air, water and
land, as well as disposals and transfers for recycling. The NPRI is managed by EC and currently tracks
over 300 substances and groups of substances. Metro Vancouver is required to report WTEF
emissions for the preceding calendar year to NPRI by June 1 of each year.

The NPRI requires reporting many of these regulated air emissions (e.g., PM, metals, organic
compounds and acid gases), but also requires reporting of NPRI substances transferred for off-site
disposal in fly ash and bottom ash.

In response to the availability of new measurement data and updated quantification methods, a
number of changes to Metro Vancouver’s NPRI reporting protocols are being implemented for the
2012 reporting period, as follows:

1) Starting in 2012, the WTEF CEMS includes a new instrument that measures total flue gas
flows (the volumes of exhaust gas discharged from the stack) for each of the three boiler
lines. This new system provides more accurate measurement of the flue gas flows than the
previous measurement method (2011 and prior years), which relied on manual stack flow
measurements conducted four times annually. For the 2012 reporting year, mass emissions
of all air pollutants are calculated using CEMS flue gas flow data in conjunction with either
CEMS pollutant concentration measurements (CD, NOR, 502), or manual stack test pollutant
concentration measurements (all other pollutants).

2) Prior to the 2012 reporting period, laboratory analysis of the ash streams for total metals
was conducted annually to ensure any macro changes in the overall composition of waste
are captured. Commencing in 2012, total metals analysis was completed quarterly to
provide a higher level of accuracy. This change will be reflected in the NPRI reporting for
2012.
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The following table provides a summary of 2012 NPRI substance reporting to be submitted to EC
prior to the June 1, 2013 reporting deadline.

Table 1 — 2012 NPRI Substance Reporting Summary
Reported Quantity

(tonnes)

Stack Ash
Parameter Emissions Disposal

Nitrogen Oxides 549.9 N/A

Carbon Monoxide 42.5 N/A

Sulphur Dioxide 164.3 N/A

Hydrogen Chloride/Hydrochloric Acid 66.5 N/A

Antimony 0.00010 11.9

Arsenic 0.00039 3.7

Cadmium 0.00004 2.9

Copper 0.00078 65.5

Lead 0.0010 85.8

Manganese 0.00079 28.8

Mercury 0.0025 0.12

Phosphorus N/A 693.0

Zinc 0.014 255.6

Particulate Matter 10im (1) 0.126 N/A

Particulate Matter 2.5im (1) 0.101 N/A

Dioxins and Furans (1) N/A N/A

Hexachlorobenzene (1) N/A N/A

Notes:
- The parameters listed above are required to be reported to the NPRI for the 2012 calendar year with the
exception of those marked as (1), which are included for informational purposes only. All other parameters
are below the NPRI level of quantification and are not required to be reported.

- N/A indicates value is either below the level of quantification or below the detection limit
- Fly Ash and Bottom Ash tonnages reported on a dry basis

Historic WTEF Environmental Monitoring Program
In 1985, the Greater Vancouver Regional District Solid Waste Management Plan, which included a
proposed WTEF, was approved by the Provincial Minster of the Environment. One of the conditions
of approval was the development of emission and monitoring requirements by working committees
composed of BC MoE, Metropolitan Board of Health of Greater Vancouver, Greater Vancouver
Regional District (GVRD), and consulting staff. In 1986, the committees completed the report
entitled “Assessment and Recommendations on Emissions and Monitoring Requirements for GVRD
Incinerator Located in Burnaby” (commonly known as the “Green Book”), which recommended:

1) A WTEF stack emissions monitoring program which included continuous monitoring for CO,
total organic carbon (TOC), opacity, HCI, and NON, with stack temperature, oxygen (02) and
CO2 monitoring for process control purposes. Quarterly stack testing for PM, metals (in
PM), sulphur oxides (SOy), and HF was also recommended, along with one test after 2,509
hours of operation to measure dioxins, furans, and PAH5.
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2) An ambient air quality monitoring program consisting of four fixed ambient monitoring
stations around the WTEF site, located to capture maximum ground-level concentrations
modeled in pollutant dispersion modeling studies (two of the monitoring stations were
located in Burnaby — T18 and T20, one in Richmond — T19, and one in Delta — T13).
Parameters to be monitored included PM (including metals speciation), HF, HCI, NOR, ozone
(one station), SO (one station), and meteorological parameters. In addition, a MAMU was
recommended to provide coverage of additional locations around the WTEF site.
Parameters to be monitored by the mobile unit were similar to those monitored by fixed
ambient stations. It was recommended that monitoring commence at least one year prior
to WTEF startup (6 months for the mobile station), and continue for at least two years after
facility startup, with continuous assessment of results.

3) A soil and vegetation monitoring program carried out at six or more locations around the
WTEF site (a least three in Richmond, two in Burnaby, and one in Delta). Parameters to be
monitored included vegetation chemistry (organics, metals, halides), vegetation health, soil
chemistry (organics, metals, soil characteristics), and dustfall (metals). It was recommended
that monitoring commence at least one year prior to WTEF startup, and continue for at least
two years after facility startup, with continuous assessment of results.

In addition to the specific monitoring requirements, the “Green Book” report also recommended
that BC MoE appoint a Technical Review Committee consisting of representatives from the BC MoE,
EC, Metropolitan Board of Health of Greater Vancouver, and GVRD to carry out ongoing evaluation
of the post-operational monitoring data and recommend modifications to the monitoring program
if required.

GVRD initiated ambient air and soil / vegetation monitoring programs in 1987, and commenced
stack emissions monitoring following the WTEF startup in 1988. Monthly and annual reports
summarizing the monitoring results were submitted to the Technical Review Committee, and in
1992, GVRD staff prepared three technical reports summarizingthe monitoring results to date:

• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of Stack Monitoring Data (1988 — 1991)
• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Data (1987 — 1990)
• GVRD Burnaby Incinerator: Summary of Soil and Vegetation Monitoring Data (1987 — 1990)

These reports include the following key conclusions:
“8ased on results of ambient air quality monitoring conducted prior to and subsequent to
startup of the incinerator facility, it is concluded that ambient air quality in the vicinity of the
facility is similar to, or better than, air quality in other areas of the region and that the
operation ofthefacility has had no measurable impact on ambient air quality.” (Ambient Air
Quality study)

“To date there is no evidence to indicate that incinerator emissions have had any
measurable adverse impact on soil and vegetation trace elements or PAH levels at the
representative monitoring sites used in this sampling program.” (Soil and Vegetation study)

Based on these results, in 1992 the Technical Review Committee concluded that ongoing stack
monitoring and fixed station ambient monitoring could provide an adequate indication of the
emissions performance and environmental impact of the WTEF. It was concluded that ongoing soil
and vegetation monitoring was not required.
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The MAMU was used exclusively to measure ambient pollutant levels in the locations around the
WTEF until the end of 1993. From 1994 to the end of 1998, it was used to monitor ambient
pollutant levels in the locations around the WTEF when it was not being used for special studies in
other locations within the GVRD. In 1994, the ambient monitoring station located in Burnaby East
(T20) was decommissioned, and in 1996 the ambient monitoring station located in Richmond East
(T19) was also decommissioned. The shutdown of these stations was approved by the Technical
Review Committee, because the stations had not detected measurable impacts associated with
WTEF operation, and because other geographically proximate monitoring sites (T18 Burnaby South,
T13 North Delta, T17 Richmond South) provided highly correlated ambient readings.

In conclusion, no measurable impacts associated with the WTEF were detected by either the soil
and vegetation monitoring or fixed station / mobile ambient air monitoring carried out from 1987
to 1990. As a result, following the Technical Review Committee’s 1992 decision to suspend soil and
vegetation monitoring, no further soil and vegetation monitoring has been conducted. Subsequent
stack emissions testing from 1990 to date has shown ongoing reductions in emissions of the
majority of monitored pollutants. Fixed station and mobile ambient air monitoring from 1990 to
date has not detected any ambient impacts associated with ongoing WTEF operation.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
No financial implications, as GHG and NPRI reporting are currently only used for informational
purposes.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
This report provides an overview of emissions and testing results for the WTEF along with historic
environmental monitoring information. The WTEF continues to operate in compliance with all
regulations and with a focus on continued environmental and operational improvement.

Attachments and References:
Attachment — Metro Vancouver Waste-To-Energy Facility Summary of Air and Metals Emissions

1988-2012

7267991
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To: Utilities Committee
Zero Waste Committee

From: Albert van Roodselaar, Manager, Special Projects (Engineering)

Date: April 23, 2013 Meeting Date: May 2, 2013

Subject: Integrated Utility Management Advisory Committee (IUMAC) - Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Committee receive for information the report dated April 23, 2013 titled Integrated Utility
Management Advisory Committee (IUMAC) - Update.

PURPOSE
To address the Committees’ questions about the Integrated Utility Management Advisory
Committee’s (IUMAC) membership and to provide the Committees with requested information
about IUMAC’s reporting structure.

BACKGROUND
At the February 28, 2013 meetings of the Utilities and Zero Waste Committees, questions were
raised regarding the composition of IUMAC. In addition, it was requested to provide the
Committees with a reporting structure diagram for IUMAC, including the relationship with other
Metro Vancouver committees.

IUMAC Composition
Based on discussions with the Province, as required under the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan, Metro Vancouver management established a list of potential IUMAC members
representing the diverse interests of different groups in the region. These groups were defined in
the IUMAC Terms of Reference as approved by the Provincial Ministry of the Environment in April
2012 and received for information by the Utilities Committee at their May 9, 2012 meeting, the
Zero Waste Committee at their May 23, 2012 meeting, and by the Board at their May 25, 2012
meeting.

• Metro Vancouver — 1 Metro Vancouver staff serving as liaison for the committee and Metro
Vancouver committees and boards;

• Municipal — 3 staff from member municipalities to represent municipal interests in the
implementation and integration of the utility plans;

• Other Orders of Government — 3 staff from provincial and federal agencies with regulatory
mandates related to water, solid and liquid waste management initiatives, and 1
representative from First Nations;

• Technical and Professional — 3 individuals with technical, academic or professional interest
and expertise in the implementation and integration of utility management initiatives;



• Public and Non-Government — 3 individuals representing the public, non-government
agencies and/or associations with interests in water, solid or liquid waste management
issues; and

• Business — 3 individuals with business interests that may contribute to or are affected by
water, solid or liquid waste management initiatives.

At the Zero Waste Committee’s May 23, 2012 meeting, a question was raised with respect to the
number of municipal representatives appointed to IUMAC. An update on Committee operation was
requested for the Fall of 2012.

The municipal representatives on IUMAC are at the highest possible level. These include the
respective Chairs of the Regional Engineering Advisory Committee (REAC), the Region Planning
Advisory Committee (RPAC) and the Regional Financial Advisory Committee (RPAC). These three
individuals represent the municipal engineers, planners and financial advisors for all the
municipalities at the highest level and report directly to the Regional Administrative Advisory
Committee (RAAC). The Chair of RFAC has been nominated as Chair of IUMAC, giving municipal
representation further prominence.

At the February 28, 2013 meeting, the Utilities Committee further raised the question as to a
member with the status of Chief being on the Committee, considering the intended non-political
nature of the Committee. The rationale for the selection of the Vancouver Board of Trade as a
representative rather than an alternative Board of Trade in the region was also queried.

In response to the Committee’s comment that a Chief represents a political position, Metro
Vancouver has contacted the Squamish First Nation and requested that they appoint the alternate
as the primary representative based on the recognized political stature of a Chief and recognizing
the advisory and non-political nature of IUMAC.

As to the Vancouver Board of Trade, it is intended that in the next appointment cycle Metro
Vancouver will suggest an alternative Board of Trade and will review the new appointment with the
Utilities and Zero Waste Committees prior to their appointment. This will also be done with any
other appointments that should be rotated to other representatives at that time. This will allow the
Committees to review and approve any further appointees to IUMAC.

IUMAC Reporting Structure and Committee Acronyms
At IUMAC’s first regular meeting on February 27, 2013, the Committee adopted its 2013 reporting
structure as it relates to its subcommittees, the three utility management plans, and the
broader political structure at Metro Vancouver (Attachment 1). IUMAC’s relationships are outlined
below in further detail:

1. IUMAC’s Subcommittees:
a. EMC — Metro Vancouver’s Environmental Monitoring Committee

i. Mandate: requirement of the original 2001 LWMP carried forward into the
2010 Plan.

ii. Composition: technical committee representation from the municipalities,
academic institutions, regional health authority, provincial agencies, Port
Metro Vancouver and Metro Vancouver.
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b. SILG — Metro Vancouver’s Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group
i. Mandate: requirement of the 2001 LWMP carried forward into the 2010

P Ian.
ii. Composition: technical committee representation from the municipalities,

academic institutions, regional health authority, and provincial and federal
government agencies.

c. SWSC - Solid Waste Stakeholder Committee
i. The need for an additional subcommittee for solid waste stakeholders to

review solid waste facilities’ cost effectiveness and service levels along with
progress on implementation of the ISWRMP has been identified through the
Waste Flow Management engagement and consultation process. The
development of this sub-committee will be addressed over the next number
of months.

2. IUMAC and Metro Vancouver’s Three Utility Management Plans:
a. ILWRMP — Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan
b. ISWRMP — Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan
c. DWMP — Drinking Water Management Plan

3. Metro Vancouver Advisory Committees
a. Municipal representation on IUMAC is represented by the Chairs of the following

Metro Vancouver Advisory Committees:
• REAC — Regional Engineers Advisory Committee
• RFAC — Regional Finance Advisory Committee
• RPAC — Regional Planning Advisory Committee

IUMAC is identified in the Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan (ILWRMP) and
the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan (ISWRMP), which are regulatory Plans
that are approved by the Provincial Minister of the Environment.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications in this report. The IUMAC is an advisory body to the Metro
Vancouver Committees and Board. As such it will provide a consensus report to the Board on an
annual basis, presenting its suggestions as based on its Terms of Reference. These are solely for the
Board’s consideration.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
IUMAC is into its first year of operation. It will prepare and present a report by year’s end to the
Utilities and Zero Waste Committees and the Board. The current Chair who will represent IUMAC
to the Committees and Board is the representative from RFAC, a municipal advisory committee to
the Board.

Attachment
Integrated Utility Management Advisory Committee (IUMAC) Reporting Structure (Orbit 7286526)
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: April 17, 2013 Meeting date: May 2, 2013

Subject: Manager’s Report

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receive for information the report dated April 17, 2013, titled,
“Manager’s Report”.

1. New Waste-to-Energy Capacity — Technical Consulting Support
Metro Vancouver has engaged CDM Smith, and partners Hemmera, Neil Alexander, Associated
Engineering, Levelton, and Compass to provide consulting support for the New Waste-to-Energy
Capacity Project. This highly qualified team has extensive local and international experience
with all types of Waste to Energy technology—The team also includes local and international
Health and Air Quality experts and environmental and financial experts.

2. SIRD Feedback re the New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Third Party Expert Panel
In response to Metro Vancouver’s request for feedback on the Third Party Expert Panel, the
Squamish-Lillooet Regional District has requested that:

“Metro Vancouver’s New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project - Third Party Expert Panel be asked
to comment on the air quality impacts to communities in the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District
from their Waste-to-Energy Project.”

Metro Vancouver is committed to completing a full health and environmental assessment for
New Waste-to-Energy Capacity, whether located within or outside the Metro Vancouver region.
This assessment will include analysis of any potential health and air quality impacts to both the
host municipality, and adjacent municipalities and regional districts. While the work will be
completed by air quality and health experts, it will be reviewed by the Third Party Expert Panel
as part of their scope of work. All reports by the Third Party Expert Panel will be made public.

3. Zero Waste Committee 2013 Work Plan
Attached is the 2013 Work Plan indicating the quarter that the priority is expected to be
considered by the Zero Waste Committee. Completed items are shown in bold.

Attachments and References:
Attachment - 2013 Zero Waste Committee Work Plan (Orbit # 7049836)



ATTACHMENT

Zero Waste Committee 2013 Workplan

[St Quarter (January — March)

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Project Update

o Potential site identification process preliminary evaluation criteria

o Ownership Model

• 2012 Christmas Campaign Results ‘Create Memories, Not Garbage’

• lCl Organics Diversion Collaboration

• Regional Reduction and Reuse Initiatives

• Draft recommended strategy for Waste Flow Management

2’ Quarter (April — June)

• Waste-to-Energy Facility:

o BC Hydro EPA Update

o Plan to Meet Updated BC Emissions Guidelines

o 2012 Financial Update

• 2012 Material Disposal Bans Update

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Shortlist of Technology Providers

o P3 Canada business case and Round 5 application

• Eco-Centre Business model

• Special meeting to receive stakeholder input on Waste Flow Management

• Launch 2013 Residential Organics Campaign

• National Zero Waste Council Update

• Third Annual Zero Waste Conference — Planning Update

• Municipal Workshop on Multi-Family Recycling Toolkit

.. EPR — Printed Paper and Packaging Update
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3rd Quarter (July — September)

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Update on consultation and engagement activities

o Recommended criteria for potential site identification

• Metro Vancouver hosts Third annual Zero Waste Conference

• Launch of National Zero Waste Council

• Lions Gate WWTP Upgrade - Opportunities for Co-managing Solid Wastes and Resources

• Recommend site and cost sharing approach with Surrey for development and operation of
Residential Drop-off Facility

• Summary of Consultation Activities and Recommended Strategy for Waste Flow Management

• Comprehensive Agreement with Wastech — 2012 Financial Results

• Long Range Solid Waste Tipping Fees

4th Quarter (October — December)

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Potential Site Identification shortlisted sites

• Schedule and methodology for phased implementation of organics disposal bans

• Northeast Sector Service Model

• 2012 Regional Recycling and Disposal Data

• ISWRMP Biannual Implementation Report

• 2013 Residential Organics Campaign and ICI Collaboration Update

• Zero Waste Conference — Results update

• 2013 Waste Reduction Christmas Campaign “Create Memories, Not Garbage”

6953066
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REGIONAL DISTRICT

April 5, 2013

Mayor Greg Moore
Chair, Metro Vancouver Board of Directors
4330 Kingsway
Burnaby, BC
V5H 4G8

Dear Chair Moore,

Box 219, 1350 Aster Street,
Pemberton, BC VON 2L0
Ph. 604-894-6371, 800-298-7753
F: 604-894-6526
info@slrd.bc.ca www.slrd.bc.ca

6.1

Re: Metro Vancouver’s New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Third
Party Expert Panel

We are in receipt of your letter dated February 28, 2013 informing us of the
newly-created Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project, and the engagement of an
expert panel for this project.

Further to your request to “refer the selection of the Third Party Expert Panel to
the Ministry of Environment and adjoining regional districts for their foedback’ at
their regular meeting on March 25, 2013 the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District
Board resolved:

THAT Metro Vancouver’s New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project - Third
Party Expert Pane! be asked to comment on the air quality impacts to
communities in the Squamish-Lil!ooet Regional District from their Waste-
to-Energy project.

We look forward to receiving the results of the
reports will be publically available.

If you require further information in regard to
contact the undersigned.

Yours truly,

Patricia Heintzman
Squamish-Lillooet Regional District Board Chair

Panel, and appreciate that the

this request, don’t hesitate to

Members: District of Squamish, Resort Municipality of Whistfer, Village of Pemberton, District of
Lillooet Electoral C, and 0,

located within School Districts No. 48 and No. 74
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Andrew Marr, Acting Division Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: March 20, 2013 Meeting Date: April 4, 2013

Subject: Stewardship Plan for Packaging and Printed Paper

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Board direct staff to continue to work with Multi-Material B.C. and member

municipalities to finalize the development and implementation of the stewardship plan
for packaging and printed paper.

2. That the Board writes to MMBC and the Minister of Environment advising that Metro
Vancouver does not support the removal of glass from curbside programs at this time.

PURPOSE
To update the Zero Waste Committee on the Packaging and Printed Paper (PPP) Stewardship Plan
and to provide information on Multi-Material B.C. (MMBC) plans for how PPP materials will be
collected as part of the stewardship plan including MMBC’s proposal to redirect container glass
from curbside collection to depots.

BACKGROUND
On February 25, 2013 Multi-Material British Columbia (MMBC) submitted its updated Stewardship
Plan for Packaging and Printed Paper (PPP) to the Ministry of Environment. The Plan describes
MMBC’s strategy for implementing an Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) program for
collecting PPP from single-family homes, multi-family residences, recycling depots, and municipal
streetscapes. As required by the B.C. Recycling Regulation, MMBC will assume financial and
administrative responsibility for PPP recycling programs on May 19, 2014. The Plan is currently
under review with the Ministry of Environment.

DISCUSSION
In addressing its obligations for the management of PPP throughout the Province of B.C., MMBC
intends to work with recycling collectors and processors. Collectors, including municipal
governments that choose to continue to collect PPP, will be engaged through a financial incentive
called a “market-clearing price” for each distinct collection channel:

1. Collection at the curb from single-family homes and selected townhouses (blue box service)
2. Collection from multi-family residences with centralized collection (totes and dumpsters)
3. Collection from staffed depots either municipal or private sector
4. Collection from streetscapes (to be phased-in after 2014)

The “market-clearing price” will be offered to local governments in spring 2013, after the
Stewardship Plan has been approved by the Ministry. Post-collection activities, including
transportation, processing and marketing of recyclable materials, will be contracted with processors
by MMBC through a competitive Request-For-Proposals process.
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As part of the planning for this new EPR program, MMBC published a detailed list of PPP to be
collected from residents. The list expands upon the types of PPP currently collected through
municipal programs and would create a province-wide standard for collected materials.
Standardizing recycling systems and including more types of PPP will improve convenience for
residents and increase diversion. However, MMBC also proposed to exclude non-deposit container
glass from curbside programs, and redirect the containers to either municipal or private depots.
Deposit containers are already managed through a refundable deposit system and accepted at
private depots. Most deposit containers placed in recycling containers are removed by “binners”
and taken to depots.

MMBC has met on two occasions with Metro Vancouver and member municipal staff in March to
discuss the proposed redirection of glass containers to depots. MMBC advises that:

- The amount of glass containers is declining as producers substitute other materials such as
plastic

- Glass containers contaminate other recyclable materials including paper and plastic through
breakage

- Recycling rates for non-deposit glass containers is very low (MMBC estimates less than 20%
of non-deposit container glass is recycled) because the containers break during collection
and end up in the processor residual stream.

- There is limited economic or environmental benefit of recycling blue box glass compared to
other commodities because the value of post-consumer mixed glass is low and the energy
savings and thus GHG emission reductions associating with glass recycling are limited

- Depot glass is virtually all recycled

REAC Solid Waste Subcommittee have communicated the following concerns regarding the
proposed redirection of glass containers:

- Reduced convenience to residents will decrease the amount of glass recycled
- For municipalities that continue to collect recyclables once the MMBC model is in place, if

glass becomes a contaminant, there may be implications for collectors who must ensure
that recyclables meet processor quality specifications

- The existing depot network (municipal and private) is not sufficient throughout the region
to be a substitute for curbside collection. In European countries where glass is collected at
drop locations the locations are typically within walking distance of residents.

- MMBC has not explored all of the possible options for glass collection: in some communities
glass is collected curbside in separate containers, in other communities un-staffed drop
locations are used, which under the MMBC plan would not be funded due to a requirement
that depots be staffed to minimize contamination

- MMBC could consider other options than curbside collection for glass over time rather than
immediately on the launch of the MMBC program

- The proposed redirection of glass from curbside to depots is a significant enough change to
what residents expect that MMBC should consult broadly with stakeholders including the
public in advance of deciding to redirect glass.

Members of RAAC and REAC are opposed to the exclusion of materials currently collected as part of
municipal recycling programs. At the February 1, 2013 REAC meeting and the February 20, 2013
RAAC meeting, members concluded “that exclusion of materials, such as glass containers, from
curbside collection is viewed as a reduction in the level of service and is not supported”. REAC and
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RAAC’s resolutions advising the Board that they do not support removal of glass from curbside
collection programs are attached as Attachment 1.

MMBC has- indicated that a decision on whether to divert glass from curbside programs to depots
will be made after the stewardship Plan is approved by the Province and in advance of a market
clearing price workshop anticipated later this spring.

Producer Responsibilities
Local government staff has been engaging MMBC on the Stewardship Plan development and
implementation. Although these aspects are a significant component of MMBC’s efforts to develop
a stewardship program, they are simultaneously coordinating with producers of PPP materials. The
Recycling Regulation defines an obligated producer as “a person who manufactures the product and
sells, offers for sale, distributes or uses in a commercial enterprise the product in British Columbia
under the manufacturer’s own brand”. PPP producers must either join MMBC or develop their own
stewardship program. The only other PPP stewardship program currently under development is a
brewers’ program for alcoholic beverage packaging other than deposit containers. The Ministry of
Environment has distributed a letter, included as Attachment 2, which outlines the options available
to obligated producers, including how to ensure compliance with the Regulation and the possible
consequences of non-compliance.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board writes to MMBC and the Minister of Environment advising that Metro

Vancouver does not support the removal of glass from curbside programs at this time.
2. That the Board take no action at this time and rely Metro Vancouver and member municipal

staff to engage with MMBC and the Province to ensure that the MMBC stewardship plan
maximizes diversion and convenience for residents.

FINANCIAl. IMPLICATIONS
If the Board approves Alternative 1, and the Board writes MMBC and the Minister of Environment
advising that Metro Vancouver does not support removal of glass from curbside programs at this
time, the Board will be communicating a position consistent with the positions of REAC and RAAC
on this issue. Removing glass from designated curbside materials could financially impact member
municipalities who continue to collect recyclables if glass contamination results in financial
penalties to the member municipalities. Redirecting glass to depots will also reduce convenience for
residents.

If the Board approves Alternative 2, and relies on staff to continue to work with MMBC to ensure
that the PPP program maximizes diversion and convenience to residents there may be an
opportunity to better understand the implications of diverting glass from curbside in advance of
taking a position on the issue.

Given a MMBC needs to make a decision on whether glass will be collected curbside in the near
future there will be limited opportunity to:

- explore other options
- fully understand the implications of redirecting glass from curbside to depots
- understand the financial implications of the proposed change for municipal PPP collectors
- consult with other stakeholders including the public
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Therefore, staff recommend Alternative 1, that the Board writes MMBC and the Minister of
Environment indicating that Metro Vancouver does not support the removal of glass from curbside
programs at this time, and that Metro Vancouver is committed to continue to work with MMBC on
this issue with the goals of maximizing diversion and convenience for residents.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
On February 25, 2013 MMBC released its updated Stewardship Plan for PPP. This Plan describes
MMBC’s strategy for implementing an EPR program for collecting PPP from single-family homes,
multi-family residences, recycling depots, and municipal streetscapes. In implementing the Plan,
MMBC has proposed to remove glass containers from curbside collection and redirect the
containers to depots. Members of RAAC and REAC, view this approach as a reduction in service
levels to residents, and do not support the removal of glass from curbside programs. Staff
recommend Alternative 1, that the Board writes to MMBC indicating that Metro Vancouver does
not support the removal of glass from curbside programs at this time.

Attachments:
1. Report dated February 12, 2013 from REAC to RAAC (7143635)

2. Letter dated February 20, 2013 from Ministry of Environment to PPP Producers (7206623)

# 7143635
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To: Regional Administrators Advisory Committee

From: Regional Engineers Advisory Committee

Date: February 12, 2013 Meeting Date: February 20, 2013

Subject: Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed Paper

RECOMMENDATION
That the Regional Administrators Advisory Committee advise the Metro Vancouver Board that
exclusion of materials, such as glass containers, from curbside collection is viewed as a reduction in
the level of service and is not supported by the Regional Administrative Advisory Committee.

PURPOSE
To convey a resolution from the February 1, 2013 Regional Engineers Advisory Committee (REAC)
meeting related to the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) Program for Packaging and Printed
Paper.

BACKGROUND
As part of the planning for an Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed
Paper (PPP), on January 18, 2013, Multi-Material BC (MMBC) published a list of PPP to be collected
as part of their program. This list signaled a notable shift from current municipal collection
practices, where selected materials would no longer be collected at the curb and would only be
collect at depots. The deadline for comment to MMBC on the materials list is March 1, 2013.

DISCUSSION
At the February 1, 2013 meeting, the REAC discussed this recent development, and specifically the
decision to no longer collect glass containers (e.g., jars and bottles) in the curb-side recycling
program.

REAC passed the following resolution:
That the Regional Engineers Advisory Committee advise Multi-Material BC and the Regional
Administrators Advisory Committee, for furtherance to the Metro Vancouver Board, that
exclusion of materials, such as glass containers, from curbside collection is viewed as a reduction
in the level of service and is not supported by the Regional Engineers Advisory Committee.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Regional Administrators Advisory Committee advise the Metro Vancouver Board that

exclusion of materials, such as glass containers, from curbside collection is viewed as a
reduction in the level of service and is not supported by the Regional Administrators Advisory
Committee.

2. That the Regional Administrators Advisory Committee receive this report for information.
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Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed Paper
RAAC Meeting: February 20, 2013
Page 2 of 2

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Financial implications are not known in the absence of a price paid by MMBC to municipalities who
engage in the collection of printed paper and packaging covered under this EPR program (referred
to by MMBC as the “Market Clearing Price”).

OTHER IMPLICATIONS
No other implications.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
As part of the planning for an Extended Producer Responsibility Program for Packaging and Printed
Paper, Multi-Material BC has proposed to exclude selected materials, including glass, from curb-side
recycling programs. Multi-Material BC is receiving feedback on the proposed materials to be
collected at curbside and at depot until March 1, 2013. The Regional Engineers Advisory Committee
views this approach as a reduction in service levels.

Orbit# 7045011

7205965
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ATTACHMENT 2

BRITISH
CoLuMBIA

Reference: 187564

February2o, 2013

To: All Packaging and Printed Paper Producers

Re: Deadline for submission of Product Stewardship Plan for Packaging and Printed Paper
is past due.

Dear Sir or Madam:

In May 2011, the BC Government amended the Recycling Regulation (the Regulation) to include
the Packaging and Printed Paper Product Category. All producers of packaging and printed paper,
as defined in Section 2 (Part I) of the Regulation must be in compliance with the Regulation by
having an approved product stewardship plan under fJ of the Regulation. A producer may also
appoint an agency under Section 2 of the Regulation to perform the duties of the producer on their
behalf. Please be advised, without prejudice, that on May 19, 2014, the date when this section
comes into force, persons contravening the Regulation commit an offence and are liable for
enforcement action which can include fines of up to $200,000 upon conviction andlor may be
prohibited from selling, offering for sale, distributing or using the product in a commercial
enterprise in British Columbia.

The deadline to submit a Product Stewardship Plan for Packaging and Printed Paper to the
Director was November 19, 2012. If you have not submitted a plan or appointed an agency
to perform the duties on your behalf then you are requested to advise the Ministry of
Environment how you intend to meet your obligations under Section 2 of the Recycling
Regulation by contacting Julia Bates at

Please be advised that two Product Stewardship Plans for packaging and printed paper have been
submitted for approval:

1. Multi-Materials British Columbia (MMBC) has submitted a plan for all packaging and
printed paper. Contact: Glenda Gies, Project Manager, by email at
producers@multimaterialbc.ca or by phone at (604) 620-7540. MMBC’s program
information can be found at

2. Brewers Distributed Limited has submitted a plan for beer packaging. Contact: Brian
Zeiler-Kligman, Director, Sustainability of Canada’s National Brewers by email at
kanahonalbrewersca at or phone (905) 361-4193.

Ministry of Environment \Xaste Prevention Section Mailing Address: Telephone: 250 387-0389
Fnvironmental Protection Division P0 Box 9341 Facsimile: 250 356-7197

Stn Prov Govt Website: www.gov.be.ca/env
ZWC - 18 Victoria BC V8W 9M1
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If you are unsure if the Regulation applies to you, we recommend that you review the following
attached materials:

• Information for Producers of Packaging and Printed Paper in British Columbia
• The c’c1i11sRg1latio1j (2004) — relevant references include:

• Part 1— Definition of “producer”
• Part 1 (2) — Duty of Producer including the ability to appoint an agency to act on

behalf of a producer
• Part 2 — Product Stewardship Plan requirements
• Schedule 5 — Packaging and Printed Paper Product Category.

Note that a guidance document for the BC Recycling Regulation can be found on the Ministry’s
website at .recvclinggovbc.c.

If you have immediate questions that are not addressed by the information provided, please email
me at j,Bates(v.c.c.

Sincerely,

Julia Bates

(1!
/ (_

Senior Policy Advisor
Attachments (2)

Information for Producers of Packaging and Printed Paper in British Columbia
BC Recycling Regulation
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BRITISH
CoLuMBIA

Information for a producer ofpackaging andprintedpaper selling, importing or distributingproducts
regulated in B.C.

The purpose of this sheet is to provide existing, new and potential producers of packaging and printed paper
with direction and assistance on meeting their obligations under the Recycling Regulation. It is important to
note that this sheet does not take precedence over the Environmental Management Act or the Recycling
Regulation.

Regulatory Framework
In the Province of British Columbia (BC), waste management legislation extends responsibility to the
producer. The Recycling Regulation provides a framework for extended producer responsibility (EPR). The
results-based regulation includes core requirements applying to all programs and schedules for each regulated
product category. The regulation may be expanded to include a new product category through the addition of
a schedule for that product.

Legal Basis
The Recycling Regulation (B.C. Reg.449/2004) was enacted in October 2004 under authority of the
Environmental Management Act. Official copies of the Act or Regulation can be obtained from Crown
Publications, 106 Ontario Street, Victoria, BC V8V 1M9; Tel: (250) 386-4636 or Toll Free 1-877-747-4636;
Fax: (250) 386-0221; www.erownpuh.bc.ca. For information purposes the regulation is available online at
www,recyciinegov,hc,ca.

What is Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) in British Columbia?
In BC, EPR or “industry-led product stewardship” requires producers (manufacturers, distributors and
retailers) to be responsible for the life cycle management of their products, including collection and recycling.

Who does the regulation affect?
The producer is the regulated entity and is principally the first seller of packaging and printed paper in the
province. In practice, the producer is typically the product manufacturer, distributor or brand-owner. The
producer could be an importer, broker or retailer who sells the product directly to the consumer, including
those whose sales are transacted by catalogue or over the Internet. The definition of producer is provided in
Section I of the Regulation.

What are a producer’s basic obligations?
A producer of packaging and printed paper must have an approved Product Stewardship Plan and comply
with the plan in order to sell or distribute the product in British Columbia. Section 2c2> of the Regulation
provides producers the option of appointing an agency to carry out its duties under a product stewardship
plan. If a producer chooses to appoint an agency, the producer must notify the ministry in writing before the
agency begins to carry out the duties of the producer.

What are the consequences for non-compliance?
Persons contravening the regulation commit an offence as detailed under Section 16 and are liable for
enforcement action which can include fines of up to $200,000 upon conviction andJor may be prohibited from
selling, offering for sale, distributing or using the product in a commercial enterprise in British Columbia.

Ministry of Environment Office of the Director Mailing Address: \\ ebsite: wwwgov.bc.ca/envEnvironmental Standards Branch P0 Box 9341
V -

. Email: csb@gov.bc.caEnvironmental Protection 1)ivision Stn Prov Govt
ZWC -20 Victoria BC V8W 9M1
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Greater Vancouver Reqonal Dwtnct • Greater \‘ancouver Water Dwtrct • Greater ‘Jancouer Sewerage end Drainage District • Metro Vancouver Houting Corporaton

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Chris Allan, Senior Engineer, Solid Waste Services

Date: March 23, 2013 Meeting Date: April 4, 2013 -

Subject: 2012 Material Disposal Bans Update

RECOMMENDATION
That the Committee receives for information the report dated March 23, 2013, titled “2012
Material Disposal Bans Update”.

PURPOSE
To provide an update on the material disposal bans in Metro Vancouver.

BACKGROUND
In order to meet requirements set out in the 1995 Regional Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP),
a disposal ban program was implemented in January 1997 to discourage the disposal of materials
such as corrugated cardboard, newspaper, and office paper which had well-developed recycling
alternatives to disposal already in place. In June 2007, the GVS&DD Board approved enhanced
material disposal bans and increased enforcement as part of the Zero Waste Challenge. Enhanced
disposal bans came into effect January 1, 2008 and included; gypsum, yard & greenwaste, beverage
containers, blue-box recyclables, lead-acid batteries, pharmaceuticals, paint, solvents, gasoline,
pesticides, tires, oil, oil filters, oil containers, and electronic waste. Tolerance levels for banned
materials in waste were also reduced from 10% to 5%, with zero tolerance for products with an
existing stewardship program.

On April 24, 2009, Metro Vancouver passed the Tipping Fee Bylaw which came into effect on July 1,
2009. The bylaw formalized existing disposal rates and restrictions on various materials delivered
to Metro Vancouver transfer stations and the Waste-to-Energy Facility (WTEF). With the bylaw,
items prohibited from disposal and subject to a surcharge include: agricultural waste; automobile
parts and bodies; biomedical waste; refuse that is on fire, smoldering, flammable or explosive;
hazardous waste; inert fill; liquids and sludge; metal household or commercial appliances; dead
animals; excrement; barrels and drums in excess of 205 litres; radioactive and reactive waste; and,
objects exceeding 2.0 metres in length. All materials previously banned under the enhanced
disposal bans were incorporated into the Tipping Fee Bylaw as either banned or prohibited
materials.

On July 1, 2010, the electronic and electrical product category of the provincial Recycling Regulation
was expanded to include: audio-visual and consumer equipment; thermostats; cell phones; and,
residential fluorescent lamps. As the Tipping Fee Bylaw directly references and prohibits from
disposal electronic equipment identified in the Recycling Regulation, this update increased the
number of electronic and electrical goods subject to disposal ban surcharges.
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On January 1, 2011, the Tipping Fee Bylaw was updated to include recyclable mattresses and the
definition of large objects was increased from 2.0 metres to 2.5 metres, which is consistent with the
City of Vancouver disposal facilities.

On October 1, 2011 the electronic and electrical product category of the provincial Recycling
Regulation was expanded to include small electronic and electrical appliances, including floor and
carpet care appliances, garment care appliances, counter top cooking appliances, personal care
appliances, portable air treatment appliances, and clocks.

On July 1, 2012 the electronic and electrical product category of the provincial Recycling Regulation
was expanded to include large appliances, lighting equipment, toys, leisure, and sports equipment.

DISCUSSION
Material disposal bans are one of the waste reduction strategies set out in the Integrated Solid
Waste and Resource Management Plan (ISWRMP) which was approved by the provincial Ministry of
Environment in July 2011. Strategy 1.2.1 of the ISWRMP calls for Metro Vancouver to “Work with
disposal facility operators, local municipalities and the recycling industry to introduce material bans
after alternatives are identified and suitable public information programs”. Strategy 2.2.1 of the
ISWRMP calls on Metro Vancouver to “Implement disposal bans on materials that limit
opportunities to achieve reuse, recycling, or energy recovery”. Key upcoming disposal bans include
organic and wood bans in all sectors to be implemented by 2015. Engagement and consultation on
implementation of these bans will commence once a Waste Flow Management strategy is in place.
Metro Vancouver is working with industry groups and other stakeholders in advance of the
engagement and consultation process.

Disposal ban inspectors are hired through an independent contractor, Southern Cross Holdings Ltd.
There were six inspectors in 2012 and 2011; the inspectors rotate amongst the nine (9) transfer and
disposal facilities in the regional system.

In 2012 19.5% of inbound loads to Metro Vancouver and City of Vancouver facilities were inspected
and 5,139 violation notices issued; in 2011 21.1% of the inbound loads were inspected and 5,168
violation notices issued. The 3.2% violation rate in 2012 was similar to the 2.9% violation rate in
2011, which is to be expected as the inspection level was maintained at six inspectors.

Table 1 summarizes the number of load inspections, violation notices issued, and the violation rate
for the last three years. Table 2 summarizes the banned and prohibited materials responsible for
violation notices. Table 3 summarizes the violation notices and violation rate by customer type for
2012.
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Table 1: Summary of Overall Inspectior Statistics
Year Number of Total # of Load Total # of Violation Rate

Disposal Ban Inspections Violations
Inspectors

2009 4 107,703 3,295 3.1%
2010 5 138,815 5,026 3.6%
2011 6 180,416 5,168 2.9%
2012 6 162,398 5,139 3.2%
Note: The above figures include Metro Vancouver facilities, the Vancouver South Transfer Station, and the
Vancouver Landfill.

Table 2: Summary of Materials Respon;ible for Violations
Material 2009 2010 2011 2012
Electronic Waste 14% 18% 23% 31%
Cardboard 38% 30% 22% 18%
Recyclable Mattresses111 N/A N/A 18% 14%
Paint121 1% 1% 6% 9%
Gypsum 7% 8% 5% 5%
Large Objects131 7% 17% 5% 4%
Oil (Includes containers and filters) 2% 2% 3% 4%
Tires 4% 4% 4% 4%
Greenwaste 12% 8% 3% 3%
Other Prohibited Material 5% 3% 2% 3%
Metal Appliances141 1% 2% 4% 2%
Plastic 0% 2% 1% 2%
Paper 2% 2% 1% 1%
Blue-box Recyclables 7% 4% 1% 1%
Notes:

1. Recyclable mattresses were added to the prohibited material list effective January 1, 2011.
2. The disposal ban inspectors were directed to be more diligent issuing violation notices for discarded paint

containers; paint containers are included in the Residual Product Category of the Recycling Regulation and
are prohibited from disposal effective January 1, 2011.

3. The definition of large objects was increased from 2.0 metres to 2.5 metres effective January 1, 2011.
4. Effective July 1, 2012 metal appliances became part of the electronic waste category.

Increasing electronic waste surcharges are related to increases in the type of electronic wastes
included in the EPR program and thus prohibited from disposal. Surcharges for mature bans for
materials such as greenwaste, cardboard etc. generally continue to decline proportionally despite
the reduction in tolerance to 5% of total load volume in 2008 indicating the success of removal of
these materials from the waste stream, and the overall success of the material ban program in
encouraging waste diversion.
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Table 3: Summary of Violations by Customer Type for 2012
Customer Type Inspections Violation Violation Percentage of

Notices Rate Total Violations
Commercial Haulers 53,614 4,276 8.0% 83%
Municipal 19,644 478 2.4% 9%
Residential Drop-off 89,138 385 0.4% 8%
Totals 162,398 5,168 2.9% 100%

Whenever requested by customers with prohibited or banned material in their load, the disposal
ban inspectors and transfer station staff provide the opportunity to recover banned/prohibited
material, provided there are no safety or operational concerns, and thus avoid the surcharge.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
This is an information report. No financial implications are presented.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
The material disposal bans inspection program is one of the waste reduction strategies identified in
the ISWRMP. Future bans for wood and organics are important tools in achieving the ISWRMP
diversion targets. Staff and the material disposal ban inspectors continue to work closely with
facility users and other stakeholders to further improve the success of the current program.

Attachments and References:
No attachments.

7131051
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: David Hocking, Corporate Communications Division Manager,
External Relations Department
Lena Zordan, Communications Specialist, External Relations Department

Date: March 14, 2013 Meeting Date: April 4, 2013

Subject: Zero Waste Challenge: Organics & Christmas 2012 Waste Reduction Campaigns

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board receives for information the report dated March 14, 2013, titled “Zero Waste
Challenge: Organics & Christmas 2012 Waste Reduction Campaigns”.

PURPOSE
To update the Committee on two waste reduction campaigns utilizing advertising and social media
that were launched in late-2012 in support of the Zero Waste Challenge.

BACKGROUND
Metro Vancouver undertakes communications campaigns to support the Zero Waste Challenge and
the waste reduction and diversion targets established in the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan.

The Zero Waste Challenge communications and outreach strategy was presented at the June 14,
2012 meeting of the Zero Waste Committee. It outlined two streams of activity: broad advertising
and social media campaigns, and intensive work with key target audiences. This report focuses on
the first item, broad advertising and social media campaigns.

DISCUSSION
Metro Vancouver undertakes broad advertising campaigns for several reasons:

• To create awareness. Garbage is not top-of-mind for citizens. Residents, businesses and
institutions are all busy and may be unaware of new waste management initiatives, such as
organics recycling.

• To provide information. Once citizens are made aware of the need for change, they also
need to be informed about what can be done or how participation can occur. “How to” is
answered in the form of information campaigns.

• To create energy around a new social norm. A powerful driver of new behaviour is the sense
that others, such as neighbours and coworkers, are also doing it; this has been
demonstrated through behaviour change studies.

The two related, but separate, campaigns that are outlined in this report are on recycling organics
(namely food scraps) with minimal contamination from plastics; and, a focus on minimizing waste
around the holiday season.
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1. Organics: Don’t annoy your yard bin
As more municipalities are now accepting food scraps in their waste streams, Metro Vancouver is
working with Member Municipalities to provide a coordinated and broad advertising campaign that
addresses challenges with food collection programs for residents. Two broad objectives were
considered following consultation and discussion with municipalities on the challenges they face: to
increase awareness among single-family residents that food scraps can be added to the yard bin;
and, to discourage contamination of food and yard waste due to use of plastic or biodegradable
bags.

The campaign consisted of a region-wide thirty second commercial that aired on local television
channels over two two-week periods, from approximately November 8 to 20, and again from
December 25 to January 13, 2013. The commercial also ran in 17 Cineplex movie locations on 125
screens prior to the feature film from December 25 to January 1.

Additional campaign elements included social media, and an online electronic game to help players
sort waste items correctly, and links to all municipal food collection programs on the Metro
Vancouver webpage.

Following the campaign, in late January 2013, residential awareness and participation in food scraps
recycling was tested. This survey provides an assessment of awareness and behaviours in the region
around food scraps recycling as well as baseline data for evaluating future campaigns.

Online interviews were conducted with randomly recruited households that live in a municipality
offering food scraps recycling and that have curbside or alley collection for yard trimmings. Of those
surveyed, approximately nine-in-ten households (88%) are aware that they have a food scraps
recycling program in their municipality but only six-in-ten (60%) claim to currently participate in the
program, with participation highest in the City of Surrey (81%).

The majority of respondents, 63% or more, are aware that foods such as pasta, meat, fish, dairy and
bones, and food-soiled paper, napkins and plates, are acceptable. When it comes to misconceptions
about plastics, 16% think biodegradable plastic can be added to the bin, while an additional 1%
thinks other plastics are acceptable. Yet, a total of 23% of residents admitted to putting some form
of plastic in their yard trimmings bin.

When asked why respondents were not participating in food scraps recycling, the most common
response was that they had their own composter for food waste (37%), they did not think they had
a municipal food scraps recycling program (18%), their household did not produce enough food
waste to warrant participation (13%) or they didn’t have a container or yard bin (10%). Other
reasons include: not wanting to attract pests (10%), using a garburator (7%), lacking interest (7%),
odour concern (6%) and no place to store food scraps (3%).

More than half of all households (53%) recalled seeing the Don’t annoy your yard bin commercial,
and 92% of those that viewed it believed it was effective in conveying the message that plastics
should not be placed in the yard trimmings bin. The results are encouraging and support a
continued focus on television as the primary medium for the next food scraps campaign as it seems
to allow for deeper understanding of the food scraps recycling opportunities to residents.
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All campaign materials were shared with municipal staff, with several Member Municipalities
placing the commercial and related-content, such as the game, on their web sites.

2. Christmas campaign 2012: Create memories, not garbage
This is the fifth year that Metro Vancouver has carried out waste reduction campaigns over the
Christmas season. The message of these campaigns has always had a focus on the memories that
can be created by spending time with family and friends, and by purchasing quality gifts that will
last: “Create memories, not garbage.” The objective of the campaign is to show that traditions can
be upheld and quality of life maintained or enhanced, while making changes that reduce the
garbage we generate while protecting the environment.

The 2012 campaign built on the success of the 2011 campaign showing real people modeling the
desired behaviour — they are giving gifts of time, experiences or long-lasting gifts. The models in the
advertisements are labeled as ‘green angels’ as they are creating less waste with their gift choices.
The gifts range from experiences and memories, to tangible, purchasable items. An important
element of the campaign was to ensure gift suggestions for all budgets and to clearly demonstrate
that this is not an anti-shopping campaign. For example, an uncle is babysitting his niece in her
gifted jumper while he sends his sister shopping for shoes.

The target audience of the campaign was women between the ages of 24 and 55 because they are
typically the family manager of Christmas purchases, but also because they are more likely to
engage in waste reduction and recycling in their homes.

Campaign elements included an extensive advertising plan based on previous best-performing
media such as transit, local print, television and targeted online ads. Other elements included social
media and web initiatives such as e-cards and a public event called The Flame: Holiday Season
Edition — a storytelling series that features real people, sharing their personal true stories of
Christmas memories before a live audience. This special was broadcast on Shaw TV during the
month of December. In addition, the Christmas campaign was the topic of the December
Sustainability Community Breakfast and featured a Metro Vancouver presentation and three of the
Flame storytellers. New to this year’s campaign was airing the commercials in movie theatres prior
to the feature film - the commercials ran in 17 Cineplex locations, on 125 screens from December
17 to 25.

Post-campaign survey results show that half (50%) of respondents recalled seeing ads about
reducing the amount of garbage we make at Christmas, similar to the level recorded a year ago
(47%). When asked who sponsored the advertising, 27% of respondents were able to correctly
identify Metro Vancouver — up from 15% in 2010 and 20% in 2012.

A total of 34% of residents recalled the television commercial (a significant increase from 24% in
2012) with women recalling it more frequently (49% versus 24% of men). This is likely because the
commercial placements were placed on programming skewed towards female viewers.

The majority of respondents found each type of advertising to be effective in making them think
about the types of gifts they give; a total of 57% rated the print ads as very or somewhat effective,
and 64% found the TV ad to be effective (similar to previous years).
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When survey results are projected to the total population in Metro Vancouver, 24% say the ads had
an impact on the type of gift they bought; this is an increase from 22% in 2011. Furthermore, the
campaign continues to have a greater impact on women, with 32% of all women reporting to have
had their behaviour influenced versus 15% of men). This is also the case with young residents; 36%
of those under 25 years of age report to have been influenced in comparison to 24% of those aged
35-54, and 14% of those who are 55+. While those under 25 are not the primary target audience,
the value of behaviour change among a younger generation is significant, as it sets a foundation for
ongoing change.

When specifically asked what respondents did differently as a result of viewing the ad(s), responses
included: giving experiences such as movie/theatre tickets, dinner, spa visit (57%), following zero
waste ideals such as less or no wrapping paper or packaging (23%), giving fewer gifts (12%), and
putting more thought into practical gifts (8%).

All campaign materials were shared with Member Municipalities, with the following ten members
actively taking part in the campaign: Pitt Meadows, City of Langley, Township of Langley, Port
Moody, Bowen Island, New Westminster, Burnaby, and the North Shore Recycling Program (City of
North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver and West Vancouver). The campaign was also used
outside the Metro Vancouver region - Capital Regional District, Central Okanagan Regional District,
and the Regional District of Nanaimo.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAl. IMPLICATIONS
Communications campaigns to support the Zero Waste Challenge, and the waste reduction and
diversion targets established in the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan are a
key component of the approved 2012 and 2013 budgets.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
In support of the Zero Waste Challenge, two advertising and social media campaigns were held in
the fourth quarter of 2012.

A campaign on single-family organics (namely, food scraps) recycling — Don’t annoy your yard bid -

ran primarily on television for two weeks in November, and for an additional two weeks in January
2013. The focus of this campaign was to build awareness of food scraps recycling availability with
yard trimmings, and to reduce contamination due to plastic and biodegradable bags. More than
half of all households (53%) recalled seeing the Don’t annoy your yard bin commercial, and 92% of
those that viewed it believed it was effective in conveying the message that plastics should not be
placed in the yard trimmings bin. The results are encouraging and support a continued focus on
television as the primary medium for the next food scraps campaign as it seems to allow for deeper
understanding of the food scraps recycling opportunities to residents.

A second campaign — Create Memories Not Garbage - focused on the Christmas season and ran on
television, transit, local newspapers, online and via social media. The campaign reminded residents
to celebrate the holidays with memories and high-quality, long-lasting gifts rather than single-use or
low quality items. Using real people to model the desired behavior, the campaign was positive and
humorous. This is the fifth year that Metro Vancouver has carried out waste reduction campaigns
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over the Christmas season. The campaigns continue to build momentum with survey results
showing increased audience reach and campaign recall and most important, tangible examples of
behavior change and direct impact on purchasing habits.

Attachments and References:
1. Organics campaign: Don’t annoy your yard bin

www.rnetrovancouver.org/services/sol idwaste/residents/foodscraps
2. Christmas campaign: commercials, videos, e-card and more

www.metrovancouver.org/christmas
3. Christmas campaign: Make memories, not garbage print ads SEE ATTACHMENT
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5.4metrovancouver
Greater Vancouver Reqona Dstnct • Greater \‘ancouver Water Distrct • Greater Vancouver Seweraqe and Drainage District • Metro Vancouver Housmg Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paulette Vetleson, Director, Board and Information Services, Corporate Services

Date: March 26, 2013 Meeting Date: April 4, 2013

Subject: Zero Waste Committee Consideration of Attendance at 2013 Events

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee supports attendance at the Wastecon Conference, the Canadian
Stewardship Conference, and the Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Conference in 2013 and
recommends attendee(s) to the Board Chair.

PURPOSE
To seek committee decision on the event(s) it will support for attendance and travel by members in
2013, and on whom to recommend to the board chair as attendees at those events.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION

At its January 25, 2013 meeting, the Board amended its Remuneration Bylaw. Authorization for
members’ travel and payment of expenses was previously made by the Board or Board Chair. As a
result of the amendments to the Remuneration Bylaw, the responsibility and authority for approval
of travel and payment of expenses is that of the Board Chair based on recommendations from
Committee. Pursuant to the Bylaw, the Committee’s role is to determine by resolution a) what
event(s) will be supported within the Board approved budget and b) the recommended attendees
to the Board Chair for authorization.

Attendance by Directors is recommended at three events in 2013.

Wastecon Conference: The Solid Waste Association of North America’s (SWANA) Wastecon is the
preeminent solid waste conference in North America with presentations on leading programs in
waste reduction and recycling along with residual waste management technologies. In 2012 a
stream was added for elected representatives which was brought to the attention of Metro
Vancouver by local SWANA representatives. The 2013 conference program has not yet been
publicized, but in the event that elected representatives stream is in place again in 2013, it would
be beneficial for a Metro Vancouver Director to attend on behalf of the region.

Canadian Stewardship Conference: Metro Vancouver has been invited to present at this
conference to provide a municipal perspective on the implementation of the packaging and printed
paper stewardship program in B.C. Attending the conference will provide a Director the opportunity
to engage with others across the country implementing stewardship programs.

Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Conference: The Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Conference will be
held later this year. Metro Vancouver Directors will be invited to present and participate in panels
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Zero Waste Committee Consideration of Attendance at 2013 Events
Zero Waste Committee Meeting Date: April 4, 2013
Page 2of2

at the conference. The expectation is that one Director will present and up to four Directors will
participate in panels.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Zero Waste Committee supports attendance at the event(s) outlined in the report

dated March 5, 2013 titled Zero Waste Committee Consideration of Attendance at 2013 Events,
and recommends to the Board Chair the attendee(s) at the event(s).

2. That the Zero Waste Committee recommends alternative event(s) to support within the
purview of the committee.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The costs associated with these events were approved as part of the 2013 budget.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Wastecon Conference, the Canadian Stewardship Conference, and the Metro Vancouver Zero
Waste Conference in 2013 each provide an opportunity to enhance members’ knowledge and
perspective on matters of importance for Metro Vancouver, to explore innovation and best
practices implemented in other jurisdictions, to influence decisions in communities or regions which
have a direct or indirect benefit for Metro Vancouver, and to be an ambassador for Metro
Vancouver.

Attachments and References:
No attachments included.

7124696
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metrovancouver
Greater Vancouver Roqona Dintrct • Greate’ Vancouver Water Diutrict • Greater Vancouver Seweraqe and Dranaqe District • Metro Vancouver ouvng Corporation

To: Utilities Committee
Zero Waste Committee
Finance Committee

From: Frank Huber, Deputy Manager — Engineering & Construction Department

Date: March 15, 2013 Utilities Committee Meeting Date: April 4, 2013
Zero Waste Committee Meeting Date: April 4, 2013
Finance Committee Meeting Date: April 19, 2013

Subject: Status of Utilities Capital Expenditures to December 31, 2012

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board receive the report titled Status of Utilities Capital Expenditures to
December31, 2012, dated March 15, 2013 for information.

PURPOSE
To report on the status of the utilities capital projects. These capital projects are typically multi-
year in nature; therefore, this report provides a comparison between the total project budgets and
total projected expenditures to project completion.

BACKGROUND
The Capital Expenditure reporting process as approved by the Board provides for regular status
reports on capital expenditures with interim reports sent to the Utilities, Zero Waste and Finance
Committees in June and October and a final year-end report to the Committees and Board in April.
This is the third in a series of three reports on capital expenditures for 2012.

In addition to this report, due to its size and complexity, separate detailed updates on the Seymour
Capilano Filtration Project are provided to the Utilities Committee and Board quarterly.

DISCUSSION
The capital projects are separated into two types: “Ongoing” and “Completed”. Narrative
information is provided describing key aspects of specific projects and each project is presented in
the context of Total Projected Project Costs to Completion as compared to the Total Approved
Budget.

Appendix A contains summary financial information on “Ongoing Projects” and “Completed
Projects”. The information presented is for Total Projected Completion which will generally cover
multiple years. Capital project budgets typically include a minimum contingency of 10%.
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Individual project financial information included as follows: Schedule 1 — Water, Schedule 2 —

Sewerage and Drainage (Liquid Waste) and Schedule 3 — Sewerage and Drainage (Solid Waste).
Appendix B provides narrative information for specific projects.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
In the interest of timely presentation, this report has been prepared prior to the completion of the
annual audit for 2012. As a result, there may be some adjustments made; however, any would not
be expected to materially impact the information presented in this report.

Ongoing Capital Projects:
The Water District is projecting to spend $21.8 million (1.4 %) less than the approved total project
budgets for those projects in progress and included in Schedule 1.

The Sewerage and Drainage District (Liquid Waste) is projecting to spend $16.5 million (2.6 %) less
than the approved total project budgets for those projects in progress and included in Schedule 2.

The Sewerage and Drainage District (Solid Waste) is projecting to spend $0.05 million (0.2 %) less
than the approved total project budgets for those projects in progress and included in Schedule 3.

Completed Capital Projects:
These are projects that have been completed during 2012, some of which may extend over multiple
years. Overall the Water District, Sewerage and Drainage District (Liquid Waste) and Sewerage and
Drainage District (Solid Waste) projects in this category are under spent by $5.3 million (13.2 %),
$7.4 million (27.8 %) and $0.8 million (18.9 %), respectively.

Capital expenditures are funded internally through debt charges. As capital expenditures are
incurred, short term financing is secured and converted twice per year to long term debt through
the Municipal Finance Authority. If capital expenditures are less than budgeted for the year, the
savings in debt charges create a surplus which may go against future capital expenditures via the
Contribution to Capital Program to reduce borrowing.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The capital expenditure reporting process approved by the Board provides for interim reports to
Committees in June and October, and a final year-end report to the Board in April of each year. This
is the third in a series of three reports on capital expenditures for 2012.

Both Districts (Water and Sewerage & Drainage) are projecting to be under spent for both ongoing
and completed capital projects to December 31, 2012.
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Attachments and References:
Appendix A: Capital Expenditure Summary Information as at December 31, 2012
Schedule 1: Water District Capital Expenditures
Schedule 2: Sewerage & Drainage District (Liquid Waste) Capital Expenditures
Schedule 3: Sewerage & Drainage District (Solid Waste) Capital Expenditures
Appendix 8: Capital Project Status Information as at December 31, 2012

7074827
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APPENDIX A

Capital Expenditure Summary Information
As at December 31, 2012

Total Projected
Expenditures to

Ongoing Projects Completion ACE! Total Budget Projected Variance

Water $1,533,413,088 $1,555,201,323 $21,788,235

Liquid Waste $628,834,504 $645,348,579 $16,514,075
Solid Waste $25,062,252 $25,110,000 $47,748

Total Ongoing Projects: $2,187,309,844 $2,225,659,902 $38,350,058

Total Actual
Completed Projects Expenditures ACE! Total Budget Variance

Water $34,592,640 $39,876,000 $5,283,360

Liquid Waste $19,166,665 $26,550,500 $7,383,835

Solid Waste $3,528,213 $4,350,000 $821,787
Total Completed Projects: $57,287,518 $70,776,500 $13,488,982
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8.8
Prognanr Project ID Project Description

On-golo9 Grand Totals
Completed Grand Total,

total Project I
Total Total

Projected ACE I Projected peme.om Project on
Project Total Project Project 000pteme Schedule?
Actual, Bedget Variance Note IVIN)

1533413.088 1,555,201.323 21.788.235
34592,540 39,876,000 5,283,360

ON-GOING PROJECTS
Seymour Capiluno F’itr Project

A0053 DWTP Secorrd Disiotncl Cons
AOl 55 Coq IJV Disinfect Octal Design
AOl 63 Coq UV Disinfection Construct

Drinking Waler Treuterent Cap

820,060,000 520,060,000 . (e) 32%

9,966,600 9,966,000 5954

5,700,500 5,760,000 - 59%

103,939,769 110,000000 6,065,231 (d) 03%

939,589,769 945,650000 6.060,231

N Corislmsclion dolays and extra work
5,
N Equipment procurement and design delays,
N Excauatron and foundation delays.

A0036 Maple Ridge Main Stage II 19,580 000 19,580,000 - 1k) 90%

A0037 Sasamat Pump Station 115,000 119.000 . 55%
A6t22 Sey Main No 5 BC Hydro ROW Sec I t,555.500 11,500,000 - 59%

A0136 Sep Main No 50 Maplewnod Sect 10.700,000 10.700.000 - 95%

AOtdO Coquitlum Intake No 2 3,130.000 3,130,000 - 5%

AOl 62 Maple Ridge Main Pm-Build 3.560,060 3,560.000 - (5) s7%
AOlSd Bumaby Mtn PS 2 Pro Design 300,000 300.600 - tcn4
90171 Barnslon Maple R.dge PS 46,500.000 46,500,000 - (c) 22%

ASIS8 Sasamat PS Stage II Pro design 500.000 500,000 - 30%

A01g9 Angus Driue Main 2,000.000 2,000.000 - coo
90207 Clayton Res Conceptual Design 600,000 900,000 300,000 (d) 05%
AS2S2 Port Mann Mn No 2 N Pm Design 50S,000 500,000 - 95%

95203 Seymour Main No 5 North 1,000.000 1,000,006 - 5%

AS2S8 Annacis Ne5 Conceptual Design 2.000,000 2,000,000 - 4%

AS214 Poe Mann Mn 902 None Design 1,600,000 1,600.000 - ran,
A0215 Port Mann Mn No 2 South PreDes 500,000 500,000 - 20%

A0218 Kennedy Newton Main 1,000,000 1,000,000 - 2%

A0215 Coquitlam Main 4 Cape Horn Pro 1,000.000 7,000.000 - 0%

tnfrast,actuw Growth Cap 109,025,000 106.325.000 300,000

A0002 Des and Cons Remed E2 Shalt P1 1,500,000 1,560.060 - 90%

A0575 Phase 2Rem Cons E2 Drain Cl Da 950,000 850.000 - 99%

AOl 34 Douglas Road Main 2 Stage I 10,940,000 12,500.000 1,560,000 (a) 95%

A0146 Douglas Rd Main 2 Stage II 11,000,000 11,000.000 . sn%
A0151 25th Ave Main 2 Construction 8,564,000 12,000,000 3,436,000 (a) 99%

A0165 Cleveland Dam Elevator Replace 7,300,000 7,300,000 - 54%

‘ AS17O DRM2 13th Ave Section Pipes 16,000,000 16,000,000 - 90%

AS15I DRM2 Kincnid Section Des Const 8,469,000 12,300.000 3,532,000 (a((d( 99%

Aol 92 DRM2 Della Sect Des Cunotrul 16,606,000 16. 600. 000 - 75%

A015d 16th Ave Main No 3 Reeub Des 600,000 600.000 - 99%

A0157 16th Ave Main No. 3 13,900,000 13,900,000 - 95%

A0192 Water Meter Upgrd 2011 Renewal 150.000 150.000 - 99%

A01g6 Re chlorinahon HVAC Upqrndo 300,000 300.000 - 02%

AO250 Avracis 4 Scour Protect DesCos 1.200,000 1,200,000 - 5%

A0205 Whalley Res Line Installation 000.000 900,000 - 75%

A0207 DRM2 Still Creek Design 1.600.000 1,600,000 - 0%

A02f I E2 Shaft Phase 3 Test Wells 4,500.600 4,500,000 - 2%

90212 Annocis 3 Scour Conslruclion 514,000 014,000 - 0%

A62l7 55U Serpentine Riv Xisg Rehub 400,500 480,005 - 0%

Infrastructure Maintenance Cap 105,666,000 1 14,dgd,005 8,525,600

A0024 Seymour Falls Dam Seismic Cons 43,350,000 47,800.005 4,500,000 (d) 99%

A0026 Van HIs Res Remedal Work 3.650,550 3,650,000 . 97%

AOl 10 Capilano Main S Seismc Upg Des 1,550,000 1,550,500 - 99%

AOlld Cap Main 1st Nurw Seis Upg Des 250,000 256,000 - 95%

AOll6 Seism Up Kers LMtn CenPk West 230,000 230,000 - 90%

AOl 30 Carnbie Ricks, Mains Seis Consl 6,760.000 6,760,000 - 95%

A01d5 00941109 Resemoir Upgrade 2,800,000 3,500,000 700,000 luOd) 900

A5l65 Cleveland Dam ADAS Phase II 500,000 600,000 - 90%

A0162 P Mans Waler Supply Tunnel Con 239,000.000 238,000,000 - 35%

A0167 Second Narrows Water Tunnel 5,000,000 5,000,000 - 15%
A0174 South Delta Main No 3 300,000 300,000 - 0%

A0177 Seis Upg Design 4 Pomp Slalion 250,000 250,000 - 72%

A0l78 Newtos Res Seis Upgrd Corrst 3,000,000 3,000,000 - 90%

A0186 Kennedy HIs Res Seism Upg Des 500,000 500,000 - 17%

90788 Seymour Falls Dam ADAS Ph II 300,000 300,000 - 30%

AOl 93 Braid St Mao Nv 2 Design 500,000 506,000 - 50%

A0204 Capilaeo Main Non Pre Design 300.000 300,000 - 55%

A02S6 Coq UV Raw Water Supply Lne 150,000 150,000 - 595,

90209 Mackay Creek M’tigulion 1,600.000 1,000.000 - 4%

A02l0 Kennedy HIs Res Seis Upg Const 3,400.000 4,400.000 1,060,000 (5081 00%

A6213 Coq UV Raw Waler Line Conslr 800,000 050.000 - 55%

AS216 Capilano Mn No 9 Detail Design 1,300,000 1.300.000 ‘ 20%

A0220 37th Ave Main No. 2 Predesign 300,000 300,000 - 054

Infrastructure Risk Mgnst Cap 310,490,000 321,690,000 6.200,000

A0159 Pt Moody Connector Main Meler 400.000 400,500 -

A0161 Capilano Power Peosibil Sludy 250.050 250.000 -

A0175 Waler Optimization Auto Inslru 1,609,000 1,608,000 -

90179 Mathers Ave Cupilr Crossing 500,000 000.000 -

AGinG Cinlrl PSI Owl Sys Opt 72.000.000 72,000,000
A0l03 Cvq Comm Improvements Design 100,000 750,000 -

AO105 Cap Man 005 PH 0FV Crrmbr 2,600,000 2.600.000
90194 Seymour dam spiilway gale 900.000 800.000
90195 CDEA DV series 0594 upgrade 750.000 750 000

Infrastructure Upgrade Cap 19,058.600 19,058.000

A0l49 Boundary Rd Main No 0 Phase 3 39,000,060 39,000,000 -

Infrastructure Boundary MaIn 5 Cap 39,000,000 39,000,000 -

N Coordinating with municipal road widening program.
5,

5,

Y
V
V
Y
N Protracted and acquisition
V
Y
Y
V
V
V
V
V
V
Y

V
V
V
V
V
N Miscellaneous conslruotion delays.
V
N Dnlays is traffic management plan development.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Y
Y

V
V
Y
V
V
V
V
V
N Shall eocaoation delays.
V
N Pro1ect scope under review.
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
N Project scope under review.

17% N Design delays.
74% N Cvordinaling oath JOiOl Waler Use Plan
‘,O% V
3% N Undertaking condition assessment
331 N Final lie-ins complete
r’ N Design de]ays
35% V

59% V

A9550 Soulh Fraser Perimeter Rd
A600l Hwy I Widen and PM 8rdge Twin
A5002 N Fraser Perimeter Pill R Brdg
A6503 N Fraser Pe’m Loughned Pitt M
A8065 Hwy 91 Nelsen Interchange
A0006 NFPR Cog New Westminster
A0057 20201 Nary I Langley BusEoch
A0008 Evergreen Line

Infrastructure Relocation Cap

554.079 054,079 - 94%

2,024,743 2,024 743 - 89%

3,161,195 3,261.195 100.000 (01 99%

36.000 260,000 224,000 Ig) ‘32%

8,301 64.306 76,004 101 95%

50,000 50,000 - 0%

50,000 50,000 - 4%

200,000 200.000 - 21%

6.064,319 6,404,323 400.004

V
V
V
V
V
N Proiect delayed by Translink.
V
N Prolect delayed by Translink.

A0t91 Bamston MR PS energy gnserutn 2,500.000 2,500.000 -

Infrastructure Opportunity Prgm Cap 2,000,000 2.500.000 -

Total Net Revenues and Expenditures of On-going Projects 1,533,413,088 1,555,201,323 21,788,235

r3ru N Ported scope under mvinw.

no Over

Water District Capital Expenditures
As of Dec 31 2012

SCHEDULES 1-3

Comments
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Water DistrIct Capital Expenditures
AsofDec3’t,2012

m.erogar,cct000r Total Project 1
Total Total

8.8 Projected ACE I Projected p.rs.er Project on
Program Project ID Project Description Project Total Project Project compare Schedule?

Adonis Bodget Variance Note YIN) Conrnreflts
COMPLETED PROJECTS

A0035 Cog Main N04 SIg I lvtakn 143150 1100000 956850 h) iov’a
AOl 65 16th Ave Main No 2 Design 670066 700000 29.934 you
Aol 66 16th Ave Ma:n No 2 Construct 5730.303 6,000,000 269,597 you

Infrastructure Growth Cap 6,543,619 7.800,000 1,256,381

A0169 DRM2 Royal Oak Prebuild 1,463,191 2,000,000 536.809 (a)(d) tovu
AOl 59 DRM2 Hastings Crossings 239,668 250.000 10,332 rovu

Infrastructure Maintenance Cap 1.702,859 2,250,000 547,141

50014 CD Fish Hatch Impact Milig 3.403.453 3.900.000 496,547 (I) you
A0018 Design Soc Narrows Tun Bar ml 834.235 850,000 85,765 ioou
A0190 Residuals Handin Truck Bay Mod 265.440 550.000 284,560 (a) 00*.

Infrastructure Risk Mgnrt Cap 4.503,128 5,300,000 798,872

AOl 97 Res Hoed Clar Influant Boo Mod 355,755 350,000 (5.755) you
Infrastroctore Upgrade Cap 355,755 350.000 (5,755)

A0154 Boundary Rd Main No 5 BHPO 7,042,149 7.500.000 457,851 Dora
Infrastractere Boundary Main 5 Cap 7,042,149 7,500,000 457,858

A0176 Kathleen Bialding Acquisition 14,445,130 86.676,000 2,230,870 )i) rang
Infrastructure Opportunity Prgm Cap 14,4.45,130 16,676,000 2,230,870

Total Not Renonoss and Expenditures of Cowpleted Projects 34,592,640 39,076,080 8,283,360

Notes:
(a) Competitive construction market resulted in a posihvo variance.
(b( GSWD sirare .59.80%: Maple Ridge share - 40.20% (A0036 and 50152).
(c) OW/SD share -39 18%’ District of Maple Ridge shore - 1409%, City of Langley 498%. Township of Langley -41 82%. )A5032 and AOtTf)
(4) Full contingency not required.
(e) Separate quaderly status repods for the Seyteour-Capilano Filiratios Project arc being provided to the Utilities Committee and GM/SD Board.
)f) Allowance for additional fisheries impact miligulion not required
)g) MOT avoided highway construction impact on MV facilities resulting in MV saving on protective works.
(h) Work proceeding under new account.

Capilal improvements less costly than anticipated.
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mrt,ovancouver

Program Project

un-going urana [orals

Completed Grand Totals
ON-GOING PROJECTS

Sewerage and Drainage District Capital Expenditures
Liquid Waste
As of Dec 31, 2012

Total Projects I
Total Total

Projected ACE I Projected Purnont Project on

Complete Schedule?

Note IYINI Comments
Description ID Project Description Project Total Project Project

Actuals Budget Variance
628834.504 645,348,579 16.514,075
19,166665 26,550,500 7,383,835

4742101
9000,000
51,000,000

385,000
1300,000
1.320.000
4,800.000
3,750,000
3,700,000
20,800,000

600,000
8,873,954
30,000,000

200,000
50,000
150,000
225,000

5,640,000
1.600,000
3.000.000
1,400,000
4,300,000

154,636,055

5,360,000
9,000,000
51,000,000

385,000
1,300,580
1.320.000
4,800,000
3,750,000
3.700,000
20 600,000

600,000
14,000,000
30,000,000

200,000
50,000
150,000
225,000

6,800,000
1,600,000
3.000.000
1.400,000
4 360 000

617,899 (1)

7,126,046 (1)(2)

1.160,000 (3)

8,903,945

99% N
56% V
11% ‘1’
99% V
12% V
0% V
54% V
95% N
79% N
35% N
50% N
99% V
95% V
9% N
26% N
2% N
91% V
90% N
24% N
2% V
1% V
1% V

Z0047 AIWWTP Trickling Filter Pump
Z0049 NLWWTP Phase I T2 Design
Z0050 NLWWTP P91 T2 Coustruction
Z0052 LGWWTP leterim CEPT Upgrd Des
Z0053 LGWWTP letenmn CEPT Upgd Equip
Z0054 LGWWTP lntenm CEPT Upgrd Con
00003 Sapperton Forcemain Const
G0004 Front St Pres Sewer Skylrain
00041 Sappertoo Pump Station Design
00043 NSI Pert Mann Twinning
00045 BLNI Sperling Sect Design
00046 N Nicomekl Trk Sewer No 2 Cons
00049 SSI K George Section Coeslr
G0050 Katzie Pump Upgrade - Design
G0051 Katzie Geesel -Assessment
G0052 Sperling PS Pump Increase
G0054 East Richmond PS Third Pump
G0055 NSI 104 Auenue Eotension
G0056 Lulu Raw Sewage Pump Genset
00058 ANt Stg 8 Outfall Predesign
00060 Maple Ridge FM Design
00061 NSI Roebuck Design

SD Infrastructure Growth

N0046 Cost Alloc Bitling Network
N0290 lona Is WWTP Control and Ins
N0294 IIWWTP 2005 MCC Replacement
N0296 Gtnneagles PS 25 Rehab Design
N0297 AIV!WTP Liquid Disinfect System
N0300 Gleneugles P53 Construction
N0303 lona WWTP Control Instrument
N0306 LGWWTP 2006 MCC Replacement
N0307 lona WWTP 2006 MCC Replacement
N0318 FSA Sewer Repair
N0321 LGWWTP Control Instrument 2008
N0322 IIWWTP Control Instrument 2008
N0323 LGWWTP D&M Facility Constr
N0325 Gleneagles PS 1 Rehab
N0333 LGWWTP Dig 4 Refurbishment
N0336 IIWWTP 2009 MCC Replacement
N0337 LGWWTP 2009 MCC Replacement
N0340 Lions Gate Ctrl and Instr RepI
N0341 tona Control and lnstr Replace
N0343 IIWWTP PA Tanks Infi Gate RepI
N0385 NW Interceptor Grit Chamber
N035f AIWWTP PATank Corrosion Repair
N0352 VSA IIWWTP IPS VFD replacement
N03S3 Lynn PS Prelim Design
N0357 IIWWTP Grit Tower Replacement
N0358 AIWWTP Clanfier Corrosion Rep
N0359 LCOC mel replacement
N0360 IIWWTP HVAC upgrade
N0361 Marshend PS Rehab Construction
N0364 SSI Rehab Constroc:ron
N0365 AIWWTP MCC Replacement
N0366 IIWWTP 12kv Feeder Replacement
N0368 AIWWTP Gas Compressor RepI
N0375 lona Sod Tank Weir Relevel
N0376 boa Jetty North Slope Repair
N0377 Gilbert Trunk Sewer Twinning
N0378 LGWWTP Gas Condensate Removal
N0383 AIWWTP GmvtyThckner DAFRepa
N0384 lona MCC pwr dist ass rep 2010
N0385 Lola MCC 80011 and 012 meplac
N0357 boa Solids Handling Design
N0390 tona Inlet Mndifcations
N0392 LGWWTP HSG Compressor RepI
N0393 AIWWTP TF Pump Refursishmeot
N0394 N5l Scour Construction
N0395 Gilbert Trunk Swr 2 Ph 1 Con
N0396 lana MCC Pwr Dist Ass Rep Fut
N0397 LG WWTP 8ar Screen Replacement
N0398 AIWWTP WSS Line Replacement
N0399 Lynn Sewage PS Upgrade

SD Infrastructure Maint Cap

NOOS6 FSA Easement Acquisition Progr
N030f Jer’vis FM False Creek Crossing
N03f 9 Jervis Planelarium
N0327 LGWWTP Refurb of DSST1 Design
N0331 Highbury Siphon Repair Coost
N0338 LGWWTP 585 System Design Const
N0339 LGWWTP Third Influent Screen
N0348 NLWWTP Outfall
N0349 Highbury Overflow Facility
N0362 ISMP for Port Moody Coquitlam
N0373 8th & Balaclava Data Collect’n
N0374 Coquitlam Interceptor Rehab
N0386 AWWTP floor rehab design
N0388 Highbury Air Mgt Facililies
N0389 NW CSO Gates Design
50391 AIWWTP Cagey Backup Power

SD Infrastructure Risk Mgmt Cap

5,230,000 5,230.000 -

750,000 750,000 -

600,000 600.000 -

400,000 400,000 -

1 285,385 1,390,000 104,615 (1)
900,000 900,000
750,005 750,000 -

550,000 550,000 -

700,000 700,000
2,000,000 2,000,000 -

300.000 300,000
500,000 500,000
300,000 300,000 -

500,000 500,000 -

6,760.000 7,360.000 600,000 (2)
1.375,000 1,375,000 - (4)
830,000 830.000 - (4)
200,000 200,000 -

500,000 S00,000 -

610,000 610,000 -

250.000 250,000
3,200,000 4,500,000 1,300,000 (1)
900,000 900,000 -

S00,000 500,000 -

1,693,080 2,000,000 306,920 (f((2)
1.946,000 1.646,000
261,408 560,000 298,592 (1)

2,095.000 2,095,000
7,000.000 7.000,000 -

3,000,000 3,000,000 -

2,844.000 2,844,000 -

897,000 897,000
400,000 800,000 400,000 (3)
450,000 450,000

5,000,000 5,000,000 -

2,000,000 2,000,000 -

300.000 300,000 -

2,000,000 2,000,000 -

953,000 953,000
750.000 750.000

4,500.600 4,500,000 -

260 000 260,000
450,000 450,000 -

855,000 855,000
995,000 995,000 -

21,000,000 21 .000.000
1 625.000 1,62S,000 -

693.000 690,000
885.000 885,000 - (1

9.000,000 9.000,000 -

101739874 104750000 3010126

90% N
93% V
9t% V
21% N
99% V
errs V
92% V

(4) es% N
(4) 75% N

rs% V
75% V
19% V
99% V
0% N
sa% N
65% N
2S% N
6% V
5% V
75% V
2% N
97% V
50% V
97% V
99% N
4% V
99% V
15% V
9% N
29% V
0% N
95% N
20% V
99% V
21% N
nss V
80% N
3% V
0% V
55% V
5% N
4n% V
15% V
35% V
0% V
0% V
S’S V
is, V
7% N
0’6 V

Delayed doe to other pumps being out of service. Protect
substantially complete.

Coordinating heat tie-in with Sapperton PS Design.
Revisions to protect scope.
Project scope reuised. Project budget under revinw
Delayed due to design compleoities.

Project scope under review.
Project scope under review
Prnjecl scope revised,

Coordinating with South Fraser Perimeter Road construction.
Equipment procurement delays.

Delay in assessing impact of proposed meter station,

Project scope under review

Project scope under reulew,
Pro3ect scope revised.

Project scope under review

Delay due to permitting.

Construction to commeoce after rezoning is complete

Coordinating with Stage V project.
Construction more difficult than anticipated

Delay due to permitting.

Delay in preliminary design deliverables.

Project awamded and predesigo initiated

Project scope under rouiew
Protect scope under review.
Delay in hiring consultant.
Delayed due to insrrumentatinn sourcing! cerlihealions

Prnject scope under review.

1,500.000 1,500,000 -

6,000.000 6,000,000 -

6.851,144 9,000,000 2,148,856
1,000,000 1,000,000 -

12,000,000 12,000,000 -

3,181,000 3,495,000 314,000
820.000 820.000 -

1.500,000 1.500.000 -

110,000 110,000 -

250.000 250,000 -

100,000 100,000
5,156,000 5,800,000 644,000
250,000 250,000 -

1,250.000 1,250,000 -

825,000 825,000 -

1,000,000 1,000,000
41.793,144 44.900,000 3.106.856

72% V
vs% V

(2) 59% V
95% V
90% V

(2) 59% V
95% V
9% N
19% N
eo% N
rs% N

(1) 99% V
15% V
7% V
3% N
20% V
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N0347 Sapperton Pump Ste Sewer Heat
NS354 Annacis Wautewater Centre
N0379 VSA IRR Study

N0380 VSA IIWWTP flared Biogas clii
N0381 LSA IRR Study
NS382 NSA IRR Study

SD lnfr Opportunity Prgm Cap

Percent Project on

Coe,plotn Schedule?

(YIN)

63% Y
09% Y
62% Y
99% Y
99% Y
0% V
99% V
11% N
0% N
2% N
99% V
5% N

30% Y
0% N
ui% V
3% N

Project scope under review.
Project scope under review.
Project ucope under reuiew

Alignment revisions.

Scope revised.

Delay due to project scope reuiew I revision.

Coordinating with Sapperlon PS upgrade and developer Phase
2 development.

Delay in preparation of Pmject Interconnection Requirements
document by BC Hydro.

Sewerage and Drainage District Capital Expenditures
Liquid Waste

Total Projects
mateovancouver

Program Project

Comments

local I oral
Projected ACE! Projected

Description ID Project Description Project Total Project Project

Actuals Budget Variance Note

N0023 VSA Statutory Right of Way 870000 670000 -

NSS3O Jervis St avd Kent Ave Pump St 120.000 t20,000 -

N0S65 NW Sewer overflow Oper lmpr 1300,000 1,300.000 -

N0066 New West Const CSO Storage Pro 4.923,703 4.917,000 (6.703)
NS320 Jervis Eel to 8th Ave 666,966 975,000 308,434 (2)
N0324 AIWWTP Gas flow Meter Replace 542,202 542,202 -

NS334 Jervis FM Evtension to 57,1 7,680,726 9,000,000 1,319,272 (2)
N0344 Cloverdale SSO Treatment 150,000 150,000 -

N0345 Katzie SSO Treatment 150,000 150,000 -

N0346 Lynn Creek SSO Treatment 750,000 750,000 -

N0356 LIWWTP SHS Upgrade Phase 2 1000,000 1,000,000 -

N0367 Carvolth Sanitary Trunk Sewr 2 7,100,000 7,100.000 -

N0369 LIWWTP gas flnwmeter rapt 236,000 236,000 -

N0370 Sperting PS Station Upgrade 500.000 500,000 -

N0371 CDAC System migration planning 300.000 300.000 -

N0372 FSA Wastewater Meter Upgrades 600 000 600,000 -

SD Infrastructure Upgrade Cap 26,699,198 28,310,202 1.621,004

N8000 South Fraser Perimeter Rd 333,562 333,562 -

N8001 Hwy 1 Widen and PM Bridge Twin 5,714,815 5,714,815 -

SD Infrastruct Relocation Cap 6.048.377 6.048.377 -

X0001 VSA IONA WWTP Upgrade Design 16.500.000 16.500.000 - (5)
X0002 NSA LG WWTP Upgrade Design 20,000.000 20.000.000 - (5)

SD lnfr Sec Treat Upgrade Cap 36.500,000 36,500,000

200,000 200,000 -

9,127,556 9,000,000 1127,856) (6)
1,550,000 1,000,000 -

600,000 600,000 -

1,000.000 1,000,000 -

1.000,000 1.000.000 -

12.527.856 12.800.000 (127.856)

243,500,000 243,500,000 -

5,000,000 5,000,000 -

248.500000 248,500,000 -

628,834,504 645,348,578 16,514,075

97% V
00% V

10% V
12% V

0% N
59% V
4% V

14% N
0% V
0% V

2% N
ru% V

100%
100%
100%
106%

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%

Z0048 Annacis Stage 5 Phase 1
Z0051 AIWWTP Stg 5 Ph 2 Pro Design

SD lnfr Annacis Stg 5 Exp Cap

Total Net Revenues and Expenditures of On-going Projects

COMPLETED PROJECTS

N0326 IIWWTP CEPT System Replacement
N0328 Crescent Scour Protect
N0332 AIWWTP Disinfection Consl
N0363 Still Creek Rehab

SD Infrastructure Maint Cap

NS027 8th Ave Interceptor Air Mgmt
N0064 Ventilation and Odour Control
N0070 Sewer let Vent and Odour

SD Infrastructure Upgrade Cap

N0335 Annacis Codignstion Facility
N0355 AIWWTP Membrane Reclaim System

SD nOr Opportunity Prgm Cap

Total Net Reeenues and Expenditures of Completed Projects

Protracted negotiation for engineering services.

5,081,627
917.357

6,557,452
200,000

14,756,436

93,496

358,668
452,164

3,502,104
455,962

3,958,065

10,166,665

7,000,000
1,038,000
13,000,000

200.000
21.238,000

100,000
112.500
400,000
612,500

3,500,000
1,200,000
4,700,000

26,550,500

1,518,373 (1)
120,643 (2)

4,442,548 (1)

6.401,564

6,504
112,500 (7)
41,332 (3)
160,336

(2,104)
744,038 (3)
741,935

7,383,835

Notes:
(1)
(2)
13)
14)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Project wilt be compteled under budget - savings due to competitive pricing.
Full contingency not required.
Reduction in scope
Protect is progressing now that new resources have become available.
Separate quarterly status reports for the Lions Gate and tuna Secondary Ovastewater Treatment Upgrade projects are being provided to the Utilities and Finance Committees.
Design revisions and unforeseen site conditions.
No capital boding vneded as protects are small scale, operational iv nature and are being funded on an ongoing basis from Operating accounts.
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8.8
P Program t3escriptl Project ID Project Description

On-going Grand Totals
Completed Grand Totals

ON-GOING PROJECTS

L0029 CLF LFG Upgrades Design
L0030 CLF Leachate Upgrades
L0033 CLF LFG Upgrade Construction
L0039 Cache Creek Laridfio Gas
L00-04 CLF LFG Upgrade Phase 2

SW Landfills Capital

L5037 NSTS Sre Pauirrg
SW Transfer Station System Cap

- 99% 9

- 0, V

47,748 (1) 09% V
47,748

- norru N Detailed design completed (34 2592
- 09% N Project on hold
- 95% N Final commissioning in progress
- 0% N Delay in choosing technology.
- 02% V
- 5% V

- rr% V

- 22% V

47,748

L0036 Dregon Jack CK Darn Decornrrriss. 170,072 250.000 70,928 (I) 000%

SW Asheroft Landfill Capital 170,072 250,000 79,928

L0022 CDQ LF Flyaslr Cell 2 Design 56,826 205,000 133,174 (2) rooru
L0023 CDO LF Flyash Cell 2 Constroct 318,409 700,000 381,591 (2) non.
LS032 CCLF Annex Construction 2,406.603 2.500,000 93,397 (I) roes

SW Landfills Capital 2,791,837 3,400.000 608,163

L0035 North Shore Organics Depot 347,473 400,000 52,527 (I roes
L0038 NSTS Floor slab Topping 218,830 300,000 81,170 (I) roe-mo

SW Transfer Station System Cap 566.354 750,000 933,696

Total Not Ronosaes and Eependltares of Coesplotod Projects 3,528,213 4,350,000 821,787

Notes:
(I) Full contingency not required.
(2) The fly ash cover was under budget because we constructed a soil 0006r compared to a geomembrane cover which was a higher coot option.

m.troaaecouver

Sewerage and Drainage District Capital Expenditures
Solid Waste
As of Dec 31, 2012

Total Projects I
total total

Projatoted ACE! Projected percent Project on
Project Total Project Project complete Schedole?
Actaals Badget Variance Note IVIN) Comments

250,000 250,000
750.000 750.000

2.850.000 2.850,000
9.000,000 1,000,000
300,000 300,000

Sf50,000 5,100.020

252,252 300,000
252,252 300,000

L0020 ND0 Reduction Prolect Design 900,000 900,000
LS026 WTEF Seismic Detailed Design 1,000,000 1,000,000
L0028 WTEF Fendwoter Treatment Plant 9,550.000 9,000,000
L0034 WTEF ND0 Project Construction 7,000,000 7,000.000
1,0041 WTEF ACC Construction 4,200,000 4,200,000
L0043 WT6F Seismic Cosstruction 750.000 750.000

SW Waste to Energy Fams Cap 0.400,050 15,400,000

L0040 CLF Landfill Gas Utilization 260,000 260.000
SW tnfr Opportanitp Prgm Cap 260.000 260,000

L0S42 Mat and Energy Recooery Fax 4.000.000 4,000,000
SW Mgmt Plan InitisEses Cap 4.000,000 4.000.000

Total Net Revoeaos and Eoponditares of On-going Projects 25,862,252 25,510,800

COMPLETED PROJECTS

S 3SWScloertuie ols 12012 December Summary Pgpl,y I 302502013



APPENDIX B
Capital Project Status Information

As at December 31, 2012

1. GREATER VANCOUVER WATER DISTRICT

Major GVWD capital projects are generally proceeding on schedule and within budget. The
following capital program items and exceptions are highlighted:

i) Drinking Water Treatment Program

• Construction of the Seymour-Capilano Filtration Project (SCFP) continues. As of the end
of December 2012, twin tunnels completion is 87% and the balance of the project is at
98% overall completion. Projected substantial completion for the Capilano Energy
Recovery Facility is fall 2013. All surface pipeline tie-ins from the tunnels to the existing
transmission system are scheduled to be completed in May 2014. Commissioning will
follow. The filtration plant is complete and in operation filtering water from the
Seymour source.

• Construction of the Coquitlam UV Disinfection facility continues. This project is currently
63% complete with substantial completion scheduled for the end of 2013.

ii) Infrastructure Growth Program

• Construction of the Maple Ridge Main West, between the proposed Barnston/Maple
Ridge Pump Station and Abernethy Way at 232n Street has been completed.
Construction of Phase 2 is expected to commence in 2014 to coordinate with Maple
Ridge’s road improvement program schedule.

• Detailed design for the Barnston/Maple Ridge Pump Station is complete. External piping
work and other pipelines connecting the existing water mains to the new station are
substantially complete. The bulk of the pump station construction work is planned to
start in spring 2013, with overall completion scheduled for summer 2014.

• Conceptual design of a new 22.5 ML (5 MG) reservoir to replace the Clayton Tank is
complete. The existing tank has structural and seismic deficiencies and needs to be
enlarged to meet growing demand. Discussions with the City of Surrey regarding siting of
the new reservoir continue and a resolution is expected to be reached in early 2013.

• Port Mann Main No. 2 (North) will connect the new Port Mann Water Supply Tunnel with
the existing water supply system on the north side of the Fraser River. Preliminary
alignment has been selected and property acquisition has commenced. Construction on
this 1500 mm diameter, 2.5 km long steel water main is expected to start in late 2013.

iii) Infrastructure Maintenance Program

• Construction of the new elevator system at Cleveland Dam is substantially complete.
The elevator has been installed and is currently operating for construction purposes only.
Work on the building that houses the elevator is almost complete with painting and
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cladding installation continuing. The elevator is expected to be fully operational in
January/February 2013 after certification from the BC Safety Authority.

• Construction on the Kincaid and Delta Sections is nearing completion. Tie-in of Kincaid
will occur before summer 2013. Delta section will be commissioned this winter after
construction of a large valve chamber.

• Pipe installation for 16th Avenue Main No. 3 between Arbutus Street and Sasamat Street
is complete. System tie-ins are well underway and will be complete in early 2013.
Construction of the City of Vancouver connections is being coordinated with the tie-in
work.

• Work is commencing on replacement of the E2 drainage shaft. The existing shaft, built in
1957/58, is nearing the end of its useful life and has shown signs of decreasing
effectiveness. EBA Engineering has been retained to complete detailed design and it is
expected that a Request for Qualifications for construction will be issued early in 2013.

iv) Infrastructure Risk Management Program

• Excavation of the south shaft of the Port Mann Water Supply Tunnel in Surrey is
complete and the concrete invert slab has been placed. Dewatering of the shaft and
trimming of the shaft walls has begun. Construction of the north shaft temporary
perimeter wall in Coquitlam is now complete and excavation of the shaft will be
underway in January 2013. Manufacturing of the tunnel boring machine continues with
site delivery of the first components expected by February 2013.

• Preliminary design of the proposed tunneled crossing of Burrard Inlet at 2 Narrows is
nearing completion. Data review and geophysical work have been completed and tunnel
alignment options have been developed and are under review. Preliminary discussions
have been held with the affected municipalities on either side of the crossing. Port
Metro Vancouver has expressed an interest in this project to enhance ship passage
through the Second Narrows. Preliminary design is anticipated to be complete in the
Spring of 2013.

• Construction of the seismic and operational upgrade of the Kennedy Reservoir in Surrey
began in July 2012 with the project expected to be complete in Spring 2013. The project
is progressing well.

• Preliminary design of debris flow mitigation works for Mackay Creek in North Vancouver
is now underway. The field investigation program will commence in early 2013.

v) Infrastructure Upgrade Program

• The Seymour/Capilano Water Use Planning process continues. In conjunction with the
water use planning process, feasibility level options for hydropower development at
both Cleveland and Seymour Falls dams have been developed. An underground
powerhouse option for Cleveland Dam and a surface powerhouse option for Seymour
Falls Dam have been selected for further study. It is anticipated that the Joint Water Use
Plan will be submitted to the Province for approval in early 2013, along with a request for
water licenses to generate hydro power at these two locations.
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vi) Infrastructure Opportunity Program

• Power generation at the Barnston/Maple Ridge Pump Station, taking advantage of the
excess pressure available at the pump station during winter and shoulder seasons when
the pump station is not in use, is under review. Detailed design will commence after
station construction is underway.

2. GREATER VANCOUVER SEWERAGE & DRAINAGE DISTRICT

a) Liquid Waste

Major GVS&DD liquid waste capital projects are generally proceeding on schedule and
within budget. The following capital program items and exceptions are highlighted:

i) Infrastructure Growth Program

• FSA — Northwest Langley WWTP Phase I Upgrade — This upgrade includes three new
secondary clarifiers, a pump station, piping and ancillary systems. The preliminary
design work is complete and detailed design is 50% complete. Site preparation work
is presently ongoing and is scheduled for substantial completion in April 2013.

• NSSA - Lions Gate WWTP Interim Chemically Enhanced Primary Treatment (CEPT)
Upgrade - Design is complete and tendering for construction is underway.
Construction is scheduled to commence in early 2013 and be completed by fall 2013.

• FSA — North Surrey Interceptor — Port Mann Section Twinning — Two challenging pre
build sections, where the sewer crosses the new South Fraser Perimeter Road, were
completed in 2012 to coordinate with road construction. Detailed design for the
balance of the interceptor is currently 70% complete. Public consultation regarding
alignment options in the vicinity of Bolivar Park is underway.

• FSA — Burnaby Lake North Interceptor — Sperling Section — Design work has resumed
after encountering challenges in the detailed route selection and resolution of
potential traffic problems on the Lougheed Highway portion. Detailed design is
expected to be complete early this year with construction commencing in faIl of
2013.

• FSA — North Surrey Interceptor, 104th Avenue Section — Pipe installation is
substantially complete and has been coordinated with construction of the South
Fraser Perimeter Road. Scheduling of the connections to the existing system is being
coordinated with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure.

• FSA — Annacis Stage 8 Outfall Pre Design — This project involves identifying potential
solutions to the transient/surge scenarios that occur on the wastewater collection
and treatment plant influent system and assessing measures to increase capacity of
the outfall. Conceptual and preliminary design has been awarded to a consultant,
and these phases are expected to be complete by July 2013.
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ii) Infrastructure Maintenance Program

• Marshend Pump Station rehabilitation construction is currently awaiting land
rezoning. This project is delayed while a right of way and zoning issues are resolved
with the City of Burnaby. The drawings and specifications have been submitted by
the design consultant for final MV review. Construction is expected to commence in
the spring.

• LSA — Gilbert Trunk Sewer - Detailed design for Phase 1 between Bridgeport Road
and Hollybridge Way is 90% complete and construction is scheduled for 2013 - 2014.
The first portion of construction will be coordinated with a large development
adjacent to the sewer alignment this spring as a separate pre-build contract.

• VSA — lona Island WWTP Solids Handling Upgrade — This project involves improving
the existing grit removal and sludge screening systems, increasing sludge thickening
capacity, and improving the digester mixing system. The design was awarded in
November to a consultant and conceptual design is now underway. Scheduled
completion is tentatively early to mid-2015.

iii) Infrastructure Risk Management Program

• FSA — AIWWTP Cogeneration System — This project involves the replacement of the
existing cogeneration engines with a new dual-fuel cogeneration system that will
provide heat and electricity for daily WWTP operation in parallel with BC Hydro, as
well as meet the power needs of the WWTP during loss of BC Hydro power.
Engineering design has begun, and the project definition phase is scheduled to be
complete in Fall of 2013.

iv) Infrastructure Upgrade Program

• FSA — Sapperton Pump Station No. 2 — Proposals for detailed design have been
received and evaluated. Design will start this spring and construction is planned for
2014-2016.

• FSA — Langley Connector and Carvolth Trunk Sewer Upgrading/Replacement - Design
work is delayed while additional scope and revised alignments are investigated with
both the City and Township of Langley. Detailed design work is expected to resume
later this year.

v) Infrastructure Opportunity Program

• Annacis Wastewater Centre — Resolution of outstanding claims from the design-build
contractor continues.

vi) Annacis Stage 5 Expansion Program

• FSA — Annacis Island WWTP Stage 5 Phase 1 — This project involves expansion of
treatment process units such as the primary sedimentation tanks, secondary
clarifiers, solid contact tanks and odour control. Pre-design commenced in October
2012 and is scheduled to finish in fall 2013.
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b) Solid Waste

Major GVS&DD solid waste capital projects are generally proceeding on schedule and
within budget. The following capital program items and exceptions are highlighted:

I) Landfills Program

• Phase 1 of the Coquitlam Landfill gas collection system was substantially completed
in April 2012.

ii) Transfer Station Program

• The North Shore Transfer Station Site re-paving, floor slab and compactor bay repairs
were completed in September 2012.

iii) Waste-to-Energy Facility Program

• The NOx reduction technology has been chosen and detailed design was completed
in Q4 2012. Operation and maintenance costs for the new system have been
estimated and provided to Metro Vancouver. Construction expected to commence in
Q2 2013.

• Work on the Seismic Upgrade Project Definition Report and preparation of final cost
estimates is ongoing with detailed design to follow.

• The Feedwater Treatment Plant commissioning is ongoing and will be complete in
Q1 2013.
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: March 23, 2013 Meeting Date: April 4, 2013

Subject: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Development — Phase 2 — Potential Site

Identification Process

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Board receives for information the report dated March 23, 2013, titled “New

Waste-to-Energy Capacity Development — Phase 2 — Potential Site Identification Process”
including initial high level evaluation criteria for the potential site identification process.

2. That the Board direct staff to consult with stakeholders on the initial high level evaluation
criteria and report back with final criteria in advance of initiating the process to identify
potential sites for new waste-to-energy capacity.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to:

• Provide a high-level overview of the Potential Site Identification Process (PSI), Phase 2 to

develop new waste-to-energy WTE capacity,

• Identify initial high level evaluation criteria for the PSI process, and

• Seek direction from the Board to initiate engagement and consultation on the initial criteria

and report back with final criteria.

BACKGROUND
In his July 2011 letter approving the Metro Vancouver Integrated Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan (ISWRMP), the Minister of Environment outlined eleven conditions of approval.
Condition 2 of the Minister’s approval letter requires Metro Vancouver to consider “...the full range
of possible options both in and out of region in an equal andfair manner.”

On March 2,2012, the Board resolved to “direct staff to recommendaprocurementprocessfor
new WTE capacity that ultimately:

a) considers all WTE technology options within one procurement process;
b) allows proposals that include a site or sites along with proposed technology solution;

and
c) allows owners of potential sites to self-identify.”

The October 2012 ZWC report titled “New Waste-to-Energy Procurement Process” outlined a multi
phase process to develop new waste-to-energy (WTE) capacity. Phase 1 of the process is underway,
with evaluation of responses to the first request for qualifications (RFQ1) — focused on technology
only. Phase 2, the PSI process, will identify potential sites for new WTE capacity both inside and
outside of the region, either brought forward by site owners and made available to all proponents,
or brought forward by proponents available exiv5eyto them.



In October 2012, the Board approved an engagement and consultation process for new WTE
capacity. The engagement and consultation process included a description of activities for the first
two phases of the development of new WTE capacity including opportunities for stakeholders to
provide input as part of the PSI process.

DISCUSSION
At a high level the PSI process will include a public solicitation for sites available to all proponents
shortlisted through RFQ1, and direct solicitation of proponents, who will be required to identify any
sites that they have secured for their own use. Metro Vancouver is also examining its own property
inventory to determine if any existing Metro Vancouver properties could be suitable for new WTE
capacity.

Metro Vancouver will contact public bodies (e.g. provincial, federal, municipal governments,
universities, health authorities, port authorities, airport authorities) and First Nations as well as
private entities such as Real Estate Boards and development associations to inform them of the
upcoming process.

Site owners will be able to specify any conditions on the use of their site such as requiring district
energy, restricting technology options, restricting the size of a facility, and/or restricting the type
and number of vehicles accessing the site. Conditions imposed by a site owner may make a
potential site less attractive for the development of new WTE capacity.

Site Evaluation/Shortlisting Process

A list of initial high level PSI criteria identified in the ISWRMP and the October 2012 ZWC report on
the New WTE Capacity procurement process is provided below:

• Site size
• Air quality implications
• Allowed and neighbouring land uses
• Transportation logistics and impacts
• Suitability for district energy
• Cost/option cost

Sites identified through the PSI process will be evaluated based on the criteria above and other
criteria developed through the consultation and engagement activities described below.

Sites Available to All Proponents: Sites brought forward by site owners and available to all
proponents will be evaluated and shortlisted. Selected sites will be optioned by Metro Vancouver to
ensure that the sites continue to be available in subsequent procurement phases.

Sites Identified by Proponents: Sites secured by proponents will be evaluated, but not shortlisted.
These sites will not be optioned by Metro Vancouver given that they will have already been secured
by individual proponents and will only be available for their use.

Shortlisted sites and all sites identified by proponents will be communicated publicly at the end of
the PSI process, expected in November 2013.



Community support for potential sites will begin to be evaluated as part of Phase 3 of the new WTE
capacity development process when projects including both sites and technologies will be compared
and shortlisted.

Potential Site Identification Process Engagement and Consultation Program V

Engagement and consultation activities will take place in two stages:

Stage 1 - PSI Criteria Development: Activities regarding the high level evaluation criteria for
potential site identification, including:

• Establishing a comment period
• Notification to all stakeholder groups via databases (member municipalities; adjacent

regional districts; First Nations; agencies and public) of opportunity for input and the
comment period

• Presentations to municipal councils, as requested
• Online feedback form

Stage 2 - PSI Site Communication and Engagement: Activities regarding potential sites shortlisted
through the PSI process and the technologies shortlisted through RFQ1 will include:

• Public events in Metro Vancouver and the FVRD
• Public events in the jurisdictions of the identified potential sites

Details of these and other proposed activities for this phase of the new WTE capacity development
process will be communicated to the Zero Waste Committee and Board along with the final
evaluation criteria, expected in July. An updated projected schedule will be provided at the same
time.

FVRD Engagement and Consultation
Metro Vancouver will continue to work with the FVRD, via a political liaison committee and the staff
technical team, to develop an engagement and consultation process by which Metro Vancouver will
consult with the FVRD on new WTE capacity. Metro Vancouver will specifically engage with the
FVRD both at a staff and political level on the PSI criteria and the shortlisted sites and technologies.

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board receive for information the report “New Waste-to-Energy Capacity

Development — Phase 2 — Potential Site Identification Process” and approve the engagement
and consultation program.

2. That the Potential Site Identification process and/or engagement and consultation program be
amended as directed by the Zero Waste Committee.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the Board approves Alternative 1, and the PSI process proceeds as described, shortlisted sites
available to all proponents are expected to be secured through options to purchase. Based on a
maximum of five short-listed sites, the cost of options is expected to be $7.5 million. The actual cost
may be less depending on the number of sites optioned, and the size/value of the properties.
Funding for optioning property will be included in the proposed 2014 capital budget, and is a
component of the cost of developing new WTE capacity.
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SUMMARY I CONCLUSION
This report provides an update on Phase 2 of the development of new WTE capacity, the PSI
process. Initial high level screening criteria have been identified and final screening criteria will be
recommended considering input received via proposed engagement and consultation activities with
all stakeholders. After potential sites have been identified, additional consultation will take place
regarding the shortlisted sites and the shortlisted technologies from RFQ1.

Attachments and References:
No attachments included.

7096300
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: March 25, 2013 Meeting date: April 4, 2013

Subject: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Procurement — Ownership Model

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That the Board require, for the purposes of the current procurement process for new waste-to-
energy capacity, Metro Vancouver ownership of new waste-to-energy capital assets excluding
land.

2. That the Board consider proposals either from proponents or land owners for long term
land leases for new waste-to-energy capacity.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek Board approval of an ownership model for new waste-to-
energy capacity (WTE).

BACKGROUND
On September 21, 2012, the Board approved the following recommendation:

That the Board refer proposition 2), as presented in the report dated September 13, 2012,
titled “New Waste-to-Energy Procurement Process and Ownership Model” back to staff to
analyze, in consultation with member municipal staff the technical and legal implications of
public and/or Metro Vancouver ownership of new Waste to Energy capacity and report back.

Public ownership is generally defined as ownership by a Public Body. A Public Body can include
provincial, regional, or municipal governments, universities, health authorities, port authorities,
airport authorities, First Nations etc. There is no general definition as to the level of Public Body
ownership to be considered public. For example, the Cache Creek Landfill ownership model could
be considered public in that the Operational Certificate for the facility is jointly held by the Village of
Cache Creek and Wastech, and the landfill lands are leased by the Crown to the Village of Cache
Creek with a sublease to Wastech.

Based on the September 21 Board resolution this report analyses either Metro Vancouver or other
Public Body ownership of new WTE capacity, and does not analyze private ownership of new WTE
capacity.
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DISCUSSION
Timing of a Decision on Ownership Model
The new WTE capacity procurement process is multi-stage. Phase 1, RFQ1, identifying Technology
and Teams capable of delivering new WTE capacity is nearly complete and will be reported to the
Board in June 2013. The next phase of the process, the Potential Site Identification Process will
commence following RFQ.1. The decision regarding ownership of the new WTE capacity needs to be
made now so that proponents and site owners can effectively participate in the Potential Site
Identification process. Site owners interested in hosting new WTE capacity may make a different
decision on whether to team up exclusively with a single proponent or make their site available to
all proponents depending on the ownership model for new WTE capacity.

PPP Canada Requirements
Metro Vancouver’s application for Round 4 of the P3 Canada Fund has been screened into the PPP
Canada process meaning that the project may be eligible for funding from PPP Canada subject to
Metro Vancouver completing a satisfactory business case and funding approval by the PPP Canada
Board.

Staff understands that any public ownership model would meet the requirements for PPP Canada
funding. The total potential value of P3 Canada funding to this project is up to 25% of the capital
cost, or up to approximately $120 million of the estimated $470 million estimated capital costs.

Ownership Models
A. Metro Vancouver Ownership
As noted in the September 21, 2012, Board Report titled “New Waste-to-Energy Procurement
process and Ownership Model”, Metro Vancouver’s existing WTE facility was developed with Metro
Vancouver ownership of capital assets and land.

With Metro Vancouver ownership of the existing WTE facility, Metro Vancouver has full control
over implementing environmental and other improvements. Metro Vancouver has regularly
invested in environmental and performance upgrades, frequently in advance of any regulatory
requirements. These improvements help enhance the reputation of the WTE as a sustainable
solution for municipal solid waste management.

Given the capital costs of the existing WTE facility were paid back in the first 15 years of operation,
Metro Vancouver (and therefore its member municipalities) now receives full benefit of the capital
asset paying only for operations, maintenance, and upgrades while receiving revenues from
electricity and metal sales. The WTE facility is now cheaper to operate and maintain on a cost per
tonne basis than either the Vancouver Landfill or the Cache Creek Landfill. This results in a lower tip
fee across the regional solid waste system for all municipal and private sector users.

The benefits of Metro Vancouver ownership of new WTE capacity would be:
- Procurement process could be designed to fairly evaluate proponent submissions
- Full control to implement environmental and other upgrades
- Financial benefit of owning an asset for which the overall life substantially exceeds the

expected term of any contract with a third party proponent
- Potentially enhanced public trust given Metro Vancouver’s reputation to provide high

quality sustainable infrastructure solutions for the Region
- Any financial benefits will benefit the region as a whole reducing the cost of waste
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B. Public Body Ownership other than Metro Vancouver
If the procurement process is based on ownership by a Public Body other than Metro Vancouver,
the most likely Public Bodies would be municipal or First Nation or some partnership between a
municipality or First Nation with a waste-to-energy proponent.

Metro Vancouver would pay the Public Body for managing residual MSW on the same basis as if
new WTE capacity was developed by a private party. Depending on the contract relationship, this
model could involve Metro Vancouver simply paying a per tonne tipping fee to the Public Body.

The benefits of ownership by another Public Body would include:
- Procurement process could be designed to fairly evaluate proponent submissions
- Potentially streamlined local permitting process if a local government had direct ownership

stake in a facility
- Depending on contractual relationship, it may be possible to transfer risk from Metro

Vancouver to owner
- Depending on the contractual relationship, it may be possible for Metro Vancouver to have

no responsibility for capital financing

C. Other Ownership Options
A range of others options were considered with ownership being decided as part of the
procurement process. In all cases, the options are not practical because either they conflict with the
Minister’s requirement for in and out of region options to be considered fairly and transparently or
they add excessive challenges to the procurement process because of the requirement to compare
risks and benefits of alternative ownership models through procurement. Potentially comparing
projects in different locations with different technologies is already a challenging task that would be
further complicated if ownership was an additional procurement variable.

A review of the procurement processes employed in BC for other major infrastructure projects
(major bridges, hospitals, schools, rapid transit, Surrey Pretrial Services Center, and Metro
Vancouver major infrastructure) concludes that in the examples reviewed a decision on ownership
was made in advance of the procurement process and is not a parameter determined through the
procurement process. In all of the examples reviewed the procurement entity assumed ownership
of the capital assets even when a PPP model was used for the project.

Land Tenure
There may be potential sites available on lands either brought forward by proponents or proposed
to Metro Vancouver by the site owners that may only be available on a long-term lease basis. To
ensure that these lands are not excluded from the procurement process, staff recommends that
long-term land leases be considered. The leases would need to be significantly longer than the
expected life of any WTE facility, which is in the range of 50 years at a minimum. Therefore, a lease
period of 99 years would be warranted.

Whether for sale or lease, the Potential Site Identification process will allow private and municipal
landowners interested in offering a potential site to place conditions of use on that site. These
conditions could include requiring district energy, restricting technology options, restricting the size
of a facility, and/or restricting the type and number of vehicles accessing the site. Restrictions
imposed by a site owner may make a potential site less attractive from a procurement perspective.
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ALTERNATIVES
1. That the Board require, for the purposes of the current procurement process for new waste-to-

energy capacity, Metro Vancouver ownership of new waste-to-energy capital assets excluding land.
2. That the Board seek submissions for new waste-to-energy capital assets based on ownership of

capital assets by any Public Body other than Metro Vancouver.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Alternative 1: If Alternative 1 is selected, Metro Vancouver ownership of capital assets, Metro
Vancouver will have full control of new WTE capacity capital assets ensuring Metro Vancouver can
control environmental and other upgrades. Owning an asset that will operate for many years
beyond the expected term of a contract will maximize financial benefits for the region as a whole.
Payments towards capital recovery under a Metro Vancouver ownership model will result in a
systematic increase in Metro Vancouver’s equity in any facility as the capital is paid off. This is
analogous to paying down a personal mortgage over time, increasing personal equity.

Potential benefits to host communities for new WTE capacity will include new jobs, the opportunity
to provide land for new WTE capacity through a long term lease or sale, ownership of a district
energy system (depending on the technology selected), development of new industry based on
district heating opportunities, and other community benefits negotiated through Zoning and
Development agreements. Communities willing to host WTE facilities also take a proactive role in
participating in sustainable waste management practices. These benefits are independent of
ownership, and will result in substantial community benefit over the life of a WTE facility.

Alternative 2: If Alternative 2 is selected, ownership by a Public Body other than Metro Vancouver,
Metro Vancouver may be able to reduce project risk, and transfer financing requirements to the
other Public Body. The primary drawback of ownership by another Public Body is that the financial
benefits resulting from ownership of a capital asset where the life of the asset will significantly
exceed the expected contractual term will transfer from the region as a whole to the other Public
Body. Also, there is a potential that the interests of Metro Vancouver and the project owner may
not align resulting in contractual challenges. Any risk transfer benefits of third party ownership can
for the most part be offset through the contractual relationship with the design, build operate
partner.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
At its September 21, 2012, meeting the Board directed staff to “analyze, in consultation with
member municipal staff, the technical and legal implications of public and/or Metro Vancouver
ownership of new Waste to Energy capacity”.

Either Metro Vancouver ownership or ownership by another Public Body or could be integrated into
the procurement process for new WTE capacity. A decision by the Board to select one of these
options at this time is important to facilitate the Potential Site Identification process.

Analysis shows that Metro Vancouver ownership of new WTE capacity will maximize control and
benefit to the region and is therefore the most desirable ownership model for new WTE capacity.
Ownership by a Public Body other than Metro Vancouver is not recommended because although it
would allow a fair and transparent procurement process, and would meet the Minister of
Environment’s requirement to consider in and out of region options in a fair and transparent
manner, Metro Vancouver would have reduced control over environmental and other aspects of
facility operation and upgrades, and lose the financial benefits associated with ownership.



Of significance is that the recommended model of Metro Vancouver ownership of new WTE
capacity is consistent with the model for the existing WTE facility, a model which has created
significant financial benefit for Metro Vancouver, its member municipalities and residents over the
first 25 years of life of the asset. The existing WTE facility will continue to benefit Metro Vancouver
and its member municipalities for many years into the future. Likewise, the financial benefit from a
new Metro Vancouver owned WTE facility(s) would be shared by the entire region.

Because some land, either offered by proponents or alternatively provided through land owners,
may only be available through a long-term lease, 99 year leases should be considered.

An earlier version of this report was endorsed by the Regional Engineers Advisory Committee
(REAC), and this version has been forwarded to them for their information. Jane Shackell, the
Fairness Advisor engaged by Metro Vancouver for the New WTE Capacity procurement process has
reviewed the report and has concluded the approach laid out in the report does not create any
fairness issues.

Staff recommends Alternative 1, Metro Vancouver ownership of the new WTE capital assets.

7058359
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To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, General Manager, Solid Waste Services

Date: March 13, 2013 Meeting date: April 4, 2013

Subject: Manager’s Report

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receive for information the report dated March 13, 2013, titled,
“Manager’s Report”.

1. National Zero Waste Council
On September 15, 2012, Metro Vancouver, in collaboration with the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities brought together 90 national supporters in a Roundtable Discussion. During the
meeting, individuals, organizations and leading experts in the field of sustainable waste
management discussed interest and support for the establishment of a National Zero Waste
Council. The idea received unanimous support and in February an Interim Steering Committee and
Advisory Body was established to set the foundation, mandate and governance for the Council.

The first meeting of the Interim Steering Committee meeting took place March 4th• Chaired by
Director Brodie, the meeting confirmed the roles of the ISC and advisory body and secured
agreement on a six-month work plan with a goal to officially launch the Council in
September/October 2013.

Steering Committee members include:
Co-Chairs
• Shannon Joseph, Policy Advisor, Federation of Canadian Municipalities
• Malcolm Brodie, Chair, Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Committee

Local government - elected officials
• Shelley Carroll, City Councillor - Ward 33, City of Toronto
• Gord Helm, Halifax Regional Municipality (tbc)

Local government - staff representative
• Gioseph Anello, Manager, Waste Planning and Technical Services, Durham Region

Businesses/business associations
• Christian Shelepuk, Waste Reduction Program Manager, Wal-Mart
• Alan Blake, Executive Director, PAC NEXT
• James D. Downham, President & CEO Central Region (alternate), Packaging Assocation

(PAC)
• Allen Langdon, Vice-President, Sustainability, Retail Council of Canada
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Non-government organizations (shared seat)
• Christina Seidel, Executive Director, Recycling Council of Alberta
• Brock Macdonald, Executive Director, Recycling Council of BC (alternate for Christina Seidel)

Members-at-large
• Len Coad, Director of Energy, Environment & Technology Policy, Conference Board of

Canada
• Daniel Gagnier, Chair, International institute for Sustainable Development

Advisory Body members include:
Federal Government/Provincial/Territorial/Other
• Michael Goeres, Executive Director, Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
• Tim Gardiner, Director, Waste Reduction and Management Division, Environment Canada
• David Lawes, Unit Head, Waste Prevention, Government of BC

Local Government
• Connie Boyce, Director of Community Relations, City of Edmonton
• Gary Macisaac, Executive Director, Union of BC Municipalities (tbc)
• Chris Rickett, Manager, Strategic Economic initiatives, The Regional Municipality of York

Business/NGO
• Peter Jeffrey, Vice President, Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters British Columbia
• Frank Came, Senior Advisor, Globe Foundation
• Renee Gratton, Founding President, Construction Resource Initiatives Council

2. Multi-Family Food Scraps Recycling Workshop with Municipal Staff
As part of the Zero Waste Challenge, Metro Vancouver is working with Member Municipalities
to provide ongoing support, tools and resources to achieve a waste diversion target of 70% by
2015. In 2013, many municipalities will be expanding their collection of food scraps recycling to
include multi-family buildings. To provide coordination and support in this challenging area,
Metro Vancouver staff will host a regional workshop for municipal staff, including waste
reduction and communications coordinators, on multi-family food scraps recycling. This
workshop is proposed for early May 2013 with the objectives to share best practices, learn from
other municipalities, and develop shared resources. In preliminary consultation with municipal
waste reduction coordinators, the workshop will include current work on multi-family recycling
initiatives (UBC and New Westminster, for example) as well as a presentation from the UBC
Brain and Attention Research Lab on their research on how signage can best stimulate the
desired behaviours. Other municipalities with experience in implementing a multi-family food
scraps recycling program (pilot or full-fledged program) will be encouraged to present their best
practices at the workshop.

3. Assessment of Economic and Environmental Impacts of EPR Programs in B.C.
At its September 13, 2012 meeting, the Zero Waste Committee was informed that Metro
Vancouver and the Ministry of Environment had completed their Memorandum of
Understanding on Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). The main purpose of this
collaboration is to ensure the ongoing viability and success of the existing and future EPR
programs. The first outcome of this agreement was the joint funding and production of a study
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to assess the economic and environmental impacts of EPR programs in B.C. Each of the existing
EPR programs is being evaluated to determine the program operating costs, the total avoided
costs (e.g., avoided landfill costs), the total value of recovered material, the net job creation,
and the energy and GHG savings. The measures and methodologies used to conduct the
evaluation of existing programs is subsequently being used to predict the results of future
product categories, such as carpets, furniture and construction and demolition wastes. The
study will be distributed to Zero Waste Committee members once it is finalized (expected mid
year), and to all member municipalities through the Regional Engineers Advisory Committee-
Solid Waste Subcommittee.

3. Zero Waste Committee 2013 Work Plan
Attached is the 2013 Work Plan indicating the quarter that the priority is expected to be
considered by the Zero Waste Committee. Completed items are shown in bold.

Attachments and References:
Attachment -2013 Zero Waste Committee Work Plan (Orbit# 7049836)

704904
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ATTACHMENT

Zero Waste Committee 2013 Workplan

1St Quarter (January — March)

New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Project Update

o Potential site identification process preliminary evaluation criteria

o Ownership Model

• 2012 Christmas Campaign Results ‘Create Memories, Not Garbage’

• lCl Organics Diversion Collaboration

• Regional Reduction and Reuse Initiatives

• Draft recommended strategy for Waste Flow Management

2’ Quarter (April — June)

• Waste-to-Energy Facility:

o BC Hydro EPA Update

o Plan to Meet Updated BC Emissions Guidelines

o 2012 Financial Update

• 2012 Material Disposal Bans Update

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Shortlist of Technology Providers

o P3 Canada business case and Round 5 application

• Eco-Centre Business model

• Special meeting to receive stakeholder input on Waste Flow Management

• Launch 2013 Residential Organics Campaign

• National Zero Waste Council Update

• Third Annual Zero Waste Conference — Planning Update

• Municipal Workshop on Multi-Family Recycling Toolkit

• EPR — Printed Paper and Packaging Update
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3rd Quarter (July — September)

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project

o Update on consultation and engagement activities

o Recommended criteria for potential site identification

• Metro Vancouver hosts Third annual Zero Waste Conference

• Launch of National Zero Waste Council

• Lions Gate WWTP Upgrade - Opportunities for Co-managing Solid Wastes and Resources

• Recommend site and cost sharing approach with Surrey for development and operation of
Residential Drop-off Facility

• Summary of Consultation Activities and Recommended Strategy for Waste Flow Management

• Comprehensive Agreement with Wastech — 2012 Financial Results

• Long Range Solid Waste Tipping Fees

4th Quarter (October — December)

• New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Potential Site Identification shortlisted sites

• Schedule and methodology for phased implementation of organics disposal bans

• Northeast Sector Service Model

• 2012 Regional Recycling and Disposal Data

• ISWRMP Biannual Implementation Report

• 2013 Residential Organics Campaign and ICI Collaboration Update

• Zero Waste Conference — Results update

• 2013 Waste Reduction Christmas Campaign “Create Memories, Not Garbage”

6953066
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• metrovancouver
Greater Vancouver Regiona Cstict • Greater Vancouver Water District • Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District • Metro Vancouver Housng Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, Manager, Solid Waste Department

Date: January 18, 2013 Meeting date: January 31, 2013

Subject: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project — Update

RECOMMENDATION

That the Chair of the Zero Waste Committee work with the FVRD Chair to form a political liaison
committee to support the development of an FVRD engagement and consultation strategy.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to update the Zero Waste Committee (ZWC) on progress in developing
New Waste-to-Energy capacity.

BACKGROUND
On October 26, 2012, the Board approved the following recommendations:

That the Board approve:
1. Proceeding with the recommended procurement process described in the report dated

September 24, 2012, titled ‘New Waste-to-Energy Procurement Process’ commencing with
a technology only request for qualifications (RFQ1), with an operational date for new waste-
to-energy capacity no later than mid 2018.

2. The proposed engagement and consultation program for new waste-to-energy capacity, as
described in the report titled “New Waste-to-Energy Capacity: Proposed Engagement and
Consultation Program” dated October 2, 2012.

This report will update the ZWC on the procurement process, the engagement and consultation
program, and other aspects of the New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project.

DISCUSSION
New-Waste-to-Energy Capacity RFQ1
A request for qualifications (RFQ) for waste-to-energy technology was issued on November 23,
2012, and is scheduled to close on February 14, 2013. A proponents meeting was held on
December 5, 2012, with thirty-three companies represented. All responses will be evaluated
against the mandatory requirements and the grading criteria provided in the RFQ. All responses
that meet the mandatory requirements and score at least 60% on the grading criteria will be
shortlisted to participate in subsequent process phases. It is anticipated that a list of qualified
respondents will be presented to the ZWC in April 2013. The Third Party Expert Panel and Fairness
Advisor will review the evaluation process and prepare reports on the process.
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Technical Consulting Support
Metro Vancouver has issued a RFQ seeking a technical consulting team to assist in the remaining
stages of the project. The team will have expertise in health and air quality; WTE technology; WTE
procurement; large infrastructure financing, financial modeling and public private partnerships;
environmental and other regulatory processes. The original consulting team stepped down from
the project in late 2012. It is expected that short listing of potential proponents and subsequent
issuance of a request for proposals (RFP) will occur in February 2013. There should be a contract
award in place by March 2013.

PPP Canada
Based on direction from the Board on May 25, 2012, staff submitted an application to Round 4 of
the P3 Canada Fund on June 15, 2012 for the New WTE Capacity Project.

The P3 Canada Fund is a merit based program that co-funds public infrastructure projects best
delivered via a public private partnership. Project submissions are assessed and scored on the
depth of proposed private sector involvement and amount of risk transferred from the public sector
to the private sector. Total P3 Canada Fund program funding available for Round 4 (2012/2013)
and Round 5 (2013/2014) is valued at $275M and $252.9M respectively. The amount of the funding
support, in combination with any other direct federal assistance, may not exceed 25% of the
project’s eligible capital costs.

Metro Vancouver has been notified that the New WTE Capacity Project has been successfully
screened in to Round 4 of the P3 Canada Fund. As a result of this decision, PPP Canada may provide
funding support for qualified project procurement activities, such as preparation of the business
case and the procurement documents. The business case will be brought forward to the Board for
approval in the second quarter of 2013, and will provide recommendations on project financing.

Third Party Expert Panel
The MV project team is in the process of identifying a waste-to-energy technology expert to sit on
the Third Party Expert Panel. A recommendation is being sought from a third party organization in
the same manner that other Third Party Expert Panel members have been selected.

The Third Party Expert Panel is tasked with ensuring that the procurement process is not biased
with respect to technology. It is hoped to have a candidate in place by the end of February 2013.
Once all positions on the panel are filled, Metro Vancouver will refer the selection of the Third Party
Expert Panel to the Ministry of Environment and adjoining regional districts for their feedback, as
per the Board’s resolution on October 26, 2012.

Metro Vancouver received a letter from the FVRD (Attachment 1), requesting that Metro Vancouver
allow the FVRD to appoint an official observer from the FVRD to participate in the Third Party Expert
Panel, and keep the FVRD apprised of all discussions and decisions of the panel.

The role of the Third Party Expert Panel is to review the procurement process, procurement
documents and evaluation criteria and scoring for new WTE capacity. As the role of the Third Party
Expert Panel is to be an independent advisory panel and the deliberations of the panel are
conducted in confidence to ensure open conversation and protection of proponents’ private
information, it is not possible to have an FVRD representative participate in the Third Party Expert
Panel. All reports prepared by the Third Parts Expert Panel will be public, and consequently



available to the FVRD. Metro Vancouver staff are participating with FVRD staff on a MV/FVRD
Technical Team to share information and develop an FVRD engagement and consultation program.
Metro Vancouver staff can provide FVRD staff with regular updates on the Third Party Expert Panel
through that process.

Engagement and Consultation
The MV project team has initiated the overall engagement and consultation program, as described
in the report titled “New Waste-to-Energy Capacity: Proposed Engagement and Consultation
Program”, dated October 2, 2012 As a first step in this process, correspondence was sent out
introducing the New WTE Capacity development process to the following target audiences:

• Metro Vancouver members (mayors and councils, staff)
• Adjacent regional districts (Fraser Valley Regional District and Squamish-Lillooet Regional District):

boards, members (mayors and councils, staff)
• First Nations and tribal councils/associations whose traditional territory lies within BC
• Federal, provincial and regional government agencies and ministries
• Public (residents, businesses, non-governmental organizations, and industry who have expressed

interest in Metro Vancouver’s solid waste management system)

The correspondence provided further information on where to access related reports and
background materials, as well as links to the New WTE section of the MV website. The
correspondence invites comment on the overall procurement process.

At the October 26th GVS&DD Board meeting, the Board resolved to invite the Chair and Vice Chair of
the FVRD Board, and other interested Board members, to attend a ZWC meeting to hear their
feedback on the proposed engagement and consultation program for the development of new
waste-to-energy capacity. An invitation was sent to the Chair and Vice Chair of the FVRD Board on
November 21, 2012; however the FVRD responded that they were not available until the New Year.
A second invitation was sent on January 18, 2013 (Attachment 2). A reply to this second invitation
was received on January 22, 2013 (Attachment 3), in which the FVRD proposes the formation of a
political committee to support the development of an FVRD engagement and consultation strategy.
Staff recommend that the Zero Waste Committee Chair work with the FVRD Chair to form this
committee.

The Board received a letter from Minister Lake (Attachment 4) clarifying the Minister’s
requirements regarding consultation with the FVRD regarding the New Waste-to-Energy Capacity
Project. The Minister states that the completion of Phase 2, the Potential Site Identification
Process, will trigger the one-year timeline to undertake specific consultation with the FVRD as
outlined in condition 3 of the Minister’s approval of the Integrated Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan (Attachment 5). Leading up to the commencement of this formal consultation
period, Metro Vancouver is working with FVRD staff to continue the MV/FVRD Technical Team
meetings that took place in 2012 to share information and develop a recommended FVRD
engagement and consultation program. Consultation and engagement with all audiences within the
FVRD will continue throughout the development of new WTE capacity.

Potential Site Identification Process
Once the list of qualified respondents is available, a potential site identification process will be
initiated with the purpose of identifying all possible sites available for consideration whether
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public/private or in/out-of region. At the end of this phase all potential sites will have been
identified and the formal one year consultation period with the FVRD will commence.

Proiect Schedule
Staff are currently reviewing the project schedule and will provide an updated scheduled once a
new technical consultant has been selected.

ALTERNATIVES
None presented.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Work in developing new WTE capacity is funded as part of the Metro Vancouver capital budget.

SUMMARY I CONCLUSION
This report provides an update on the New Waste-to-Energy Capacity Project. A number of key
activities are underway advancing the project. Staff will continue to update the Zero Waste
Committee and Board as the project proceeds.

Attachments and References:

1) Letter dated December 18, 2012 from FVRD re Petition for FVRD representation on Third Party
Expert Panel: (6898276)

2) Letter dated January 18, 2013 to FVRD Board re: Invitation to attend Zero Waste Committee
Meeting (6944277)

3) Letter dated January 22, 2013 from FVRD Board re: Invitation to attend Zero Waste Committee
Meeting (6978522)

4) Letter dated December 7, 2012 from Minister of Environment re: NWTE Capacity-Proposed
Engagement and Consultation Program (6970732)

5) Letter dated July 22, 2011 from Minister of Environment re: ISWRMP Approval (6970143)

6921864
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Attachment 1

Fraser Valley Regional District
45950 Cheam Avenue, Chilliwack, British Columbia V2P 1N6
Phone: 604-702-5000 Toll Free: 1 -800-528-0061 (BC only)

Fax: 604-792-9684 website: www.fvrd.bc.ca

December 18, 2012 File: 9O502O-O99

Ms. Carol Mason
Chief Administrative Officer
Metro Vancouver
4330 Kingsway
Burnaby, BC V5H 4G8

Dear Ms. Mason:

At its regular meeting on December 11, 2012, the Fraser Valley Regional District (FVRD) Board
passed the following motion:

THAT the Fraser Valley Regional District Board petition Metro Vancouver to appoint an
official observer from the Fraser Valley Regional District to sit on Metro Vancouver’s
third party expert procurement panel proceedings;

AND THAT it be resolved that the appointment to Metro Vancouver’s third party expert
procurement panel not be considered the initiation of the official consultation process.

The third party expert procurement panel plays a vital role in Metro Vancouver’s (MV) waste-to-
energy procurement process. Because of the potential impact of waste-to-energy incineration
on the FVRD’s airshed, it is critical that a FVRD representative participate on this expert panel.
Therefore, we formally request that MV grant the FVRD observer status on the expert
procurement panel. We will appoint a representative to keep us apprised of all discussions and
decisions of the panel. This will help remove the perception of bias which is a concern of the
FVRD, particularly in light of the recent resignation of the consulting team hired to assist MV in
its procurement process.

The responsibility of the FVRD observer is to report to our Board. The Observer role is
separate and distinct from, and does not constitute any part of, the official consultation process
required of MV, as described in the Ministry of Environment’s approval letter dated July, 2011.

We look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

Sharon Gaetz
Chair
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Attachment 2

metrovancouver
‘‘c •‘

. . ...
-

4330 Kingsway, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5H 4G8 604-432-6200 www.rnetrovancouver.org

Executive Offices
Tel. 604 432-6215 Fax 604 451-6614

iAN 18 2013 File: PE-13-01-SW-012

Chair Sharon Gaetz and
Vice Chair Patricia Ross
Fraser Valley Regional District
459SOCheamAve
Chilliwack, BC V2P 1N6

Dear Chair Gaetz and Vice Chair Ross:

Re: New Waste-to-Energy Capacity — Proposed Engagement and Consultation Program

On November 21, 2012 we wrote to invite you and other interested members of the FVRD Board to a
special meeting of the Zero Waste Committee. The purpose of this invitation was to hear the FVRD’s

concerns regarding the proposed engagement and consultation program for the development of new

WTE capacity. We offered several possible dates in November and December for the meeting and advised

that we were open to other potential dates. You subsequently responded that a meeting would not be

possible until after the new year. It is in the interest of both parties that steps are taken to resolve your

concerns as soon as possible.

Our next scheduled meeting of the Zero Waste Committee is on January 31, 2013, at 1:00 p.m. We would

like to invite you and any other interested members of the FVRD Board to attend that meeting. If you are

not available on January 31, please advise us of other possible January meeting dates.

In his December 7, 2012 letters to you and Chair Moore, the Minister of Environment encourages FVRD

and MV to continue to work together to jointly develop and agree on a consultation plan for all phases of

the procurement process. We are committed to working cooperatively with the FVRD in developing a

consultation and engagement plan, and look forward to continuing that work.

On behalf of Metro Vancouver’s Zero Waste Committee we look forward to your attendance at an

upcoming Zero Waste Committee meeting.

Sincerely,

//

Malcolm Bro14’e
Chair, Metr Vancouver Zero Waste Committee

M B/Ti/me
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Attachment 3

Fraser Valley Regional District
45950 Cheam Avenue, Chilliwack, British Columbia V2P 1N6

Fraser Valley Regional District Phone: 604-702-5000 Toll Free: 1-800-528-0061 (BC only)
Fax: 604-792-9684 website: www.fvrd . bc. ca

January 22nd 2013 File: 9050-20-099

Mr. Malcolm Brodie
Chair, Zero Waste Committee
Metro Vancouver
4330 Kingsway
Burnaby, B.C. V5H 4G8

Dear Chair Brodie:

Re; New Waste to Energy Capacity — Proposed Engagement and Consultation Program

Thank you for your letter of January 18th, 2013 once again inviting me and interested members of the
Fraser Valley Regional District Board to attend a Zero Waste Committee Meeting regarding the proposed
engagement and consultation program for the development of new WTE capacity.

You note that the Minister of Environment, in his letter which outlined when specific consultation should
occur, encouraged our two organizations to continue to work together to jointly develop and agree on a
general consultation plan for all phases of the procurement process. To that end, the FVRD does not
believe that appearing as a delegation to the Zero Waste Committee fosters the meaningful consultation
that the Minister encouraged our organizations to continue.

Rather, the FVRD would propose that a small working sub-committee be formed comprised of political
representatives from our two organizations, with a limited number of staff to support us, and begin to have
meaningful dialogue around the issue of developing a consultation strategy pertaining to the development
of additional incineration capacity in Metro Vancouver.

We would be pleased to meet with you and Chair Moore to discuss the membership and methodologies
of forming such a working group. I am confident that our respective Chief Administrative Officers can
arrange for this meeting in the near future. As you are no doubt aware, Mr. Murray will be leaving our
organization to join the City of Abbotsford at the beginning of February. As such, we would be interested
in meeting sometime in January should our calendars permit.

Once again, thank you for your letter of January 18th, 2013.

yours truly,

Sharon Gaetz
Chair

c.c.: Chair Greg Moore, Metro Vancouver
Carol Mason, Chief Administrative Officer, Metro Vancouver
Paul Henderson, Manager, Solid Waste Department, Metro Vancouver
George M. Murray, Chief Administrative Officer, FVRD
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Attachment 4

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Reference: 182266

D 072912

Greg Moore, Chair
and Directors
Metro Vancouver
4330 Kingsway
BurnabyBC V5H4G8

Dear Chair Moore and Directors:

Thank you for your letter ofNovember 6, 2012, regarding Metro Vancouver’s (MV’s) new
waste-to-energy (W2E) capacity and the proposed engagement and consultation program. In
your letter you request confirmation that the one-year consultation with Fraser Valley Regional
District (FVRD), as required in my July 21, 2011, letter, may commence on
October 26, 2012, following the Board’s approval of the procurement process and consultation
program.

Condition 3 of my July 21, 2011, letter approving MV’s Solid Waste Management Plan states
the following:

Recognizing that the Fraser Valley Regional District (FVRD) and Metro Vancouver
share a common and critically important air shed, if Metro Vancouver pursues
establishing additional in-region W2E capacity, it shall consult with the FVRD
to address air quality concerns prior to beginning construction of a new or
expanded facility. As a minimum, Metro Vancouver must establish a working
group with the FVRD on the potential impact to the air shed due to additional W2E
capacity. The working group may include the local health authority(s) and must,
within one year of any Metro Vancouver decision to pursue in-region W2E:
a) Develop recommendations for W2E emission standards that do not conflict
with Provincial or Federal policy and or legislation...

With the Board’s October 26, 2012, approval of the procurement process MV has made clear
their intention to pursue W2E capacity development. However, it appears from the approved
process that the substantial work in identifying potential in region sites for review will not occur
until October 2013 with the completion of Phase 2 of the process. Based on this, it is the
completion of Phase 2 that will trigger the one-year timeline to undertake consultation as
outlined in condition 3, as noted above.

Ministry of Office of the \Tailing Address: Telephone: 250 387-1187
lnvironment ,hnircr Pirlisrnent lluildmgs lacsimile: 250 387-1356

VictoriA lIC V8V 1X4
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I appreciate there are differences in opinion and W2E is a complex issue; therefore, I strongly
encourage FVRD and MV to continue to work together and jointly develop and agree on a
consultation plan for all phases of the procurement process. If needed, ministry staff from the
South Coast regional office are available to participate in key meetings.

Thank you again for updating the ministry. I commend MV on developing the detailed W2E
procurement process and the engagement and consultation program.

Terry Lake
Minister of Environment

cc: Sharon Gaetz, Chair, Fraser Valley Regional District
George Murray, CAO, Fraser Valley Regional District
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e. Annual quantity (in tonnes) sent to each Ibeility:
L Annual quantity, ifgreater than 1.000 tonncs. ninny consequential residuals

from any lhcility in (c) above (e.g. ash) recycled and/or sent for dispoal;
a Name and location ofany facility receiving consequential residuals as per (d)

abovc and
I’, Roconis ofnun-compliance so Ministry legislation or other appropriate

legislation in thejurisdiction 11w any facility identified above.

Any new in-province W2E facility antI/or landfill must comply with the Em’Ircnrnwniul
,kn.w,wni Au.

The implementation of this SWMPwill require the development ofOperational Certificates for
the duthoriration ofexisting and future municipal solidwaste landlilk. W2E fhtilitics and
possibly other waste management thcilities. Ministry stafl’in our Surrey office will he preparing
Operational Certificates based on the detailed operating and environmental protection
requirements for the solid waste management facilities specified in the SWMP. The regional
plan. together with the required Operational Certificates, will form the basis of the authority to
operate these fhciliiics,

In closing. I commend the Metro Vancouver Board and staff’on their succes in developing a
comprehensive SWMP to manage the GreaterVancouver Sewageand Drainage District’s solid
waste icr years to come by conserving resources. creating new job opportunities and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions

Jerry lake
Minister of Cnvironment

cc: Joan Braman. Regional Manager. Environmental Protection Division. Ministry of
Environment
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metrovancouver 5.5

Greater Vancouver Region& Dwtnct • Greater Vancouver Water Dwtrct • Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Dranage District • Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation

To: Zero Waste Committee

From: Paul Henderson, Manager, Solid Waste Department

Date: January 21, 2013 Meeting date: January 31, 2013

Subject: Manager’s Report

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zero Waste Committee receive for information the report dated January 21, 2013, titled
“Manager’s Report”.

1. Waste Flow Management Update and Next Steps

Metro Vancouver held workshops for government staff and industry representatives on December
5 and 6, 2012 as part of Phase 1 of the engagement and consultation program on Waste Flow
Management. Metro Vancouver is continuing to meet with key stakeholders and accept online and
written feedback until January 25, 2013 for Phase 1. Staff will consider all received input when
developing a recommended Waste Flow Management approach, which will be presented to the
Zero Waste Committee on February 28, 2013.

A communication strategy is also in place, supporting Phase 2 of the engagement and consultation
program on waste flow management. Key components will outreach to business associations and
municipalities. There will also be further opportunities for government and industry stakeholders to
provide feedback until May 2013, as outlined in the following timeline.

Engagement and Consultation Program Timeline
• Phase 1 Engagement and Consultation to receive and consider initial feedback (November 16,

2012 —January 25, 2013). Consultation activity includes:
o Government staff and industry workshops
o Online feedback and written comments

• Deliver draft recommended approach and phase 1 consultation results to Zero Waste
Committee (February 28) and Board (March 15)

• Phase 2 Engagement and Consultation to receive and consider consultation feedback on draft
recommended approach (March to May 2013). Consultation activity to include:

o Stakeholder workshop (April)
o Special meeting of Zero Waste Committee with industry delegations (May 2)
o Online feedback and written comments

• Deliver to Zero Waste Cbmmittee and Board in July:
o Phase 2 consultation results
o Recommended approach
o Bylaw

• Submit bylaw for Ministry of Environment approval: Summer 2013
ZWC-33



Recycling Regulation (2004)
Policy and Regulatory Setting

Industry Product Stewardship in B.C.
British Columbia’s industry-led product stewardship programs require producers (manufactures,
distributors and retailers) of designated products to take Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) for the
life cycle management of their products, including collection and recycling. This places the responsibility
for end-of-life product management on the producers and consumers of a product and not the general
taxpayer or local government.

Regulatory Framework: Results-based Recycling Regulation
The Recycling Regulation, under the authority of the Environmental Management Act, provides a single
results-based framework that engages industry in new ways by providing producers with the flexibility
to design product stewardship plans that work best for their business.

Key Elements of the Recycling Regulation

• Product Stewardship Plans: Producers of designated products are required to either have an
approved product stewardship plan or, as an alternative, comply with prescriptive regulatory
requirements. A product stewardship plan defines the elements of the producers’ program for
managing the regulated product, including program objectives, targets and performance measures.
Producers may appoint an agency to undertake their duties.

• Consultation: Producers or their agency must conduct satisfactory consultation with affected
stakeholders before the ministry approves a plan.

• Funding: The regulation does not specify how producers fund their programs; however, program
design must ensure no costs are borne by local government and general taxpayers.

• Accountability: Producers, or their agency, are required to submit to the ministry and post on their
website an annual report detailing the environmental performance of their program and if
applicable independently audited financial statements. Third party assurance is also required for
certain non-financial information included in stewardship program annual reports.

B.C. Industry Product Stewardship Programs

Industry Product Stewardship Programs CCME Canada-wide Action Plan:
Recommended Programs by

2015 and 2017
Existing Programs Fluorescent lamps (2010) Phase 1, by 2015:
Paint (1994) Car batteries (2011) Packaging and printed paper materials
Pesticides (1996) Smoke Detectors (2011) Electronics and electrical
Gasoline (1996) Antifreeze (2011) Mercury-containing products (including
Solvents and flammable liquids (1996) Small Appliances (2011) lamps)

Pharmaceuticals (1996> Electric/electronic tools (2012) Household hazardous and special wastes

Beverage Cont. (1997) Automatic dispensers (2012) Automotive products

Lubricating Oil (2003) Lighting Equipment (2012) Phase 2, by 2017:

Tires (2007) E-Toys (2012) Construction and demolition materials

TV’s, Computers (2007) IT telecom. equipment (2012) Furniture, textiles and carpet

Batteries (2009) Monitoring/control Equip. (2012) Appliances (including ozone depleting

Cell phones (2009) Upcoming — May 2014 substances)

Audio Visual (2010) Packaging and Printed Paper (2014)
Thermostats (2010)

B.C. Ministry of Environment Industry Product Stewardship www.recycling. gov.bc.ca
Updated August 2013
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About MMBC
About MMBC

Multi-Material British Columbia (MMBC) is a not-for-profit agency established under the Bntish Columbia Society Act. MMBC was farmed to
develop a stewardship plan for packaging and printed paper to meet the requirements at Schodule5oftheflecyclfrigRequfat/on

MMBC is go’jerned by a board comprising:

• John D. Coyne - Vice President, Legal & External Affairs and General Counsel, Unilever Canada Inc. (Board Chairl
Robert Chant Senior Vice-President, Corporate Attairs and Communication, Loblaw Companies Ltd

• Allen Langdon - Managing Director, Multi-Matenal Bntish Columbia

MMBC is part of Canadian Stewardship Services Alliance Inc s. (CSSAI family of recycling organizations CSSA is a national, non-profit
steward founded and owned organization established to harmonize packaging and printed paper stewardship programs across the
country, providing consumers w th better recycling options and stewards (the businesses that contribute to the cost of recycling programs)
a seamless way to meet their stewardship obligations under a single administrative umbrella. For more information
visit vmwcssalliance Ca.

MMBC Staff
Allen Langdon Managing Director
Email. alangdon@multimaterialbcca
Mob 1w (604) 315-8422

Who to contact

Anna Lilly, FleishmanHi lard

604-5059048

n: lIz 0: zn

Mailing Address and Phone
209-1730 West 2nd Avenue Vancouver BC V6J 1 H6

Service Provider inquiry: (6041 620 7540
Steward inquiry: 1-888 980 9549
General inquIry: nto’-i4mult materialbc Ca

http://multimaterialbc.ca/about-mmbc 11/7/2013
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MMBC Fact Sheets
MMBG Media Fact Sheet for Local Governments

MMCC Key Benefhs Sheet
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Residents
I Residents

BC Residents should continue to recycle packaging and printed paper according to the directions provided by
their collectors.

Packaging and pnnted paper (PPPI recycling will be changing in British Columbia (OCt starting in May 2014 Responsibility for collecting
and recycling packaging and printed paper will be transitioning from governments and their taxpayers to industry and their consumers. See
Schedule 5 of tOe Recycling Regulation.

BC residents should continue to recycle PPP accoiding to the directions provided by ther collectors (local governments private
companies not-for-profit organizations) Information about any changes to your PPP collection services will be provided before the May
2014 transition date.

How the recycling system will be managed has been Set out in a PPP Stewardship Plan (updated April 8, 20131 which has been developed
by Multi-Material British Columbia (MMCC) MMCC has received o letter from BC’s Ministry of Ertvironment (MOE) approving the April
2013 PPP Stewardship Plan

MMCC is a not-for-profit agency formed under the British Columbia Society Act to represent the companies and organizations that are
brand owners and first sellers of packaging and printed paper supplied to households in BC MMCC will manage the residential PPP
collection and recycling system on behalf of these companies

MMRC submitted itS PPP Stewardship Plan to SOs Ministry of Fnvironment IMOEI according to the requirements of the Recycling
Regulation on November 19, 2012

In developing the PPP Stewardship Plan MMCC considered the needs and interests at residents, such as collection system convenence
and service levels, communication mechanisms and options to support higher recycl op rates.

http://multimaterialbc.calresidents 11/7/2013
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Puface
The Waste ManagementAct (now Environmental Management Act) was amended in 1989 to require
that all regional districts submit a solid waste management plan on or before December 31, 1995. On
September 13, 1989, Cabinet endorsed a municipal solid waste (MSW) management strategy which
called for reducing the amount of municipal solid waste requiring disposal by 50 percent by the year
2000. The essential part of the strategy is the sequential hierarchy of the 3 Rs — reduce, reuse, recycle,
plus recovery and residual management. Implementation of this strategy is the mandate of the
Municipal Waste Reduction Branch, Environmental Protection Department, Ministry of Environment,
Lands and Parks (now called Ministry of Environment) and Ministry Responsible for Human Rights and
Multicultural ism.

The 1992 amendments to the Waste Management Act (now Environmental Management Act)

• reconfirmed that regional districts must submit solid waste management plans by 1995;

• clarified the roles of local governments in MSW management planning;

• expanded the definition of MSW to include demolition, land clearing and construction (DLC)
waste;

• expanded the scope of msw management planning to include recyclable materials as well as
MSW, and

• provided new enabling authority for regional districts to implement msw management plans
approved by the Minister.

The MSW Task Force was established in August 1992 to explore the implications of the amendments for
all stakeholders and to determine any further action required by the ministry or others to facilitate the
development and implementation of regional MSW management plans. One of the main topics of
discussion at the Task Force meetings was whether or not regional districts had sufficient plan
implementation authority, particularly in terms of controlling the flow of recyclable material and
municipal solid waste, under either the Waste ManagementActor the MunicipalAct.

As a result of the discussions, and despite recent amendments to the MunicipalAct, the ministry
realized that regional districts require additional authority to implement approved plans. This authority
will be achieved through legislation as soon as the ministry is authorized to proceed. Regional districts
that wish to exercise full authority in the meantime should contact staff at the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs.

The provincial solid waste management strategy includes the following main elements:

• Partnership with People — Environmental Education and Consultation

• Partnership with Business — Economic Development and Stewardship

• Partnership with Local Government — Planning and Market Development

Link: Back to Table of Contents
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As part of the third element, funding assistance is available for the preparation of the regional solid

waste management plans (RSWMPs) required by Section 24 of the Environmental Management Act. An

underlying purpose of this guide is to assist regional districts and municipalities in deriving maximum

benefit from the planning assistance contribution program.

The Ministry of Environment wants to work with local governments to restructure the way municipal

solid waste is generated and managed, in order to create a sustainable, integrated waste management

system. The ministry is therefore prepared to assist local governments in preparing, adopting and

implementing RSWMPs.

1. Purpose and Orqan ia tion

(1) This guide is intended to assist regional districts in preparing or amending RSWMP5. It is also
intended to provide guidance to the ministry’s regional staff in providing direction to local governments

as well as reviewing and approving the plan at various stages. In effect, the guide is a blueprint for

reducing the generation of msw requiring disposal in each regional district, thereby helping the province

to achieve its 50% reduction goal by the year 2000.

(2) The balance of Part 1 provides definitions of certain words and phrases which have specific meaning

in the context of the guide, a more detailed interpretation of legislative requirements and authority, a

discussion of planning roles and jurisdiction, and a brief description of available financial assistance

programs.

(3) Part 2 contains the ministry’s requirements for development and content of RSWMPs. The
requirements in this part are both guidance for and a constraint on managers in their direction to
regional districts. Plans prepared in accordance with these requirements should receive approval by the
minister. This part of the guide has been signed under Section 5 of the Environmental ManagementAct

by the Executive Director, Environmental Protection Department, as official ministry policy.

(4) Part 3 describes the recommended steps and procedures for the planning process from initiation to

adoption and implementation of a plan or plan amendment.

(5) Part 4 of the Guide includes recommendations on the scope and detail of planning studies associated
with the first two stages of plan preparation, and on the content of the plan itself. Plans prepared in

accordance with these recommendations should satisfy the requirements in Part 2.

For the purpose of this guide,

Link: Back to Table of Contents
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“approved plan” means a plan approved under section 16 (8> of the act;

“Act” means the Environmental Management Act, S.B.C. 2003, c 53

“composting” means the controlled biological decomposition of municipal solid waste to a condition
sufficiently stable for nuisance-free storage and for safe land application;

“disposal” means the introduction of waste into the environment for the purpose of final burial,
destruction or placement for future recovery, and does not include reuse or recycling;

“hauler license” means a license issued by a regional district, under a bylaw adopted pursuant to an
approved plan, to the owner or operator of a vehicle used to pick up, haul or deliver recyclable material
or rnsw within or through the regional district, for the purpose of establishing operating and
administrative requirements for the hauler;

“household hazardous product” means a substance and any product used to contain it which is
explosive, corrosive, flammable, reactive and/or toxic and which originates from residential,
commercial, or institutional sources in quantities which are exempted from the application of the
Special Waste Regulation by Section 2(6) thereof;

“manage”means to handle, dispose of, transport, store, reduce, reuse, recycle, recover, treat, process or
destroy any substance;

“manager’ means the Regional Waste Manager in the regional office of the Ministry of Environment in
whose jurisdiction the plan area is located;

“municipality” means, for purposes of this guide, a municipality other than a regional district;

“official plan” includes official community plans and implementing bylaws adopted pursuant to the
Municipal Act, and corn prehensive development plans;

“open burning” means the combustion of any material or solid waste without:

(a) controlling combustion air to maintain adequate temperature for efficient combustion;

(b) containing the combustion reaction in an enclosed device to provide sufficient residence time and
mixing for complete combustion; or

(c) controlling emissions of the gaseous combustion products.

“processing” means any activity necessary for preparing a component of the solid waste stream for
reuse, recycling, recovery or residual management;

“public advisory committee” means the public solid waste advisory committee established pursuant to
section 9;

Link: Back to Table of Contents
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‘recovery” means reclaiming of recyclable components and/or energy from the post-collection solid
waste stream by various methods including but not limited to manual or mechanical sorting,
incineration, distillation, gasification or biological conversion other than composting;

“reduction” means decreasing the volume, weight or toxicity of municipal solid waste generated at
source, and includes activities which result in more efficient reuse or recycling of primary products or
materials, but does not include only compacting or otherwise densifying the waste;

“recycler license” means a license issued by a regional district, under a bylaw adopted pursuant to an
approved plan, to the owner or operator of a site or facility involved in the management of recyclable
material, for the purpose of establishing operating and administrative requirements for the site or
facility;

“recyclable” refers to a product or substance, after it is no longer usable in its present form, that can be
diverted from the solid waste stream through a widely available and economically viable collection,
processing and marketing system, and used in the manufacture of a new product; note that “recyclable
material” has a more specific definition in the act;

“recycling” means the collection, transportation and processing of products that are no longer useful in
their present form and the subsequent use, including composting, of their material content in the
manufacture of new products for which there is a market, and refers,

(a) when used in the context of the 3R hierarchy of reduce, reuse, and recycle, to products which are
separated from the solid waste stream at source,

(b) and for all other purposes, to products separated from the waste stream at any point;

“regional district” means a jurisdiction created under Section 767 of the MunicipalAct and includes the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District;

“regional director” means the regional director of the BC Environment regional office which is
responsible for the plan area;

“plan” means a waste management plan for the management of recyclable material and MSW required
under Section 16(2) of the act;

“residual management” means the disposal in accordance with the act of what remains in the solid
waste stream following reduction, reuse, recycling and recovery activities;

“reuse” means at least one further use of a product in the same form but not necessarily for the same
Purpose;

“solid waste stream” means the aggregate of all municipal solid waste components and recyclable
materials, and the process through which they move from generation to utilization or disposal;

Link: Back to Table of Contents
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technical advisory committee means the technical solid waste advisory committee established
pursuant to section 10; and

waste stream management license’ means a license issued by a regional district, under a bylaw
adopted pursuant to an approved plan, to the owner or operator of a site or facility involved in the
management of municipal solid waste and incidental recyclable material, for the purpose of establishing
operating and administrative requirements for the site, facility.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORFEY FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION
3. Rqional Districts

(1) The authority for regional districts to undertake solid waste management planning derives from
section 16(2) of the act, which requires that every regional district, on or before December 31, 1995 or a
date specified by the minister under section 16(4), submit for approval by the minister a waste
management plan for the storage of recyclable material and management of MSW that is for the benefit
of the total area of the regional district. The legislative amendment mentioned in sub-clause (4) will
clarify that the scope of the plan is the “management of recyclable material and municipal solid waste”.

(2) Section 16.1 of the act enables a regional district with an approved plan to specify operating
requirements and set and collect fees from the owner or operator of a privately- or municipally-owned
site or facility storing recyclable material or managing municipal solid waste. As a minimum, the plan will
likely require that the amount and kind of material accepted and the tipping fee charged is in
accordance with the goals and objectives of the plan.

(3) As a result of the 1993 amendment to the MunicipalAct (MA), “the regulation, storage and
management of municipal solid waste and recyclable material, including the regulation of facilities and
commercial vehicles used in relation to these matters” was added as a new paragraph (1)(c.1) of section
788.

(4) Despite the wording of section 16.1 of the act and section 788(1)(c.1) of the MA, there remains some
doubt about the authority for regional districts to implement approved plans by bylaw, and the
authority for the bylaw to prohibit, license or differentiate is almost certainly lacking. The Ministries of
Environment, Lands and Parks and Municipal Affairs propose that this situation be resolved through
legislative changes sponsored by BC Environment at the first opportunity.

(5) In the interim period, regional districts that have an approved plan which calls for exercising full
bylaw authority in implementing the plan, may apply for such authority to the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs under section 790.01 of the MunicipalAct.

Link: Back to Table of Contents
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By virtue of their omission from section 16(2) of the act, municipalities do not have authority to prepare
solid waste management plans. Nevertheless, they are given authority under the Municipal Act to make
bylaws dealing with waste collection, and are closer to most generators of solid waste than any other
level of government. For several reasons, therefore, they should participate fully in the preparation of
RSWMPs, and more importantly, play a vital role in the implementation of RSWMPs. In the ministry’s
opinion, Section 16(10) of the act enables a municipality as well as a regional district to use its bylaw
authority to adopt bylaws implementing an RSWMP without requiring the assent of the electors.

5. The N1iiiitry of Fovirniunent

(1) As part of the ministry’s provincial mandate, the Vision Statement of the Environmental Protection
Department is as follows:

“We will serve British Columbians by providing leadership to protect, restore and sustain the
environment for present and future generations. Our goal is zero pollution.

We will work in partnership with others to prevent, minimize and control the release of substances and
clean up existing contamination to realize our vision of a healthy, diverse environment.”

(2) Within the department, the mission of the Solid Waste Unit of the Municipal Waste Reduction
Branch is to develop and implement an effective 3R strategy to achieve a 50% reduction in the MSW
stream by the year 2000, and to protect the environment by ensuring that municipal solid wastes are
managed and disposed of in an environmentally safe manner. The principal legislative authority for
carrying out this mandate is the Environmental Management Act.

(1) While the preparation of solid waste management plans in British Columbia is the responsibility of
regional districts, the purpose of this section is to outline an approach for a cooperative planning
process that recognizes the role of the Ministry of Environment.

(2) The objective toward which the ministry is working with its MSW management strategy is that all
MSW sites, facilities and programs, whether owned by the regional district, private firms or
municipalities, operate in accordance with an approved plan. The plan itself may authorize the
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operation and/or administration of a site, facility or program by a municipality, other local government
entity, company, group or person under bylaw, contract, licence or some other authorization.

(3) While the ministry provides overall direction and support for solid waste management planning,
ministry staff at the regional level are responsible for ensuring compliance with plans, operational
certificates, permits and regulations, and for providing assistance to local governments and the public
throughout the waste management planning process.

(4) If both local and provincial planning are to be successful, it should be recognized that while both
provincial agencies and regional districts have a clear responsibility to plan in certain areas, each is
dependent on the other. Regional districts require provincial policy decisions on financial assistance,
market development and incentives to support recycling, as well as legislative and regulatory support.
The Province relies on local governments to prepare plans and administer and operate solid waste
management programs and facilities that are instrumental in achieving the provincial goals. Given such
interdependence, a cooperative approach to solid waste management planning is essential.

(5) The ministry prefers a cooperative solid waste management planning process which

• emphasizes the 3Rs and the adoption of user-pay strategies wherever practical;

• balances the interests of local governments with the interests of the Province to create and
maintain a sustainable solid waste management system;

• recognizes the jurisdictional authority both of provincial agencies and regional districts in the
area of solid waste management;

• recognizes that not only do the plans of each jurisdiction affect plans of the other, but that there
are areas where the provincial agencies need regional district cooperation and vice versa;

• provides opportunities for discussion and decision-making leading to development of regional
solid waste management plans mutually acceptable to regional districts and provincial agencies,
as well as leading to resolution of routine problems; and

• encourages two or more regional districts, or portions of regional districts, to prepare a single
solid waste management plan and/or to participate in cooperative processing and marketing of
recyclables.

?HIfl(iU! I t(JiC i’rOgrGm

(1) As part of the Partnership with Local Government element of the provincial strategy, financial
assistance is available to regional districts, municipalities and registered, non-profit community groups.
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This facilitates their participation in achieving the provincial goal of 50% reduction in the amount of

MSW requiring disposal by the year 2000.

(2) The Applicant’s Guide to Financial Assistance Programs provides greater detail and the most up-to-
date information on each of the above programs, as well as application procedures. Copies of the
Applicant’s Guide and further information can be obtained by contacting the BC Government
Publications Index.

(3) In addition to these programs, financial assistance may be available through the federal
Environmental Partners Fund, administered by Environment Canada, Pacific and Yukon Region, #700,

1200 W. 73rd Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V6P 6H9.

Part 2: Requirements for Regional Solid Waste Management Plans
The requirements contained in the following part have been developed and approved pursuant to the

provisions of section 5 of the Environmental Management Act. They are to be utilized, in accordance
with the policies and procedures of the ministry, by ministry staff in giving direction and advice to local
governments in the preparation and implementation of regional solid waste management plans and
recommending on the approval of such plans by the minister under section 24 of the Environmental
Management Act.

Thomas Gunton
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

January 27, 1995

PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCESS AND ADVISORY COMMITTEES

8. TJi e Public l?evic ci and Consultu tion Prucess

(1) The regional district should submit its design for the public review and consultation process (PRCP)
required under Sections 27 (1) and (2) of the Act, including terms of reference for the public advisory
committee described in section 9 and the technical advisory committee described in section 10, for
review by the manager as soon as practical after initiating the solid waste management planning
process.

(2) After reviewing the proposed design of the PRCP, the manager may recommend any changes that
are necessary to ensure that the design is in accordance with the following principles of an adequate
public review and consultation process:
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Victoria, British Columbia, Canada IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This Act s Current to October 23, 2013

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACT
[SBC 2003] CHAPTER 53

Part 3 — Municipal Waste Management

Definitions

23 In this Part:

“code of practice” means a code of practice attached to and forming
part of a bylaw made under section 25 [authority to manage
municipal solid waste and recyclable material in regional districts];

“hauler” means a person who picks up, delivers, hauls or transports
municipal solid waste or recyclable material on a commercial basis;

“manage” or “management” includes the collection, transportation,
handling, processing, storage, treatment, utilization and disposal of
any substance;

“municipal liquid waste” means

(a) effluent that originates from any source and is discharged
into a municipal sewer system,

(b) effluent from residential sources that is discharged to the
ground, or

(c) effluent specified by a director to be included in a waste
management plan;

“municipal solid waste” means

(a) refuse that originates from residential, commercial,
institutional, demolition, land clearing or construction sources,
or
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(b) refuse specified by a director to be included in a waste
management plan;

“sewage facility” means works operated by a municipality to
gather, treat, transport, store, utilize or discharge sewage.

Waste management plans

24 (1) A municipality, alone or with one or more other municipalities, may
submit for approval by the minister a waste management plan, that
complies with the regulations respecting the management of municipal
liquid waste.

(2) On the written request of the minister, a regional district must submit
for approval by the minister a waste management plan that

(a) is for the benefit of the whole area of the regional district,

(b) complies with the regulations, and

(c) is in respect of biomedical waste.

(3) Despite any other requirement of this Act, the minister, by notice in
writing, may

(a) direct a municipality to prepare a waste management plan
that complies with the regulations or revise a waste
management plan and submit it to the minister for approval on
or before a date specified by the minister, or

(b) specify a date by which a municipality must provide proof,
in a form satisfactory to the minister, of the progress that the
municipality is making to comply with this section.

(4) If the minister considers it to be in the public interest and is satisfied
that a municipality is making efforts in good faith to complete a waste
management plan in accordance with this Act and the regulations, the
minister may, on conditions specified by the minister, grant an extension
of a date specified under this section.

(5) Subject to section 27 (2) [public consultation process], the minister
may, at any time, with or without conditions, approve all or part of a
waste management plan or an amendment to a waste management plan.

(6) The minister may, by order, amend or cancel a waste management
plan and, if cancelled, the waste management plan ceases to have force or
effect.

(7) Despite anything in the Community Charter or the Local Government
Act, if a waste management plan
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(a) is required under subsection (2) or (3) (a), or

(b) has been approved by the minister under subsection (5),

a bylaw adopted by a municipality for the purpose of preparing the waste
management plan referred to in paragraph (a), or implementing the waste
management plan referred to in paragraph (b), does not require a petition,
the assent of the electors or the approval of the electors.

(8) Nothing in a waste management plan prevents the exercise of rights
conferred by a permit or approval subsisting on the date the waste
management plan is approved unless the permit or approval is suspended
or cancelled by the minister under section 18 (1) [suspension or
cancellation of permits and approvals].

(9) Despite subsection (8), if a provision of a permit or approval conflicts
with a requirement of an approved waste management plan, that provision
has no force or effect after the waste management plan is approved.

(10) Despite subsection (8), if an operational certificate is issued under
section 28 (1) [operational certificates] in respect of a site or facility for
which a permit or approval authorizing the discharge of waste was
previously issued, the permit or approval is cancelled.

Authority to manage municipal solid waste and recyclable material in
regional districts

25 (1) In this section and sections 26 [municipal solid waste disposal fees],
31 [control of air contaminants in Greater Vancouver] and 32 [disposal of
municipal solid waste in Greater Vancouver]:

“hauler licence” means a licence issued by a regional district to a
hauler, under the authority of a bylaw made under subsection (3) (h)
(i);

“recycler licence” means a licence issued by a regional district,
under the authority of a bylaw made under subsection (3) (h) (i), to
the owner or operator of a site that accepts and manages recyclable
material;

“regional district” means

(a) a regional district as defined in the Local Government Act,

(a.1) except in section 26, the Northern Rockies Regional
Municipality, or
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(b) the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District
constituted under the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and
Drainage District Act;

“site” means any site or facility, including those identified specifically
or by class in an approved waste management plan for the
management of municipal solid waste or recyclable material;

“waste stream management licence” means a licence issued by a
regional district, under the authority of a bylaw made under
subsection (3) (h) (i), to the owner or operator of a site that accepts
and manages municipal solid waste.

(2) Despite any other Act, a person must manage municipal solid waste
and recyclable material at a site in accordance with

(a) any applicable approved waste management plan for the
site,

(b) any requirements or conditions that a director includes in an
operational certificate or permit issued for the site, and

(c) any applicable bylaw made under subsection (3) of this
section or section 31 [control of air contaminants in Greater
Vancouver] or 32 [disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater
Vancouver].

(3) For the purpose of implementing an approved waste management
plan, a regional district may make bylaws to regulate the management of
municipal solid waste or recyclable material including, without limitation,
bylaws regulating, prohibiting or respecting one or more of the following:

(a) the types, quality or quantities of municipal solid waste or
recyclable material that may be brought onto or removed from
a site;

(b) the discarding or abandonment of municipal solid waste or
recyclable material;

(c) the burning of any class or quantity of municipal solid waste
or recyclable material;

(d) the delivery, deposit, storage or abandonment of municipal
solid waste or recyclable material at authorized or unauthorized
sites;

(e) the transport of municipal solid waste or recyclable material
within or through the area covered by the waste management
plan;
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(f) the operation, closure or post-closure of sites, including
requirements for

(i) the recording and submission of information,
(ii) audited statements respecting the municipal solid
waste or recyclable material received at and shipped from
a site, and

(iii) the installation and maintenance of works;

(g) respecting fees, including
(i) setting fees and charges that may vary according to

(A) the quantity, volume, composition or type of
municipal solid waste or recyclable material, or
(B) the class of persons, sites, operations,
activities, municipal solid wastes or recyclable
materials, and

(ii) specifying the manner and timing of the payment of
those fees and charges;

(h) requiring the owner or operator of a site or a hauler to
(i) hold a recycler licence, a waste stream management
licence or a hauler licence, or
(ii) comply with a code of practice;

(i) setting the terms and conditions for issuing, suspending,
amending or cancelling a licence referred to in paragraph (h);

(j) requiring an owner or operator of a site or a licence holder to
obtain insurance or provide security satisfactory to the regional
district to ensure

(i) compliance with the bylaws, and
(ii) that sufficient funding is available for site operations,
remediation, closure and post-closure monitoring;

(k) requiring the owner or operator of a site to contain
municipal solid waste or recyclable material within specified
height and area limits, and specify requirements and terms for
confirming compliance with those limits;

(I) prohibiting unauthorized persons from handling or removing
municipal solid waste or recyclable material that is deposited at
a site or set out for collection;

(m) establishing different prohibitions, conditions, requirements
and exemptions for different classes of persons, sites,
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operations, activities, municipal solid wastes or recyclable
materials;

(n) requiring an owner of municipal solid waste or recyclable
material, the deposit of which has been prohibited by bylaw, to
pay the cost of its disposal in a manner specified in the bylaw;

(o) authorizing designated persons to enter a site or inspect the
contents of a vehicle for the purpose of enforcing a bylaw made
under this subsection and, for this purpose, sections 109 [entry
on property] and 111 (2) [inspection of vehicles] apply to a
designated person as if the designated person is an officer
referred to in those sections, but only in respect of municipal
solid waste and recyclable material;

(p) providing that

(i) a contravention of a provision of the bylaws is an
offence punishable by a fine not exceeding $200 000, and
(ii) if a corporation commits an offence under the bylaws,
an employee, officer, director or agent of the corporation
who authorized, permitted or acquiesced in the offence
commits the offence even though the corporation is
convicted.

(4) Before exercising the authority under this section, a regional district
must

(a) indicate in its waste management plan its intention to
undertake consultations with affected stakeholders in
accordance with section 27 (1) [pub/ic consultation process],
and

(b) undertake the consultations.

(5) This section does not apply to the management of municipal solid
waste or recyclable material at the site at which it originates.

(6) A regional district, including its employees and elected officials, is not
liable

(a) to any person for environmental conditions at a site, or

(b) to remediate a site included in a waste management plan,

solely because it holds security as required under a bylaw made under
this Part.

Municipal solid waste disposal fees
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26 (1) In this section, “waste hauler” means

(a) a municipality that picks up, delivers, hauls or transports
municipal solid waste, or

(b) a person who, on a commercial basis, picks up, delivers,
hauls or transports municipal solid waste.

(2) In addition to its other powers, a regional district may, by bylaw,
exercise one or more of the following powers in relation to the collection
and disposal of municipal solid waste generated within its area or within a
municipality that has contracted with the regional district for the disposal
of municipal solid waste from the municipality:

(a) setting fees payable by persons who use the services of a
waste hauler or by generators of municipal solid waste;

(b) setting levels of fees based on
(i) the quantity, volume, type or composition of municipal
solid waste generated,

(ii) the fees charged by the applicable waste hauler for its
services, or
(iii) any other criteria prescribed by regulation;

(c) varying fees by class of persons, operations, activities,
industries, trades, businesses, works, sites or municipal solid
wastes;

(d) requiring waste haulers to
(i) act as agents of the regional district when collecting
fees under this section,
(ii) remit fees to the regional district in accordance with
the bylaw,
(iii) maintain records in accordance with the bylaw, and
(iv) permit an employee or agent of the regional district
to inspect and make copies of these records during the
waste hauler’s normal business hours;

(e) setting conditions respecting the collection and remittance
of fees by waste haulers and setting compensation payable to
the waste haulers for this service;

(f) establishing fines for failure to comply with a bylaw made
under this section.

Public consultation process
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27 (1) A municipality must provide for a process for comprehensive review
and consultation with the public respecting all aspects of the development,
amendment and final content of a waste management plan that applies to
that municipality.

(2) The minister may not approve a waste management plan unless the
minister is satisfied that there has been adequate public review and
consultation with respect to the development, amendment and final
content of the waste management plan.

Operational certificates

28 (1) If a waste management plan is approved by the minister, a director
may, in accordance with the regulations, issue an operational certificate,
with or without conditions, to the municipality or to any person who is the
owner of a site or facility covered by the waste management plan.

(2) An operational certificate issued under subsection (1) forms part of
and must not conflict with the approved waste management plan.

(3) A director may exercise a power or authority in relation to an
operational certificate in the same manner and to the same extent as
provided by this Act with respect to a permit.

(4) At least 14 days before issuing an operational certificate, a director
must give notice of his or her intention to issue the operational certificate

(a) in writing to the person named in the operational certificate,
and

(b) to the public in accordance with the regulations.

(5) A director who gives notice under subsection (4) must allow any
person who has been given notice under that subsection to

(a) inspect the proposed operational certificate, and

(b) provide comments to the director respecting the
requirements or conditions of the proposed operational
certificate.

Sewage control areas

29 (1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may designate all or a specified
part of a municipality as a sewage control area, and on the designation the
council, board or other governing body of the municipality

(a) must appoint one or more persons as sewage control
managers, and
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(b) may appoint one or more persons as municipal sewage
control officers

who have and may exercise, in relation to the sewage control area, the
powers of an officer set out in section 109 [entry on property].

(2) A sewage control manager may, subject to any applicable waste
management plan, by order, prohibit or regulate the discharge of any type
of waste other than domestic sewage into a sewage facility.

(3) Without limiting subsection (2), a sewage control manager may

(a) in an order made under subsection (2), specify
(i) the conditions under which the waste may be
discharged into a sewage facility, and
(ii) that the person who discharges, or the council, board
or other governing body that permits the waste to be
discharged into the sewage facility in the municipality, or
both of them, monitor the waste discharged in the
manner and at the times specified, or

(b) amend or revoke an order made by him or her under
subsection (2).

(4) A sewage control manager may order a person who discharges waste
other than domestic sewage into a sewage facility, or who possesses
waste other than domestic sewage that may ultimately be discharged into
a sewage facility, to keep records and provide information in the form and
manner required by the sewage control manager respecting the waste
discharged, handled, stored, treated or transported.

(5) A person affected by an order of a sewage control manager under this
section may appeal the order under Division 2 [Appeals from Decisions
under this Act] of Part 8 in the same manner as if the order were a
decision of the director, and Part 8 applies.

(6) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may reduce or extend the
boundaries of a sewage control area, and may disestablish a sewage
control area.

Sewage in regional districts

30 (1) The board of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District
or, if a regional district exercises a power to provide a service related to
the disposal or treatment of sewage, the board of the district, may make
bylaws respecting the direct or indirect discharge of wastes into any sewer
or drain connected to a sewerage facility operated by the district.
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(2) A bylaw made under this section may provide that its contravention is
an offence punishable by a fine not exceeding $10 000.

(3) Without limiting subsection (1), a bylaw under this section may do one
or more of the following:

(a) require the keeping of records and the provision of
information respecting waste produced on property other than
residential property;

(b) impose conditions respecting the discharge into sewers of
waste produced on property other than residential property;

(c) provide that its prohibitions, restrictions and requirements
apply only to specified persons or classes of persons.

Control of air contaminants in Greater Vancouver

31 (1) Despite anything in its letters patent, the Greater Vancouver Regional
District may provide the service of air pollution control and air quality
management and, for that purpose, the board of the regional district may,
by bylaw, prohibit, regulate and otherwise control and prevent the
discharge of air contaminants.

(2) The board of the Greater Vancouver Regional District must appoint

(a) officers who may, with respect to the discharge of air
contaminants in the Greater Vancouver Regional District,
exercise all the powers of an officer under section 109 [entry on
property] and the regulations, and

(b) a district director and one or more assistant district directors
who may, with respect to the discharge of air contaminants in
the Greater Vancouver Regional District, exercise all the powers
of a director under this Act.

(3) Without limiting subsection (1), a bylaw under this section may do one
or more of the following:

(a) provide that contravention of a provision of the bylaw that is
intended to limit the quantity of air contaminants or that
specifies the characteristics of air contaminants that may be
discharged into the air is an offence punishable by a fine not
exceeding $1 000 000;

(b) provide that a contravention of a provision of the bylaw,
other than a provision referred to in paragraph (a), is an
offence punishable by a fine not exceeding $200 000;
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(c) require the keeping of records and the provision of
information respecting air contaminants and their discharge;

(d) exempt from the application of section 6 (2) and (3) [waste
disposal], in relation to the discharge of air contaminants, any
operation, activity, industry, trade, business, air contaminant or
works that complies with the bylaw, if it also complies with any
further restrictions or conditions imposed under this Act;

(e) establish different prohibitions, regulations, rates or levels
of fees, conditions, requirements and exemptions

(i) for different persons, operations, activities, industries,
trades, businesses, air contaminants or works, and
(ii) for different classes of persons, operations, activities,
industries, trades, businesses, air contaminants or works.

(4) A district director may, by order, impose on a person further
restrictions or conditions in relation to an operation, activity, industry,
trade, business, air contaminant or works covered by a bylaw under
subsection (3) (d) in order that the person may qualify for an exemption
under that subsection, including a condition that the person obtain a
permit.

(5) The minister may require the Greater Vancouver Regional District to
amend, suspend or cancel any bylaw or part of a bylaw made under this
section if the minister considers it necessary in the public interest.

Disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater Vancouver

32 (1) In addition to anything in the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and
Drainage District Act, the Administration Board of the Greater Vancouver
Sewerage and Drainage District may make bylaws to prohibit, regulate or
otherwise control the introduction into the environment of municipal solid
waste.

(2) Without limiting subsection (1), a bylaw under this section may do one
or more of the following:

(a) provide that contravention of a provision of the bylaw that is
intended to limit the quantity of municipal solid waste, or that
specifies the characteristics of municipal solid waste that may
be discharged into the environment, is an offence punishable by
a fine not exceeding $1 000 000;

(b) provide that a contravention of a provision of the bylaw,
other than a provision referred to in paragraph (a), is an
offence punishable by a fine not exceeding $200 000;
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(c) require the keeping of records and the provision of
information respecting municipal solid waste and its discharge;

(d) exempt from the application of section 6 (2) and (3) [waste
disposal], in relation to the discharge of municipal solid waste,
any operation, activity, industry, trade, business, works, site,
facility or municipal solid waste that complies with the bylaw, if
it also complies with any further restrictions or conditions
imposed under this Act;

(e) establish different prohibitions, regulations, rates or levels
of fees, conditions, requirements and exemptions for different
classes of persons, operations, activities, industries, trades,
businesses, works, sites or municipal solid wastes.

(3) The Administration Board of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and
Drainage District, before exercising a power under subsection (1) or (2),
must

(a) appoint a district director and one or more assistant district
directors who may, with respect to the management of
municipal solid waste and recyclable material at sites within the
area of the Greater Vancouver Regional District, exercise all the
powers of a director under this Act, and

(b) appoint officers who may, with respect to the management
of municipal solid waste and recyclable material at sites within
the area of the Greater Vancouver Regional District, exercise all
the powers of an officer under sections 109 [entry on property]
and 111 [inspection of vehicles] of this Act and under the
regulations.

(4) If the minister considers it necessary in the public interest with respect
to the exercise of the powers granted under subsections (1) and (2), the
minister may

(a) require a person designated by the minister to carry out a
review of the manner in which the powers have been exercised
by the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District, or

(b) take any action to ensure proper administration of the
powers granted, including authorizing the designated person to
carry out the duties associated with those powers.

(5) After the minister receives a report and recommendation from the
officers referred to in subsection (4) (a), and after any consultation the
minister considers necessary, the minister may revoke any or all of the
powers granted under subsection (1) or (2).
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(6) No action lies, and no proceedings may be brought, against the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District or an officer, employee
or elected or appointed official of the Greater Vancouver Regional District
because of anything arising out of the administration of the powers, duties
and functions under this section unless a person establishes that the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District or an officer, employee
or elected or appointed official of the Greater Vancouver Regional District
has acted in bad faith.

(7) Division 2 [Appeals from Decisions under this Act] of Part 8 and section
133 [service of notice] apply to a decision of the Administration Board of
the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District, or a decision of an
officer, employee or elected or appointed official of the Greater Vancouver
Regional District, made under the authority of a bylaw made under
subsection (1) or (2).

(8) This section does not apply to a site owned or operated by the Greater
Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District or one of its member
municipalities.

Disposal of municipal solid waste in other regional districts

33 (1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, on receipt of a written request
from a regional district, other than a regional district that is within the area
of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District, and after
appropriate consultation with the regional district and affected
stakeholders, may make regulations

(a) giving the regional district the authority to make bylaws to
prohibit, regulate or otherwise control the introduction into the
environment of municipal solid waste within the area covered
by the regional districtTsapproved solid waste management
plan, and

(b) specifying the terms and conditions, including terms and
conditions respecting the collection of fees, to which the
authority under paragraph (a) is subject.

(2) Section 32 (2) to (8) [disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater
Vancouver] applies in relation to a regional district in respect of which the
Lieutenant Governor in Council has made regulations under subsection (1).

Bylaw approval or amendment

34 (1) A bylaw made by a regional district under the authority of section 25
[authority to manage municipal solid waste and recyclable material in
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regional districts], 26 [municipal solid waste disposal fees] or 33 [disposal
of municipal solid waste in other regional districts] or made by the
Administration Board of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage
District under the authority of section 25, 26 or 32 [disposal of municipal
solid waste in Greater Vancouver], may not be adopted without the prior
written approval of the minister.

(2) If the minister considers it necessary in the public interest, the
minister may require a regional district or the Greater Vancouver
Sewerage and Drainage District to amend, suspend or cancel a bylaw or
part of a bylaw, or any authorization given under a bylaw made under
section 25 [authority to manage municipal solid waste and recyclable
material in regional districts], 26 [municipal solid waste disposal fees], 32
[disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater Vancouver] or 33 [disposal of
municipal solid waste in other regional districts].

Delegation of powers

35 (1) For the purposes of sections 25 [authority to manage municipal solid
waste and recyclable material in regional districts], 26 [municipal solid
waste disposal fees], 32 [disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater
Vancouver] and 33 [disposal of municipal solid waste in other regional
districts], a regional district may, by bylaw, delegate to an officer or
employee of the regional district the power to perform the functions and
duties of the regional district in bylaws made under those sections.

(2) For the purpose of sections 25 [authority to manage municipal solid
waste and recyclable material in regional district], 26 [municipal solid
waste disposal fees] and 32 [disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater
Vancouver], the Administration Board of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage
and Drainage District may, by bylaw, delegate to an officer or employee of
the Greater Vancouver Regional District the power to perform the
functions and duties of the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage
District in bylaws made under those sections.

(3) A bylaw referred to in subsection (1) or (2) must include an appeal
mechanism from a decision of the officer or employee.

Municipal administration of storage tanks

36 (1) A municipality may, on giving notice to a director, administer
regulations made under this Act respecting tanks used to store petroleum
products or other substances.
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(2) No action or other proceeding for damages lies or may be instituted
against a municipality or a member of its council or an officer or employee
of the municipality for anything done or omitted to be done in the exercise
or intended exercise of any authority conferred on it by subsection (1)
unless the person acted negligently or in bad faith.

Conflicts between this Act and bylaws, permits, etc. issued by a municipality

37 (1) Despite the Community Charter, the Local Government Act, the
Vancouver Charter or the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage
District Act,

(a) a bylaw of a municipality, other than a bylaw under section
30 [sewage in regional districts], 31 [control of air
contaminants in Greater Vancouver], 32 [disposal of municipal
solid waste in Greater Vancouver] or 33 [disposal of municipal
solid waste in other regional districts], or

(b) a permit, licence, approval or other document issued under
the authority of a municipal bylaw

that conflicts with this Act, the regulations, an approved waste
management plan or a permit, approval or order under this Act is without
effect to the extent of the conflict.

(2) A bylaw under section 30 [sewage in regional districts], 31 [control of
air contaminants in Greater Vancouver], 32 [disposal of municipal solid
waste in Greater Vancouver] or 33 [disposal of municipal solid waste in
other regional districts] that conflicts with this Act, the regulations, an
approved waste management plan or a permit, approval or order, other
than one issued by a district director, is without effect to the extent of the
conflict.

(3) A permit, approval or order issued by a district director that conflicts
with this Act, the regulations, an approved waste management plan or a
bylaw under section 30 [sewage in regional districts], 31 [control of air
contaminants in Greater Vancouver], 32 [disposal of municipal solid waste
in Greater Vancouver] or 33 [disposal of municipal solid waste in other
regional districts], is without effect to the extent of the conflict.

(4) A bylaw of a municipality that conflicts with a bylaw under section 30
[sewage in regional districts], 31 [control of air contaminants in Greater
Vancouver], 32 [disposal of municipal solid waste in Greater Vancouver] or
33 [disposal of municipal solid waste in other regional districts], is without
effect to the extent of the conflict.

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/documentlLOC/freeside/--%20E%20--/En... 11/4/2013
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(5) For the purposes of subsections (1) to (4), a conflict does not exist
solely because further restrictions or conditions are imposed by the bylaw,
permit, licence, approval, order or other document, unless the minister by
order declares that a conflict exists.

(6) Despite the Local Government Act and the Vancouver Charter, if

(a) a bylaw of a municipality purports to zone land for a use, or

(b) a land use contract under the Local Government Act
purports to restrict the use of land to a use

that would not allow the land to be used for the purpose allowed under a
permit, approval or order issued in respect of the land or an approved
waste management plan respecting the land, the Lieutenant Governor in
Council may, by order, suspend the operation of the bylaw or contract to
the extent the Lieutenant Governor in Council considers necessary to
enable the rights given by the permit approval or order to be exercised.

Regulations for purposes of Part 3

38 (1) Without limiting section 138 (1) [general authority to make
regulations], the Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations as
follows:

(a) respecting the development, content, amendment, approval
and review of waste management plans and operational
certificates;

(b) establishing municipal solid waste reduction targets for the
purpose of assessing waste management plans;

(c) prescribing the criteria for setting fees for the purposes of
section 26 (2) (b) (iii) [municipal solid waste disposal fees].

(2) Section 139 [regulations — general rules] applies for the purpose of
making regulations under this section.
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Recycling Regulation Guide

Background

The Recycling Regulation (the ‘Regulation”) was enacted in 2004 replacing previous regulations dating
back to 1971. The Regulation, under the authority of the Environmental Management Act, provides a
single results-based framework that provides producers with the flexibility to design product
stewardship programs that work best for their businesses. The Regulation includes core requirements
applying to all producers and programs for each product category with an emphasis on environmental
outcomes and program performance. The Regulation requires product producers to establish targets
and report on performance such as the amount of product sold versus collected, the number and
distribution of collection facilities, and consistency with the pollution prevention hierarchy. The
regulation may be expanded to include a new product category through the addition of a schedule for
that product or material. The product categories are broad and can include a large number of varied
products. The Electronic and Electrical Product Category, for example, includes such diverse items as
computers, small appliances, power tools, cell phones, batteries and light bulbs.

Producers and consumers assume this responsibility within a framework characterized by:

Producer/User Responsibility

• Responsibility for the management of products is shifted from general taxpayers to producers
and users.

• Responsibility is not shifted to other levels of government without consent.

Level Playing Field

• All brand-owners for a particular product category are subject to the same stewardship
responsibilities.

• All consumers have reasonable access to product collection facilities.

Results-based

• Programs focus on results and provide brand-owners with flexibility to determine the most
cost-effective means of achieving the desired outcomes with minimum government
involvement.

• Product categories are clearly defined to simplify compliance and enforcement and ensure
common understanding among program participants.

• Programs are tailored for individual products and encourage continued innovation by producers
to minimize environmental impacts during all stages of the product lifecycle.



Transparency and Accountability

• Program development process is open and provides the opportunity for input to all
stakeholders.

• Industry is accountable to both government and consumers for environmental outcomes and
allocation of revenue from fees.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide potential, new and existing producers with direction and
assistance on meeting their obligations under the Regulation. The Recycling Regulation Guide (the
“Guide”) does not take precedence over the Recycling Regulation, Environmental Management Act or
any other legislation.

In addition to the definitions in the Regulation, Appendix A provides a glossary of words or terms used in
this document. The terms “part”, “section” or “schedule” refer to the Regulation, including a section or
schedule number. “Plan” refers to Product Stewardship Plan.



Part A Roles and Responsibilities

Wh h PiIu hiIty it h lush Ct bla?

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is a management system based on industry and consumers
taking life-cycle responsibility for the products they produce and use. In British Columbia, producers of
regulated products are required to manage Industry-led Product Stewardship Programs that include
collection and recycling. By regulating industry stewardship responsibility the provincial government has
moved away from government-managed and taxpayer-financed waste management programs.

tiho is the produrer?

The producer is typically the product manufacturer, distributor or brand-owner. The producer could also
be an importer, broker or retailer who sells the product directly to a consumer or imports and uses the
product in a commercial enterprise and includes catalogue or Internet transactions. The definition of a
“producer” is provided in section 1 of the Regulation.

Vhat are a urodurer’s bash eligrions?

A producer must either have an approved Product Stewardship Plan under Part 2 of the Regulation and
comply with the plan or comply with Part 3, to use in a commercial enterprise, offer for sale, sell or
distribute a regulated product in British Columbia (Part 1, section 2). If the producer chooses to comply
with Part 3, they must notify the director in writing of their intention to meet the requirements of this
part by the deadlines specified in the related product schedule.

The Regulation provides producers the option of appointing an agency to carry out their duties under an
approved product stewardship plan. If a producer chooses to appoint an agency, the producer must
notify the agency in writing before the agency begins to carry out the duties of the producer and specify
the duties under Part 2 that the agency will perform on behalf of the producer.

At the request of the Director, the agency must provide:

1. A list of the producers the agency represents.
2. A copy of the producer’s appointment letter.

A producer may appoint an agency to undertake their duties that include, but are not limited to,
preparing a plan, implementing and managing a program and reporting on performance. Producers have
found that creating a new agency or joining an existing stewardship agency can be a cost-effective and
efficient way to meet their obligations under the Regulation. The producers remain the obligated party
regardless of the agency structure.



The agency must (refer to section 2):

1. Confirm the duties that the agency will perform on behalf of each producer and comply with the
approved product stewardship plan.

2. Notify the producer(s) of any alleged non-compliance, ticket, charge or conviction.

Who do0)005 the design of the agency?

The governance structure, management of program costs, and operational systems of an agency are
determined by the producers as members of the agency. It is recommended that producers consider
multi-stakeholder representation on the Board of Directors of the agency, such as consumer groups,
environmental non-government organizations (ENGOS), local governments, etc.

Consideration might be given to the establishment of an ongoing stakeholder advisory process, such as a
standing stakeholder advisory committee tothe Board, as part of the accountability and transparency
structure of the organization. Standing advisory committees are ways in which stakeholders with vested
interests (e.g., commercial interests) could be included without having a decision-making role on the
Board.

For further guidance on establishing such agencies, Environment Canada has published a Producer
Responsibility Organization Manual titled: Guidance Manualfor Establishing, Maintaining and Improving
Producer Responsibility Organizations in Canada, which can be found on the Ministry’s website at
www.env.gov. bc.ca/epd/recycling/resou rces/reports/pdf/pro eng.pdf.

How do fond the program?

Stewardship program funding is the producers’ responsibility. Producers who choose to fund their
stewardship program with a visible fee charged to the consumer must submit an independently audited
financial statement to the Ministry as part of their annual report.

To ensure environment outcomes and regulatory requirements are met, the Ministry reviews and
approves stewardship plans and annual reports, provides assistance to producers in understanding the
requirements of the Regulation through documents such as this one, and conducts compliance and
enforcement actions where necessary.

The Ministry of Environment (MoE) Industry Product Stewardship Compliance Strategy lays out a
framework for compliance and enforcement activities under the Recycling Regulation. A copy of this
document can be found at:
hop ://www.env.gov. bc.ca/epd/recycling/guide/pdf/ips-compliance-strategy-july2OlO. pdf

The Ministry prefers that producers in compliance with the Regulation, or their stewardship agency,



make the first effort in encouraging non- compliant producers to meet their regulatory obligations. After
unsuccessful attempts, the producer(s) or their agency may refer the situation to the Ministry for
compliance action.

Local governments, possibly through a stakeholder advisory committee, may participate in or assist a
prod uct stewardship program by:

• providing input during the consultation phase on draft Product Stewardship Plans;
• providing facilities or operational services as a service provider at a landfill or other local site for

product collection or processing;
• helping to inform the public that the stewardship program is available;
• assisting the producer or agency with local land use and business licence issues relating to

collection and processing facilities;
• imposing landfill disposal bans on regulated products; and
• providing input on the operations of product stewardship programs.

What is the role of retailers?

A retailer may be a producer such as a brand-owner, as defined in the Regulation, and have a duty to
comply as a producer. Retailers of certain products may also have obligations as defined in an approved
stewardship plan or in the Regulation such as the beverage container deposit-refund system.

Even if not identified in the Regulation, retailers are important stakeholders. Producers should ensure
that retailers are correctly informed about their program and can inform consumers of:

• the existence of the stewardship program;
• the location of the nearest collection point for the product;
• any deposits charged and refunds available in accordance with the Regulation;
• any fee collected as a part of the stewardship program; and
• the fact that producer fees are not government taxes.



Part B. Developing a Product Stewardship Plan

The Regulation provides a framework for establishing industry-led product stewardship programs.
Schedules for specific product categories can be added to the Regulation, each with unique
requirements. The basic components required in a stewardship plan are specified in section 5 of the
Regulation. This portion of the Guide provides examples, resources and tools a producer may use in
developing a plan.

How do I prepare a product stewardship plan?

Basic plan considerations are described in this guide. Producers should ensure that the plan addresses
all elements outlined in section 5 of the Regulation. Producers are encouraged to make their
stewardship plan public and post it on the internet as a transparency provision prior to and during
stakeholder consultations. The plan must be submitted to the Ministry on or before the date set out in
the applicable schedule of the Regulation.

‘iJhen (10 I submit/implement the plan?

Before a producer uses, distributes or sells a regulated product in BC, the producer must have an
approved plan, join an agency with an approved plan, or comply with Part 3 of the Regulation.

For new product categoriesadded to the Regulation, transition provisions will be provided outlining the
date by which plans must be submitted to the director and the program’s implementation date.

Every five years the producer must review its approved plan and submit any amendments or advise the
director in writing that the approved plan does not require changes as per section 6. The Ministry’s
expectation is that producers will conduct stakeholder consultations based on a review of their previous
five year program performance and any new proposed program amendments.

V’hat happens if my plan is not submitted by the required date?

If a producer has not submitted a plan or joined an existing agency with an approved plan by the
required date for a new product category, the producer is immediately subject to and must comply with
Part 3 in the Regulation and must notify the Director of their intent to do so. If the producer does not
comply with Part 3, or is excluded from this option under the Regulation, then the producer is in
non-compliance with the Regulation.



The minimum requirements for the content of a stewardship plan are outlined in section 5 of the
Regulation.

Topic headings for a stewardship plan should include:

1. Appointment of an agency (if applicable)
2. Stakeholder consultation
3. Collection system and consumer access

o Recovery rate
4. Consumer awareness
5. Management of program costs
6. Management of environmental impacts
7. Dispute resolution
8. Performance Measurement Summary table

Include details regarding program performance measurement and targets under each of the relevant
topic headings and provide a performance measurement summary table (refer to Appendix B).
Consideration should be given to writing a clear and concise plan in under 15 pages.

How do I conduct a satisfactory consultaHon process?

Conducting a satisfactory consultation process is an essential part of developing and operating a
stewardship program. As detailed in section 5(b) of the Regulation, the producer must undertake
satisfactory consultation with stakeholders prior to submitting the plan for approval and provide an
opportunity for stakeholder input in the implementation and operation of the product stewardship
program.

A stakeholder is generally considered a person or organization whose interests will potentially be or are
affected by the provisions of a proposed plan or the operation of an existing plan. Stakeholders include:
consumers, retailers, service providers, brand-owners, producers, local governments, public interest
groups, First Nations, or any other person or class of persons whose interests, in the opinion of the
director, are or will be affected.

The Ministry considers the following principles key to a satisfactory consultation process:

• stakeholder involvement begins at the design of the consultation plan;
• the consultation process engages a cross-section of the stakeholder group, including:

o industry affected by or with an interest in the operation of the stewardship plan
(retailers, service providers, brand-owners)

o local govern ment representatives
o public interest groups



o members of the public and/or consumers that will make use of the stewardship
program

• stakeholders are provided with effective and timely notice of consultation opportunities;
• stakeholders are able to determine the implications to their interests by reading the wording in

a document that is the subject of the consultation;
• stakeholders are provided with sufficient time to respond to draft documents;
• the process for reviewing responses is open and responders are advised on how their responses

were addressed; and
• proceedings and results of activities that are part of the consultation process are properly

documented and available for public review.

Some examples of consultation mechanisms include regional meetings, e-mail, an interactive website,
and webinars. The ministry recommends:

• web based posting of the draft stewardship plan for a minimum of 45 days; and
• four public meetings held throughout the province giving stakeholders the opportunity to

provide face to face feedback.

Alternative consultation options such as web-based seminars may be considered. Consult with the
Ministry to ensure options meet with the Ministry’s expectations.

A consultation summary document should be included as an appendix to the stewardship plan. This will
outline what was heard and how the plan will or will not address these comments or issues, when and
where the meetings (webinars) were hosted, the number of people that attended, and who they were
(e.g., industry, public, NGO’s, etc).

What is an appropriate performance measurement framework for my
stewardship program?

The regulatory framework of the Regulation requires that producers provide measurable results that
demonstrate their program’s performance. Producers will need to define their program’s desired
objectives and outcomes and select performance measures that can be used to evaluate the
achievement of these goals.

When designing a performance measurement framework with a core suite of performance indicators,
consider researching and reviewing current measurement practices, consulting with representatives
from other stewardship programs and utilizing an external consultant or auditor. Performance
information should be reviewed to ensure the right data is collected and reported in a way that can
provide for third party verification of financial and certain non-financial information in annual reports
and can be easily interpreted by the Ministry and stakeholders.

The Ministry considers that good performance indicators are:

• Representative of performance.



• Easily communicated and understood by stakeholders.
• Based on accessible, reliable and accurate data that is verifiable by a third party.
• Cost effective: The costs and collection effort associated with selected performance measures

should be proportionate to the informational value they provide.
• Consistent over time and facilitate fair cross-program comparisons by using generally accepted

measurement methodology.

Under each topic heading of the stewardship plan, where relevant, clearly identify key performance
indicators and multi-year performance targets. Provide rationale describing how each indicator and
corresponding target(s) will demonstrate the achievement of performance objectives (i.e.: What is the
performance indicator meant to gauge?); briefly explain what is measured and/or provide the
calculation; and if applicable, acknowledge any limitations in using a particular indicator.

The total number of performance indicators chosen to track and report on should be adequate to
demonstrate overall program performance. In some cases, relevant data needed to select indicators or
set program targets may not be available during program implementation (e.g., estimates of what is
available for collection, units sold in BC, or consumer awareness levels). New programs may propose
baseline or interim performance measures and targets and, if approved, report on theses metrics until
core performance indicators and targets can be identified.

The director may require specific performance measures when approving the stewardship plan.

Refer to Appendix B and Environment Canada’s, Performance Measurement and Reporting for Extended
Producer Responsibility Programs: Reporting Guidance Document
www.env,gov,bc,ca/epd/recycling/guide/pdf/extend-prod-Dm-report. pdf

What might consider when designing a collection system?

The Regulation requires that the stewardship plan adequately provides for the producer to collect and
pay the costs of recycling and managing products within the product category covered by the plan. The
Regulation also requires the plan to provide for reasonable and free consumer access to collection
facilities throughout B.C.

The collection system design should consider and prioritize the degree of hazard presented by the
product. For example, products that are considered hazardous should be handled differently from
non-hazardous products such as beverage containers. The producer should refer to the B.C. Hazardous
Waste Regulation for hazardous waste products and all other applicable legislation.

Producers may partner across product categories to share existing collection systems. Service providers
may be interested in developing new, or expanding existing, multi-material collection facilities.
Producers should consult with regional or local governments to determine the most effective collection
system for specific areas.



Depending on the nature of the product, a producer must either report on the “recovery rate” of a
product as defined in the Regulation or a measure or combination of measures that provides an
assessment of the program in terms of its success in collecting and appropriately managing the product.
Generally, a recovery rate should be a measurement of what is collected over what is sold. For
consumable products, the producer should develop a metric to estimate the amount of product
available for collection and provide rationalization for product that is not collected. For products with a
long lag time between purchase and collection by a product stewardship program, product appropriate
recovery targets will need to be set. Examples are provided in Appendix B.

The general trend over a 3 to 5 year period should demonstrate continuous improvement in
performance.

Vhat shoud tny oiisunier avareness program indude?

An effective consumer education program will make consumers or the target audience aware of the
stewardship program and its benefits, the location of collection facilities and how to manage products in
a safe manner. Consideration should be given to developing program specific and collaborative
communications tools, such as a web site, call-in service/province-wide hotline, participating in
municipal calendars, brochures, posters, signage, and advertisements in languages suited to local
demographics.

A producer or agency might consider conducting market research to identify baseline measures, target
audiences and key messages relevant to its program. Some stewardship agencies regularly conduct
studies or commission polls to assist them in developing relevant messages and identifying suitable
distribution channels for target audiences. Consideration might be given to utilizing the services of
community-based organizations for assistance with designing and distributing information and key
messages.

Producers need to engage with retailers and adequately inform them of their stewardship program
including information to correctly answer questions regarding visible fees, the safe handling of products,
and the location of collection facilities.

To evaluate the effectiveness of communications strategies, a performance measurement might include
a benchmark and follow-up studies that demonstrate the level of consumer awareness about the
program.

:a

The Regulation requires that the plan adequately provide for eliminating or reducing the environmental
impacts of a product throughout the product’s life cycle. This includes changes in product design (Design



for the Environment); material use; recycled content; recyclability; resource, water and energy inputs;
and stewardship program operations.

The stewardship plan must adequately provide for the management of the product in adherence to the
order of preference in the pollution prevention hierarchy. This means that pollution prevention is not
undertaken at one level unless or until all feasible opportunities for pollution prevention at a higher
level have been undertaken. The stewardship plan should specify the performance targets for how much
of a product, or which components of the product, will be managed at each level of the hierarchy.

Below are some questions related to the pollution prevention hierarchy that a producer may use as
examples to consider and address in the stewardship plan and provide an update in each annual report:

a) Reduce environmental impact of product production by eliminating toxic components or
increasing energy and resource efficiency

o Are there toxic materials used and released to the environment in the manufacturing
process? Can these be eliminated by changing the manufacturing process or finding
alternatives?

o Are there any pollutants or chemicals used and released during the manufacturing
process, during normal use of the product by consumers, or during the end-of-life
management of the product? Can these be eliminated by changing the manufacturing
process or finding alternatives?

o Are there opportunities to increase the efficiency of material, energy and water use in
the manufacturing process?

o Are there opportunities to reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions during the
manufacturing process?

o Are there opportunities to increase the amount of renewable energy and recycled
materials and decrease the amount of non-renewable energy and primary resources
used in the manufacturing process?

b) Redesign the product to improve reusability or recyclability
o Can the product be designed so that it can be reused as is or easily upgraded by

changing only necessary components or can it easily be disassembled so that its
components can be profitably reused? Are there examples where such products are
reusable?

c) Eliminate or reduce the generation of unused portions of a product that is consumable
o Can the product be packaged and marketed to reduce the amount of residual

product/packaging that is generated?
o Can product components that are not reusable or recyclable be eliminated or

redesigned (e.g., use of flame retardant in plastics)?
d) Re-use the product

o Describe efforts made to ensure products are re-used.
e) Recycle the product



o If the product is not suitable for reuse, can it be easily and completely recycled? If not,
can it be designed to be more easily recycled?

f) Recover material or energy from the product
g) Otherwise dispose of the waste in compliance with the Act

o Identify the percentage of material that is disposed of and describe any efforts to
process materials at a higher level in the hierarchy.

The order of the hierarchy is based on the principles of prevention and precaution and also on the
following considerations:

• Actions taken at higher levels of the hierarchy can eliminate or reduce the environmental
management costs of actions at lower levels. Redesigning a product to promote reuse or to
reduce the recycling costs are examples of this.

• The environmental impacts of an activity at one level of the hierarchy are less than the
environmental impacts of an activity at a lower level of the hierarchy. For example, reuse and,
to a lesser degree recycling, reduce the environmental impact of extracting and processing
primary resources, and use of recycled material reduces the energy cost of manufacturing new
product.

• Adherence to the highest level of performance under the hierarchy can encourage innovation
and investment to improve the capability and competitiveness of industry.

The application of the hierarchy should be assessed at the product-specific level for its reuse potential as
early in the collection process as needed. For instance, “reuse” may apply to a whole product, such as
glass beverage containers, or to a portion of the collected product, such as electronic components. The
producer should include as many product management options in the assessment as possible.

To determine whether “all feasible opportunities for pollution prevention at a higher level have been
undertaken” as stated in section 5 of the Regulation, the producer should review opportunities for
improvement and validate analysis.

The hierarchy is a general principle, and may not hold in all applications. Departures from the hierarchy
may be justified, if based on a properly designed life cycle analysis.

The producer is responsible for designing an appropriate dispute resolution procedure for disputes
arising from the implementation and operation of the stewardship plan. This will be reviewed by
stakeholders during the plan development process. While not specified in the Regulation, the Ministry
encourages producers to establish a procedure for dealing with complaints or concerns on the part of
consumers, local governments, retailers and non-commercial stakeholders.

For information on dispute resolution resources, visit the Ministry of Attorney General’s Dispute
Resolution Office webs ite at www.ag.gov.bc,ca/dro/.



Consideration should be given to the following principles:

• Access: that appropriate options for preventing conflicts and resolving them at every stage of a
dispute be available and easily accessible.

• Community Participation: that conflict resolution resources exist within various communities
and that these communities, in appropriate circumstances, assume an active role in resolving
disputes.

• Individual Satisfaction: that dispute resolution options maximize individual involvement and
satisfaction with the process.

• Equality: that dispute resolution processes be structured to balance power inequities between
the parties.

• Quality of Resolutions: that settlements be fair and equitable and parties honour them.
• Efficiency: that dispute resolution options:

o be well-matched to the dispute;
o be cost-effective; and
o minimize delay in reaching resolution.

• Awareness:
o that the public be aware of alternative dispute resolution options; and
o that individuals understand how co-operative approaches to dispute resolution work.



Part C. Annual Reporting

Producers are required to submit an annual report to the director by July lst each year and to post a
copy of the report on their website. An agency may provide one report for each approved plan on behalf
of its member producers. The ministry requests that you submit a printed copy for review and filing
purposes as well as a digital copy for posting to the Ministry website. The Regulation provides the
minimum requirements for an annual report that documents how a producer has met all regulatory
requirements, including those set by the Director and commitments made in the stewardship plan.
Along with the annual report, producers must submit reasonalle assurance opinion from a third party
on non-financial information and an independently audited financial statement if a fee or charge is
applied at the point of sale to fund the stewardship program.

If the annual report is based on best management practices in the general industry or on industry
trends, the agency should make reasonable efforts to indicate which or how many producers have
adopted or endorsed those practices or trends.

What should be I chided in an annual report?

The following outlines requirements and recommendations for annual reports:

Program performance and recovery rate

Report on performance against targets committed to in the approved stewardship plan and any
amendments or addendums. An example of a performance measurement reporting template is included
in Appendix B.

Document the product’s recovery rate information. This section of the report should include a
description of the recovery rate of the product(s) compared to the target listed in the stewardship plan.
Producers should report on the amount of product collected province-wide and in each regional district.

Educational materials and strategies

The report should detail both the educational materials and the various strategies that were used to
meet program targets. Materials may include municipal calendars, advertisements in various media,
web pages, social media, flyers, posters, and point-of-purchase messaging.

Collection facilities

Provide details on collection facility locations and any change in the number and location of these
facilities since the previous report. In the interest of limiting the size of annual reports, the director may
consider limiting the report to changes in the collection system, as long as the locations of all facilities
are displayed on the program website. Producers should report on the number and location of their
processing and disposal facilities as well as the services used in the management of the product.



Environmental impacts throughout the product life cycle and pollution prevention hierarchy

The report must include efforts taken by producers to reduce environmental impacts throughout the
lifecycle of the product and increase reusability or recyclability. The report could include examples of
changes in: product design to increase reusability or recyclability; processing; packaging; green house
gas emissions; and program operations. The producer may report on the performance of the financial
mechanisms the agency is using to promote the reduction of the product’s environmental impact. The
producer may also report on the status of any studies the producer is undertaking to assist with
measuring the environmental impact. Identifying successes by individual producers is encouraged.

Describe how the recovered product was managed in accordance with the pollution prevention
hierarchy including the percentage managed at each level.

Financial statements

Producers are required to submit independently audited financial statements for deposits charged in the
case of beverage containers, or for fees charged by the producer to the consumer that are shown on the
consumer sales receipt. Submitting independently audited financial statements demonstrates the
producer’s commitment to financial transparency and accountability on the management of fees
collected from the consumer.

Verification of non-financial information in annual reports

The Ministry requires third party verification of key information reported in annual reports.
Specifically:

1. BC Reg 449/2004, Section 8(2)(b): Location of collection facilities, and any changes in the
number and location of collection facilities from the previous report.

2. BC Reg 449/2004, Section 8(2)(d): A description of how the product was managed in accordance
with the pollution prevention hierarchy.

3. BC Reg 449/2004, Section 8(2)(e): The total amount of the producer’s product sold and collected
and, if applicable, the producer’s recovery rate.

For annual reports submitted in July 2013 and beyond, a “reasonable assurance” opinion on the key
information above must be provided from a qualified third party (e.g. Chartered Accountant, Certified
General Accountant or Certified Management Accountant) using procedures determined by:

• Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants Handbook on Assurance and Related Services
• ISAE 3000 Standard on Assurance Engagements



Appendix A: Glossary

For the purposes of the Recycling Regulation Guideline, terms used in the document are described
generally below:

“consumable product” refers to a product intended to be consumed during use.

disposal” means the introduction of waste into the environment for the purpose of final burial,
destruction or placement for future recovery, and does not include reuse or recycling.

“hazardous waste” has a prescribed meaning in the Environmental Management Act.

“recover” means a product or substance that has been used as a fuel substitute or for energy
production

‘recyclable material” means a product or substance that has been diverted from disposal, and satisfies
at least one of the following criteria:

(a) is organic material from residential, commercial or institutional sources and is capable of
being composted, or is being composted, at a site;

(b) is managed as a marketable commodity with an established market by the owner or
operator of a site;

(c) is being used in the manufacture of a new product that has an established market or is being
processed as an intermediate stage of an existing manufacturing process;

(d) has been identified as a recyclable material in a waste management plan;

(e) is any other material prescribed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or the minister under
section 22 [minister’s regulations — codes ofpractice].

“recycle” means a series of activities by which products are collected, sorted, processed and converted
into raw materials and used in the production of new products. This excludes the use of these materials
as a fuel substitute or for energy production.

“refuse” means discarded or abandoned materials, substances or objects.

“service provider” means a person or organization who is contracted or otherwise engaged to provide a
service related to the management of the product and/or program

“stakeholder” means a person or organization whose interests will be or are affected by the provisions
of a proposed plan or the operation of an existing plan, and includes a consumer, retailer, service
provider, brand-owner, producer, local government, public interest group, First Nations, or any other
person or class of persons whose interests, in the opinion of the director, are or will be affected.



Appendix B: Reporting on Program Performance
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